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Michigan State Fair

Macatawa Resident

Another

Plans for Boiler

PoKo

Seeb Dock Addition

livic

Building '

To Mark

Editors’

Day

Owner

of

Goats

Ndl "Casey” Landman hat

Michigan State fair at Detroit
application for a Departwill celebrate Editors’day Saturment of Army permit to construct
day, Sept. 4, and invitationsare
40-foot addition to his dock on
being extended to all newspaper*
the west side of Lake Macatawa.
in the lower peninsula.There will
Accordingto blueprints submitbe a luncheon at noon, and the
Id
ted, the addition would extend 40
afternoon will be devoted to enfeet onto the lake from the end of
tertainmentand exhibits.
Aid. Kromaim
Hurricane Association
Gives Property Owners
32-foot addition constructed
The board of managers this
Hospital
Parents
April 7, 1945.
year
is
emphasizing
that
"the
Announces Support
for Efficient
Ultimatum to Appear ;
To Consult Physicians
Persons having objectionsto the
Michigan State Fair belongs to
For Community Plans
And Complete Reports proposed work, from navigation
the people of Michigan."
Labels Charges ‘Lies’
First for IHnesses
standpoints,, must file written
The fair Is 100 years old this
A Board of Public Works re- statementswith the districtenHolland area’s, dream of a com- summer.
Arthur I. Hazzard issued
Another case of polio was request to prepare plans for speci- gineer’s office, 428 Federal build- munity building received new imultimatum
at the regular comported for Holland city today, the
ficationsfor a new boiler at the ing, Milwaukee,Wis, not later petus today with initial announcemon
Council Wednesday night to
third so far this summer.
James DeYoung power plant won than Aug. 26.
ment of the formation of the Hol11 property owners who signed a
Utest victim is 10-year-oldBetCommon Council approval Wedland Hurricane Civic association.
petition against his keeping goate,
nesday
.."T
Its
avowed
purpose
is
to
proty Lou Lieuwen, daughterof Mr.
According to the request, the
mote
interest and financial supsometimes cow* and calves on hit
and Mrs. John Lieuwen of 316
boiler would be installed on a per
port for a Holland area civic
property at 28th St. and Van
West 18th St Betty was taken to
diem rate plus expenses, not to
building to Include an auditorium,
Raalte Ave.
Rapids after spinal test were
exceed $15,000. Costs would be
gymnasium and a swimming
After the council Safety eom*
taken in the emergency ward in
paid out of the BPW reserve fund
pool, recently announced as a
Holland hospiUl.
Aid. Peter Kromann commended
mission gave "no recommendaoint project of Hope college and
Her family received confirmathe BPW for its efficientreports
building committee named by
tion’’ on the petition, Hazzard
tion from Grand Rapids today with
and said he was impressed by
Mayor Harry Harrington.
Allegan , Aug. 18 (Special)-A said. "I take it this ruling exonthe cheering news that she had a
their completeness, while attend- in
Temporary officers of the new ordinancewhich would provery slight case of paralysis from
ing a recent BPW meeting.
HHCA, include Art Keene, pres- hibit handbills from being distrib- erates me of these filthy charges.
the hips down, and that there was
In another action, the BPW
Grand Havwi, Aug. 18 (Special) ident; Bob Topp vice president; uted In cars downtown and post- Unless these petitionsignen apevery indicationsh§ would recover
gave an estimated cost of $1,815.89
—Mr.
and Mr*. :Oecil H. Sly, Sr., Wendall Miles, secretary; Casey ers backed on utilitypoles is to point a committee to meet with
100 per cent
to lay a six-inch water main in
VanderKuy, treasurer.
come under the City Council’s me before 6 p.m. tomorrow night
The Lieuwens live three doors
25th St., from Washington to received word Wednesday afterDr Irwin J Lubbers, president consideration.
(tonight).I’m going to see an ataway from the Ray Souter family,
Maple Aves., of which 75 per cent noon of the tragic death of their of Hope college, has accepted
The council asked City Manager torney about libel and damaget,
304 West 18th St., where 2^-yearmay be assessed against abutting 16-year-oldson, Jesse Louis, which proffered support of the new or- Philip BeauvaiaMonday night tc
if possible."
old Janice contracted polio Sunproperty owners.
occurred .-that morning when
ganization and said 'The organi- draw up auch an ordinance In acHazzard referred to the petitkxi
day. Physicians said the proximity
Council granted authority to tractor overturned and crushed zation is to be complimentedand cordance with an existing state
read at the last regular council
of the cases had nothing to do
make the extension on the assess- him near Traverse Gty.
commended for its efforts and law. He pointed out the dangers to meeting that said odors caused by
with contagion, since the type of
ment plan. This leaves $1,361 92 to
Young Sly was operating
ideas on such a worthy project.”
linemen from the tacks used on the animals, and manure pUea
polio was different.
be raised by special assessments# 'doodle bug" tnctor on the farm
The
will immediately thq^ pole posters,and the disarray that attract flies create general
Meanwhile, Holland hospital
Sept. 7 was sot as the date for a. of his zister. Mrs. Ernest Miller. throw its Influence and support
of the streets after a handbill
»
authorities attempted to correct
public hearing to consideraug- A concrete block, which was used toward construction of a building,
shower.
The matter of the petitionwaa
wrong impressions of the emergestions or objections.
as ballast,struck him on the tentatively planned for a site
Beauvais said the city light fiven the Safety commiasion, Gty
gency ward set up in the local
The Sewer committeewas given head Riding with him was Ronald near Hope college campus.
poles were so fuH of holes from attorney and city inspector at the
hospital.
time for further study on the Elliott, 12, route 3, Traverse City
With mixed emotions.) Bart Miller, Allegan's beat man with the lasso,
While the new organization has advertisingthtft it was almost ImHospital authoritiesrequest regards this beaten Hereford calf which led most of Allegan on a
Elm Valley dairy request to hook who received fractured ribs and adopted plans developedby Hope possible for a lineman to get a meeting for study and further
action.
parents to continue to contact merry day-longchase. The critter,one of 20 calves sent from Chicago
onto the city sewer system.
minor injurie*.
college, it is contemplated that spur in five feet from the ground
Aid Bertal Slagh, chariman of
their family physician, stating it
for use In the coming Allegan fair calf acrambls,cleared a fence durAnd the committee recommendSly, who was bom Sept. 23 the building would be open to all • The , council learned that the
should be the decision of the phying vaccinationand took to the wllda. Miller was set at one time to
ed that a sanitary sewer be con- 1932, in Grand Haven, had com Holland area organizations. The state highway department is pre- the Safety commission,called on
Gty Inspector Ben Wiersetnafor
corral him an the athletic field, but the dogie leaped more fences and
sician whether the child should
structed in 31st St, from Central pleted his freshman year at the
gyrmiasium would provide space paring Estimatesfor paving of his ruling from a health angle.
became tangled with a grapevine.
be taken to the hospitalfor spinal
Ave., east to State St.
high school. He wa$ a member of for school basketball teams, of Marshall St. and Western Ave. to
Wiersema said, "We Inspected
tests.
Council okayed payment of the the high school rifle club, the
primary interestto aports follow- see if they can be Included in this the place and based on the natThe new polio case in Holland
15 per cent withheld on the Wes* choir and the North Ottawr Rod
year’s work. The department will
ers.
ure of goat stables and goats,
brings to 26 the number of cases
Eighth St., from River to Wash- and Gun club.
This building would also pro- be asked to re-mark the stops they are well housed and stabled
in Ottawa county. Four cases are
ington Aves., resurfacing job City
Survivingbesides the parents vide for conventions, conferences adjacent
state highways in a clean manner. From a sanilisted in Allegan.
Engineer Jacob Zuidema report- and the sister are three brothers,
and church meetings.Minimum through town with signs visible at* tary angle, I can find no fault*
Elsewhere in Michigan, 66 new
ed the job completed and recom- Cecil, Jr. of Grand Haven, Wal
seating capacity of 5,000 is plan- night on a 50-50 cost basis beSlagh called on Gty Attorney
polio cases resultingin two deaths
mended payment. The amount ter of Baltimore, Md., and Her
ned with prospects of increasing tween stste and city.
O. S. Cross for an interpretation
were recorded by the state health
withheld totaled $1,791.36.
man at home; the paternal grand the seating capacity to 7,000.
Mayor Walter Kyes set Wed- bt the health ordinance pertaining
department.Latest victims were
A request by Heidema Brothers. father, Jesse Sly of Holland, and
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)— AlA
membership
drive was started nesday night for a specialsession to the petition.
James Westphal, 14, St. Clair
Inc., for a sanitary sewer in 29th the maternal grandmother,Mrs.
today to recruit 300 members. when $520,400 insurance covering
Goes said, "According to the
county, and Lorry Sparks, 11, legan had a rootin’ tootin' wildSt., from Central to College Ave*
Louis Herman of Evansville,Ind When this number has been en- all city properties will be apporordinance, we would have to prove
Genesee county, boosting the west rehearsal of the coming Alin the Heidema Bros, subrivision. The father is manager of the
ents. The
rolled. the organizational meeting tioned among local agents,
that the goata are kejft within 131
death toll to 59. A year ago 12 legan county fair calf scramble
was referred to the Sewer com Western Union Telegraph office
will be called to elect permanent new proposed milk ordinance is feet of another person’* property.
deaths were reported. Michigan Wednesday
mittee.
still
in
the
preparation
stage
and
here.
officers and to adopt a constituWe found that some parts of the
cases this year total 997, comparIt had everything. There was
Claims and accounts totaled
Tire body was taken to Van tion and by-la vs.
will be acted upon at a later meetlot where these goats are kept,
ed with 158 a year ago.
the peevish dogie who ran away
$12,722.77. Other claims were: Zantwick funeral home where serFinancial support for the com- ing.
are lees than 125 feet from some. the lassoingcowboy. . the chase
Hospital board, $15,310.72; lib- vioea will be held Saturday at 2:30
-r
one's property. However, It would
. roping and tying.
. and finalbrary board, $414.50; park and p.m. with the Rev. Bernard munity building project will be
be up to that person to eomly, back to the old coral.
cemetery, $2,748.50; BPW, $18.- Bruns Ung of First Reformed made by membership dues, proplain.”
_
Tuesday a committee of the
742.56; hospital building fund, phurcji officiating. Burial will be motion of athleticevents and aid
in collectionof individual gifts.
Slagh concluded,"With toeat
$17,224.07.
fair associationbrought back from
•in Lake Forest cemeiery.
The new organization will assist
two rulings, we of the Safety
Chicago 20 Herefordcalves about
The BPW reported collections School chums will serve as pall
Zeeland, Aug. 18 —More than
the building committee appointed
commiasion say this is a matter
400
pounds
each
to
be
ready
for
of
$42,216.05
and
the
city
treas
in the
5,000 persons covered all available
bearers.'They are Jerry Yeager
of law enforcementif there aw
the 4-H and FFA calf scramble
urer reported miscellaneous col- Henry De Vette, Leroy Van Vleet. several months ago b/ the Chimspace at the big temporary stage
any complaint! and therefor*
Sept. 16 and 17. They had picked
lections of $37,454.81; city and Phillip Scholten, Gordon Teams .»er of Commerr •
Names of 12 Chamber of Com- the best from 160 head.
Sponsors emphasize that the
make no recommendation.”
at Lawrence St. Park Wednesday school taxes of $184,152.18, for
Alvin Glupker of 111 West 15th
and George Steinbach.
merce members are listed on an
civic association is interested in
Hazzard told council that the
But during vaccination Tues- night for the evening%rogram of a total $221,606.99.
St., waived examination in munici
election ballot to elect four dipromotiononly and will seek no
charges in the petition weto "a
day afternoon,one calf demurred, Zeeland’s annual Farmers’ and
pal court Wednesday on a charge
rectors for the Chamber.
pack of Hee.’’ He thanked the
voice in management or policy
Local Girl to Teach
cleared the fence, and was away
of writing checka totaling $278
Community picnic, sponsored by
Ballots are in the mail this
making
after
the
building
is eomcommittee and officials for their
before anyone could move. By
without sufficient funds.
week, and chamber members must
In Southern School
the
Chamber
of
Commerce;*
ruling and assured that he would
pleted.
nightfall, the calf was cornered in
He was bound over to circuit
have them returned to the office
mdve his fence back where It exCrowds were lighter in the afa woodlot near DeLano St. He
court
to
appear
Sept.
6,
and
was
Miss Evlyne Beyer, daughter of
by 5 p.m. Friday, Sept. 13.
tends to within 12^ feet from ato
was still there Wednesday morn- ternoon, but officials agreed It
released on hi* own recognizance
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Beyer of 110
Nominees are M. C. Lindeman
other person’s property."
ing.
Glupker paid the local court
West 19th St., will leave Thursday
drew the largest crowds and was Attic of
Cornel Brewer, Clarence Becker,
$278 to cover the amount of the
morning for Mobile, Ala., where
Robert Horner, Henry Costing, Then Paul Armintrout spotted one of the most successfulpicnics
him crossing M-89 towards the
^hecks when he appearedand al
Robert Visscher, James H. KlomFire caused an estimated $1,500 she will teach in the Greystone
athletic field. And the round-up on record. Wednesday’sevent was
so paid court cost* to date
Christian Grade school. This is a
parens, Henry Ter Haar, Hollis
damage
to
the
home
of
James
was on.
the seventh annual picnic.The
amounting to $3.10.
private,
non-sectarian
gradeschool
Baker, Dr. William Westrats, Dick
The calf stationed himself in the event was halted three years dur- Schuiling at 497 Gordon St., Tues- where all the subjects are taught
According to the alleged charge,
Zwiep and W. A. Butler. Four
day
evening,
shortly
after
6
p.m.
middle of a pasture and watched
the check* were dra«n on Zeeland
according
to
Christian
principles.
blanks also appear for other
Fireman Cal Strong and Henry
moodily while the men laid ou* j ing World War II.
State bank and paid to the local
Miss Beyer is a graduate of Holchoices.
Between 1,500 and 2,000 persons Terpstra of Holland townshipdetheir strategy.This was the plan:
MontgomeryWard store. Com
land
High
school
and
the
MilwauPersons already on the board
All the cars available were lined gathered for the plowing contests partment No. 2 were overcome kee Bible Instituteof Milwaukee,
plaint was signed by the etore
New traffic signal*, that include
and not to be voted upon are Henacross the road to form a block. in the morning at the Clarence with smoke while battling the atAn old-fashioned neighborhood manager.
"walk" lights for pedestrian*,win
Wis.
ry Maentz, George Tinholt, Joe
tic
flames.
Ten the calf would be driveijto- Nagelkirk farm a mile north of
meeting Monday night that includGeorge Simpson, 47, of MilKramer, William J. Brouwer, John
When firemen arrived at the She was given a surprise fare- ed both sides of a re-zoning con- waukee, Wis., pleaded guilty to a be instilled «t the intersectionef
ward
the athletic field, where a the city. Top score went to MarEighth St and River Ave. later
well
shower
Saturday
night
by
all
Donnelly, John H. Van Dyke,
gate stood open. Once inside, vin Mulder, operating equipment scene, flames had enveloped most the women of the Berean church troversy, ironed out a re-zoning charge of being intoxicated or. this month, and completed "posGeorge Damson, Arnold Hertel,
"Bart” Miller, Allegan’s best man from Bussis brothers of Borculo. of the attic and they had a diffi- of which she is a member. She re- petitionto the mutual watisfaction public street*of Holland. He wa* sibly” by Labor Day.
Harry Harrington, ClarenceGreWith a lasso, could run him down Second place went to Herman cult time getting at the blaze.
given a 30-day suspended sentence
State Highway Commissioner
ceived many gifts and a lunch was of both parties concerned.
vengoed, 0. S. Cross, C. B. McEveryone understood the plan Bussis of Holland Co-op and third Damage was caused by both wa- served by her mother and sister,
An estimated 35 property own- providing he "get out of town."
Charles M. Ziegler assured the inCormick, Henry Geerds and Dr. Irbut the calf. He went the other to Henry Bouman of Hulst Bro- ter and smoke to the downstairs
ers and their wives, living in
Donald A. Veltman, 24, of De- stallationin a letter to Mayor
Mrs. Gerrit Jansen.
J. Lubbers.
floors of the house, firemen said.
way.
thers.
the vicinityof the block bounded troit, paid fine and costs of $10 Harry Harrington, read at the
Terms of the four new directors
The dogie leaped fences clear The prize of the day, a register- They stayed at the scene for two
by 28th and 29th Sts., between for running a red light and Wil- regular Common Council meeting
•re for three years. Three other
Kiwanis-Sponsored
over to a sand-bur patch near ed Holstein bull calf, was awarded hours.
Washington and Michigan Aves., liam Hop of 172 West 21st St., Wednesday night
directors are appointedfor oneSchuiling had left his home
Beauchamp hill. He as winded to Clarence D. Raak, route 2, Holmet with Gerrit Vander Hooning paid a $1 parking fine.
In the same letter, Ziegler inyear terms.
trip Outing for Youngsters
and he tangled with a grapevine land. The contest was open only to Tueday morning for
in the back yard of Simon Holformed Mayor Harringtonthat rethrough northern Michigan.H:s
Miller met him head-on, roped and farmers who have cattle.
surfacing of the brick portion of
Monday was party time for 20 keboer at 169 West 28th St.,
M-21 Contract Let
Jack De Witt was in top form son was at the house shortly betied him before the auto cowBoth sides reported to Common
East Eighth St, and improveboys
from
the Salvation Army
Lansing,
Aug.
18
—
Michigan
fore
6
p.m.
Firemen
couldn’t
deas the lively master of ceremonies
boys could reach the scene.
Council Wednesdaynight.
ments on US-31, would have to
The run-awqy was put into a at evening events. Greetings were termine the origin of the blaze but and Gty Mission in Holland. The Vander Hooning had petitioned State Highway department has wait until next year.
youngsters were treated to a day
awarded
a
contract
to Hertel and
truck and hauled back to the fair- given by George Van Eenenaam, hinted defective wiring "might’’
council, through Isaac Kouw, to
Ziegler said the legislature
and evening at Kamp Kiwanis.
grounds. He has a month to rest president of the Chamber, and by have started the fire.
re-zone lots six to 21 inclusiveof Deyo Co. of Grand Rapid* for didn't provide enough funds for
Jack
Grasmeyer,
chairman
of
1.728 miles of grading, drainage
up before the next show.
The loss was partially covered
Mayor Nicholas Frankena. John
the youlh activities committee of that block from class B. residen- structures,concrete pavement an this work at the present time, and
Swieringa of Holland led commun- by insurance, firemen said.
tial to C commercial. He proposed
other state highway work has a
the local Kiwanis club, announced
stabilized aggregatesurface on
ity singing and played accordion
Grand Haven, Aug. 18 (Special) Man Demands Exams an
that games, eating and prizes to erect a super-marketand as- M-21 south of Hudsonville and priorityover the two local jobs.
selections.
The
program
opened
—Five young men are paying a
Ziegler said in the letter, ‘T beWinners Announced
were featured attractionsof the phalt-topped parking lot.
with a half-hour concert by a 10However, at the last council northeast into Hudsonville. Con- lieve, however, it is possible to
big price for the melons they took Felonious Assault Count
outing.
piece pickup band directed by Paul In Playground Contests
meeting, the property owners pre- tract price is $168,677.48.Comple- program these projects for confrom Farmer Erwin Parish’s farm
Bill Draper and Gabe Kuite. coWolterink.
Grand
Haven,
Aug.
18
(Special)
sented
a petition protesting the tion date is Jan. 1, 1950,1 J. Ho- struction next year. The survey
in Marne last Friday night.
chairmen of the afternoon’sactivre-zoning.After talking back and beck of Holland was awarded a for work on US-31 has been made
The quintet was arraigned —Richard Spencer,23, route 3, Headline entertainment was Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
ities, assured plenty of excitement
Wednesday night before Justice Hudsonville, when arraigned be- provided by professionaltalent of Medalists in Allegan's playground when they .turned loose a white forth at the session, Vander Hoon- $22,925.46 contract for non-skid and the survey notes plotted. It
program . final contests were anfore
Justice
George
VHoffer
TuesGrand
Rapids
and
Kalamazoo.
ing agreed to present a plan in surface treatment on highways in will take time to complete plans
Howard W. Erwin on charges of
leghorn rooster among the boys.
charge of
Barry, Kalamazoo *nd St. Joseph
full program of spoi'tsoc- nounced today by Ken Otis, dipetty larceny and each paid |10 day afternoon on
for advertising.”
According to the report, the writing, that would overcome the counties.
feloniousassault, demanded exam cupied youngsters in the after- rector.
said 11,229 was the
objections.
fine and $3.10 costs. '
youngsters
gave
determined
chase
The agreement was filed with
Parish recognized one of the ination which has been tentatively noon. Picnic baskets were much in attendance 'total for the eight but the fowl escaped.
‘Scooteriit’ Not Hurt,
evidence during the supper hour. weeks of supervised recreation.
City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed, Farewell Party Fetes
youths Investigation led to the set for Aug. 25 at 2 p.m.
Winners
were:
Swimming,
class
Spencer
was
arrested
by
officers
John
Bosch,
picnic
chairman,
and
asked
that
just
the
south
side
arrest of Alvin Martin, 19, route
Car Driver b Jittery
of the Sheriff'sdepartment upon was assisted by Nelson Van Ko- A, David Lilley,B, Mike Wilcox,
Begins Sentence
of the block be re-zoned and list- Missionary to Arabia
1, Marne; Russell Schumaker, 18,
and C, Janet Miller; tennis toured the following specificationthat
route 1, Marne; Roger Crapp, 18, complaintof his neighbor, Henry evering, Melvin Boons tra, William
| Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
Disorderly Count
Overisel, Aug. 17 (Special)— A
Vander Hooning agreed to:
Grand Rapids, and Donald Hais- Arendsen, alleging that Tuesday Baron, Cornelius Kartsen, Adrain nament, Billy Young; horseshoes;
Ora Harter of Huntington.Ind.,
class
A,
Sonny
Sanders,
B,
Jon
L "I will not rent any space to farewell party was held Monday was suffering from a case ef
ma, 20, and Jerry Haiama, 23, morning an argument ensued at Komejan, George Van Eenenaam
Bernard
Corrigan,
52,
of
SaCarroll and C, Wayne Brower;
their homes in Blendon township and Walter Groenewoud.
evening at Kollen park for Miss nerves today after catching a
a second-hand car lot operation.
both of Corns tqck park.
best all-round ^iftball players, ginaw, began serving 15 days in
2. “I will cover all property Christine Voss, Grand Rapids motor scooteriston the hood ef
Many complaints have been re- over a line fence and that Spencer
Francis Cook who also won class the county jail today in lieu of with asphalt if it is zoned com- missionary who plans to leave in
ceived In the Mame-Coopersvillethreatenedhim with a revolver.
Ws car Tuesday noon.
A archery, with class B. Bud In- paying $15 fine and $3.90 costs. mercial.
Arendsen
said
he
didn’t
know
September for the Arabian misare aon entering melon patches.
Harter was about to pass Stanpleaded
guilty
in
municipal
glesbee and C, Bobby Sanders.
whether the weapon was loaded or
3. "The property owners and I sion field.
ley Armstrong, 14. of Allegan near
court
to
a
drunk
and
disorderly
South . Ward school took • the
not Examation by the arresting
A potluck supper was served the M-89 west city limits when
agreed to compromise by re-zonDouble BUck-Ejred Shahs officer revealed the gun was not
softball championship with nine charge.
ing at least the south half of the followed by a social time. A gift the youth staited to make a left
Arrest was. by the city police
loaded.
wins and three, losses.
was presented to the guest of turn. Just then his scooter motor
block."
in
Adorn Sentinel Newsroom
.
Besides the medals given the Wednesdayon East Eighth St.
Vander Hooning met with the honor,
killed. Seeing he was going to hit
top winners, about 200 children • Anthony S. Butterfieldof Jack- property owners and together they
Those present were Mrs. Sara the Harter car Armstrong took 1
An unusual bouquet of double Sen. Tripp Takes Charge
. Zeeland, Aug. 18 — John R. won emblems for achievementin son, paid a $10 speeding fine, and
agreed to the written pact Ira A. Voss, the Rev. and Mrs. Robert flying leap to the auto's hood* mid
black-eyed Susans today holds the
Peter Kolean of 209 East 14th
Bouws, 73, is in serious condition various activities.
AMles of 173 West 28 St, spokes- Steegstra and family, Mr. and made it
place of honor in The Sentinel Of Husband Calling Act
St., paid a $1 parking fine.
in Huizenga Memorial hospital
tnan for the property owners, re- Mrs. Alvin Voss, Mr*. Sena AlAllegan, Aug. 18. (Special)
newsroom. Tbe half, dozen or so
He rode until Harter could come
ported to council that the majority bers. Mr. and Mrs. parry Aal- to a stop. After being treated for.
blooms, grown by Mrs. Clara Je- State Senator Harold D. Tripp following an explosion at 8:45 am. Firemen Answer Call
of the property owners, after derink and family, Mr. and Mrs. minor cut* Armstrong went to,
Zetland Arraignments
siek, route 4, are twice as big as will forget his legislativeduties today in the basementot his home
To Extinguish Blase
the usual black-eyed Susans.
during Allegan oouoty’s fair to at 344 East Central Ave.
Zeeland, Aug. 18— Among those Monday's general meeting,agree Willis Dampen and family; Mr. look tor the abandoned scoots*
According to Fire Chief John
Local firemen answered their recently arraigned before Justice to accept Vander Kooning'scom- and Mrs. John Henry Albers and
The top layer of petals measures officiateat a new feature on the
But Harter had the jittera.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard AlVan, Eden, Bouws was cleaning second call within the last six Isaac Van Dyke in Zeeland were promise.
more than four incheracross,while fair's program.
Vander Hooning said, "We un- bers, Mr. and . Mrs. Harold AlHe’s in charge of a husband the floor with gasoline and aupar- months to the Warm Friend Tav- PhillipJohn Frank, Fort Benning,
the bottom layer is considerably
smaller.
calling contest, set for Sept. 14, ently had forgotten the pilot light ern Monday afternoon.
Ga7 speeding in Zeeland city, $9 derstand each other and to me bers and family, Mr. and Ms. Gor- Pay Drank Finn
Gnand Haven, Aug.
Damage waa confined to a base- fine and $1 costs; William Swan that meeting Monday in a back- don Haverdink and family, Mr.
. Mrs. Jesiek, who left her sample during the first program of har- on the fuel oil hot water heater.
bouquet with newsroom ’employee, ness racing.
Th resulting explosion ignited ment laundry room -where the berg, route 4, Holland, improper yard over there was a fine de- and Mrs. Albert Meiste, Mr. and —John Rank, 69,
says she planted ordinary seeds of
A director of toe AHegan Coun- Bouws' clothing an the pads on motor on a niangle caught fire. left turn, $15 fine and $1.40 costs; monstrationof democracy in act- Mrs. Albert Dampen and family, Theodore Bruneau, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Meiste and Haven,
the flower variety; so she cannot ty Agriculture society, which his kneees. He receieved second Fire fighters sprayed chemicals John L. Davenport, Western ion."
Council unanimouslypassed the family, Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Alexplain the double blossoms. They sponsors the fair, Tripp says and third degree burns on Ma and water on the motor and insu- Springs, HI., speeding, $15 fine and
first bloomed early In the summer prizes of $15, $10 and $5 will go bade and down one leg.
$1.40 costs; Alvin Jonker, Grand re-zoning petition,subject to th* bers, Mr. and Mm. Marvin Albers
lated pipes.
to toe women ftir-floaiiwith
and have continued to produ
Damage was cottoned to ,toe Haven, speeding,$16 iine and $L40 conditions stipulated in toe write and family. Mr. and Mi* William
Fire did not spread to toe bane,
ten
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Four New Houses

Dykema Records

Are Included in

Win Over

iK
Moose

It seems we’ve heard that score
before. For Thursday night It was
Moose absorbinganother defeat,
this time at the hands of Dykema

Building Permits

3-1.

Although Mart Tfcr Haar offered stiff pitching resistance to the
Tailors, his mates just didn't seem
to have the run-scoringpunch

Twelve Applications

an

(or

$46,000 Outlay

In Holland During

j"

Week

mits totaling $46,905 were filed
last week with City Building Inspector George Zuverink and City

..V

Clerk Clarence Grevengced.

The

necessary.

f

Applicationsfor 12 building per-

_

I’V!
.

permits included four new

houses and a $10,000 addition to a

building.

commercial
^
The applicationsfollow:
Louis De Waard, 598 Maple
Ave., one-story house, 30 by 34
feet, of frame construction with
asphalt roof, $9,000; Bolhuis Lumber Co., contractor.
William De Roo, 567 Central
Ave., add bedroom and enlarge
bedroom on second floor, 12 by 20
feet, $1,800; self, contractor.
Peter Vande Lune, 50 West 26th
St., new house, 30 by 20, with
wing, 20 by 5 feet, and garage,
20 by 20 feet, brick construction
with asphalt roof, $8,200 for house
and $800 for garage; self, con-

Here are three of the car* damaged in a series of
crashes In Hamilton Friday afternoon Involvingsix
vehicles. The car at the right was hit broadside by
an oil tanker, and Mrs. James Koops, who was
about to cross the highway, was thrown to the
pavement in the melee. The middle car which was

drawing a small trailer loaded with cement was hit
in the rear by the tanker and then crashed Into the
parked 1949 model at extreme left. In the background Is the house and office of Dr. H. W. Tenpaa
where patientswere treated.

m

fm

\

Paul Fortney, for example,was
thrown out trying for second in
the first inning after he had singled with two out.
In the second, Jason DeVries
singled to open ffie frame, advanced to second on an error and
made third a moment later on a
pass ball. That however, was as
far as the Moose third baseman
got Dykema pitcherHerk Cramer
disposed of the side quickly to end
the threat.
Again in. the third and fourth
innings Moose might easily have

mm

m

scored had there been a littlecon-

solidationof attack. But each
::::
time a batter would roach base
and son of Hopkins, were Satur- the Lodge club's hitting would
day evening guests at the home fold up like a Murphy bed.
of Mrs. Glupker’s parents,Mr.
Moose did score in the sixth on
and Mrs. Edward Drier in Bur- a double by Fred Handwerg and
nips
a single by Ted Bos. but the one
Mrs. Doris Schieb and son, Jim- run ;t posted didn’t come close to
my, of Grand Rapids, are spend- Dykema's lead.
ing the week with Mrs. Nell
The Tailors,meanwhile,acored
sons visited relatives at Sparta. Grootersat her home in Bumips. in the first inning and twice in In preparationfor the annual
the second. From that frame on,
The Young Adult Bible class of
Ter
Haar pitched so tightly that costume ball at Macatawa hotel,
Market Street Methodist church
Dykema
base runners never came guests and resorters proved their
held their annual outing WednesKaiser
within shouting distance*of home skill and ingenuity by making hats
day at Johnson park.
plate.
to wear at the Mad Hatters ball.
The Rev. and Mrs. John HarTer Haar, i nc de n l.y, gave
old Katesky and children have
up only four hits. One, howAfter
returned home from Pilgrim Holiever, was a
run by
ness camp, Owosso, where they
Claud Dykema. Cramer, on the
spent a week.
KaLser-FYazer is sole possessor
other hand, allowed seven base
(From Friday’s Sentinel)
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Broomel of second place in Wooden Shoe blows to Moose.
Joseph Fendt, Sr., of 216 West
and family were visitors at the league standings today by token
14th St., and his sons, Joseph, Jr.,
home of Mr and Mrs. Harold Berof its 10-7 victory over Hamilton
Frank and John; a cOusin, Frank
ens and daughter. Connie, and son,

*

1

mL

m
m

Six Vehicles in Crash

On M-40

in

Hamilton

'

Hamilton, Aug. 18 — A woman
tractor.
was hospitalized,three cars were
Sally Powers of St. Louis, Mo., prize to Clarence Dunn of St
Wolbrink Insurance Agency, 68- badly damaged and a two-wheel
and Steven Branch of Grand Rap- Louis. Mrs. Frank Lewis of Cin70 West Eighth St, partition for trailer was demolishedin a colids won the girls and boys prizes cinnati, O., won the honors for the
remodeling office, $500; R. Z. lision at 2 p.m. Friday on M-40
Judges J. H. Dowling of Colum- women. Manager John Urban in
Bolles, contractor.
involving six vehicles.
bia, Term., and Dr. Charles Andres his huge flowered hat led the
Bert Ooeterbaan, 144 East 19th
Mrs. James Koops of Hamilton,
of Chicago awarded the man’s grand march.
St, tear down old garage and re- who was about to cross the highbuild, 20 by 20 feet $350; self, way to attend a Ladies Aid meetA., born Thursday to Mr. and
contractor.
ing in First Reformed church, was
Mrs. Louis Van Dyke, 93 North
John Harmsen, 17 West 18th taken by ambulance to Holland
120th Ave.; a daughter, Maty
St, reroof part of house, $80; self, hospital for treatment of severe
Lou, born Thursday to Mr. and
contractor.
lacerationsof the right arm and
Mrs. Richard Staat, 184 East 35th
Henry Geerds, 588 Central Ave., left leg. X-rays revealed no fracSt
raise garage, build new wall and tures. Her condition was reported
foundation, $500; Henry Beelen,
J
Friday night.
Fendt of Chicago and Mrs. Mary
contractor.
The accident occurredwhen a Douglas of Bentheim.
Main Auto all but shoved VFW
After last night's encounter, the
Enright of Chicago are attending New North Casco Well
Howard Ehrick, 82 West 22nd large oil tank transport,driven by
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hyde and
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
off the Fourth St. diamond Friday
the
All-Star
football
game
today.
St, new house, 35 by 30 feet, Charles Dillingerof Battle Creek, Mr. and Mrs. J. Kleinsteker of Auto men have raised their sights
Mr. and Mrf John D. French
Carriet Great Promise
night In recording a 10-2 win.
frame construction with asphalt hit a small trailer loaded with 18 Bumips motored to Lowell last to first-seatedMeyer's, currently of Ypsilanti have arrived in Hol- They plan to stay for the weektopping league clubs.
end
with
relatives
in
Chicago,
roof, $6,500; De Leeuw and Sons, bags of cement, drawn by a ’37 week.
land to spend a vacation with the
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
Jason Ebels, who got credit for
Kaiser didn’t waste much time
contractor.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Brummel had
former's mother, Mrs. J D. French, their former home.
model car driven by Justin BoerTesting the potential of their the win, pitched a one hitter goMr. and Mrs. Morris Gardepe newest wildcat discovery, operPeter Kalkman, 121 East 32nd man, route 1, Hamilton.Boorman
guests his parents, Mr. and scoring against its former second- 1113 South Shore Dr. Min French
St, one-storyhouse, 38 by 32 i was driving slowly north on M- Mrs. Bert Brummel and family place co-holder.Fortney, the Berg- has completedwork for a master's and sons. John and Bill, are leav- ators developingthe new North ing into the last inning.
man brothers.A1 Piersma and Van degree in business administration ing today for their home in Dover,
But even with its two-run uprisfeet, cinder block construction, 40 looking for a parking place.
of Grand Rapids.
Casco oil field predicted it may
with garage, 22 by 24 feet, $7,500
Miss Donna Lea Elward was Liere'allcrossed home in the ini- at the University of Michigan N. J., after spending a month become one of Allegan county’s ing in that frame, the Vet* team
The impact scattered the bags,
and $1,000 for garage, self, con- raising a cloud of dust. The tank- honored at a shower Friday even- tial frame. But where the Me- summer session which ended this with Mrs. Gardepe’s mother, Mrs. more importantpools.
collectedbut three safeties off
tractor.
er slid 50 feet on loose cement ing at the home of her parents, chanics left off, Hamilton began, week. Later this month Mr. and Marie Van Kolken, 143 East 22nd
W. Spencer Cook, representing Ebels throughout the entire game.
gan.
Ray Harrison, 677 Michigan before it hit the Koops car, a '41 Mr. and Mr. Wayne Alward.
Mrs. French will move to Detriot St.
the operators, said 2,500 acres
Main, meanwhile,hammered out
Hamilton posted two runs where he has accepted a position Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Gross were under lease. Drilling equipAve., addition to building and re- model, where Mrs. Koop was Guests were relatives. Games were
12 base blow* on George Botsis,
model, 28 by 37 feet cinderblock waiting at the curb. Her car was played and gifts were presented in their half of the first, one in in the market research depart- and daughter. Virginia, 91 East ment is being moved onto the R.
VFW moundsman. And the Supply
construction,$10,000; Andrew hit broadside on the left, and Mrs. to the bride-elect. Lunch was the second, two in the third and ment of Burrough’s Adding 23rd St., have returned after a E. Dow property, second location
men didn’t wait long to start their
a
like
number
in
the
fourth.
MeanPoatma, contractor
vacation
trip
to
Northern
MichiKoops was thrown to the pave- served by the hostess. Miss Aleast of the discovery well on the
Machine Co.
attack, either.
while.
Kaiser
s
attack,
momentarGradus Den Bleyker, 13 West ment
ward will be married to Luther
Jame* and George Marshallfarm,
Mrs. Mary Elzinga has been re- gan.
Roddy Maat, Hank Prince and
ily anyway, was in the doldrums.
Ninth St, reclaimingporch to
Capt.
Herbert
Jensen,
formerly
The Boerman car, out of con- HildebrandtAug. 15.
and on the Osmun Harris com Junior Maatman all negotiated the
moved from Holland hospital to
The
score
at
the
end
of
the
enlarge kitchen, $500; self, con- trol, crashed into the rear of a
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Yonker
the Martha and Cora Convalescent with the SalavationArmy here, munitized parcel, on the south base pathj in the first inning to
tractor.
new 1949 model parked at the and Sharon Kay and Linda Lou fourth stood 7-5 with Hamil- home.
is bringing a group of bandsmen offset.
give Main a three-run lead it never
Ralph Woldring, 190 East Fifth curb, sending it into a panel had as guests last week Mr. and ton in the drivers seat. And
The Marshall well came through relinquished.
The annual Jipping family re- from Benton Harbor for a conSt, reroof house, $175; Herman truck which in turn hit the rear Mrs. John Yonker of Bentheim. that’s the way things looked un- union will be held Aug. 19 at cert Saturday at 8 p.m. in the for Cook after five successive
Ebels personally accountedfor
Seif, contractor.
of a parked car.
The Rev. and Mrs. Earl J. Stine til the sixth when Kaiser recorded Lawrence St. park, Zeeland. Acti- Salvation Army citadel. 178 Cen- tries in the area ain& 1938. He the lone matker in the second
two
more
markers,
knotting
the
The '49 model was owned by attended the Monterey Center
vitieAare scheduled to begin at tral Ave. Connie De Bidder of once got a small showing of oil frame. He doubled with one out
Howard Loftis, Grand Rapids Methodist church W.S.C.S. pic- score.
Benton Harbor, will give a chalk in a location three-quarters mile in that stanza and scored on an
6:30 pfti.
Finally, in its half of the seventh
drug salesmanwho was callingon nic Tuesday.
The Rev. H. J. Steunenbergand illustration. The public is invited. southeast of the present produc- error.
Dr. H. Tenras, who lives opposite
Miss Necia i)e Groot and Miss er.
Mr. and Mrs. Gillls Brower an- the Auto club produced three family and Mrs. William Wolvius
Three more runs were accounted
the church. Loftis’ 81-year-old nounce the birth of a daughter! more runs, cinching the game. have arrived here from New York Gertrude Stroeve left this morn- The well tests at 16 barrels per for in the third, thanks to G. Van
Van
Liere
allowed
Hamilton
mother, Mrs. Agnes Loftis, sitting Mrs. Brower is the former Ida
and will be home for a month at ing for Winona Lake, Ind., to at- hour, but was pinched back to five Langevelde’s home run. The Auto
10 hits, strikingout five and Issuin the front seat, hit her head Nyenhuis.
'•Pilgrim's Unding," Chippewa tend a musical festival there to- as good production practice.
club concluded scoring in the fifth,
against the dashboard. She was
4
The Mesdames Gertie, Joe and ing two base on balls, M. Johnson beach.
night.
with one, and the sixth with two
The Rev. and Mrs. James Way- treated in the physician’s office Henry Leenheer of Jamestown was on the mound for the lasers.
Mr. and Mrs. Clayton OongleMrs. L. MargueriteGeiger and
more tallies.
He gave up all 11 hits to Kaiser. children. Twila, Maurice and ton and sons. Clark and Arvin, Short Course Enrollees
er of Racine Wis., will arrive in for head lacerationsand was tak- vtsitwl friends here Sunday.
Howie Glupker led both dub*
•Holland Aug. 18 to make their en home to Grand Rapids. Loftis’
Mr. and Mrs. Francis PalmSonya, of 305 West 11th St., have of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., are Plan Reunion at Camp
at bat. He recorded a perfect day
home at 26 East 12th St Rev. five-year-oldson, Thomas, and the bos and family spent several days
moved to Dorr. Mrs. Geiger, who spending today in Holland. They
at the plate with three for three,
Wayer, who aerved as pastor of latter's cousin, Jimmy Bums, sit- with relatives at Crystal.
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
taught the Pigeon Creek school have been taking a six or seven
including a triple and a double.
local churches for more than 20 ting in the rear seat, were shaken
John Hildebrandt underwent
the last two years, will teach the weeks’ trip through the west and legan county farm men and wo Maatman, also of Main, wasn’t far
yean, completed 45 years in the but uninjured
surgery at the hospital last week
middle grades of the three-room plan to return home from here. men who have attended short behind. He banged out three for
ministry in June.
- The trailer on which the cemMrs. Mila Beyer was in Zeeland
courses at Michigan State college four.
school at Dorr. Twila and Maurice They formerly lived in Holland.
Future plans of the couple in- ent was loaded was completely de- Tuesday.
H. J. Dollinger, assistantman- will hold a reunion Aug. 19 at the
Results Listed
will attend Wayland high school.
clude various church activities. molished and ended up in pieces
R. Maumma of Jamestown reGray Ladies going to the Vet- ager of the Northcentral division 4-H Camp Kidwell on Eagle lake
Rev. Wayer plans to fill requests under the oil transport. The lat- ceived chest injuries when he
of the Chamber of Commerce, when a permanent organization Justice Dismisses Case
Small
sailboat -enthusiasts had erans hospital at Ft. Custer on
as guest pastor. Mrs. Wayer will ter vehicle, a tank-semi with a struck a culvert near Burnips last
a busy week-end at Macatawa Monday are the Mesdames Arie visited the local Chamber office may be formed, County Agent A. For Lack of Evidence
continue speaking tours in behalf capacity of 5,000 gallons, received
„
Weller, Garrett Vander Borgh, this week, making a survey and D. Morley announces.
Bay Yacht club.
of the Board of Foreign Missions only a slight scratch and a leak in
Mrs. Tillie Miller and son Earl
About 150 people, as abort Grand Haven, Aug. *18 (Special)
Races in four classes, both Sat- Henry De Wreert, Don Zwemer, check of local activities. He was
of the Reformed Church in Am- the gas tank. It was empty at the Newell of Holland were visitors
former Chamber secretary of course "alumni" are eligiblefor —Justice George
Hoffer
urday
and Sunday attracted more Lester Kuyper and Roy Heasley.
erica, of which she is national time of the crash and was headed Sunday at the home of Mr. and
The Rev. Rolf Veenstra of South Haven and was recently membership.
Thursday dismisseda charge of
than 21 boats.
vice-president.
for Holland for a load of gaso- Mrs. Arthur De Jongh and chilThe picnic will start at 7:30 larceny of an outboard motor
Saturday’sresults in jrdei of Grand Rapids will be guest minis- transferred to the Chicago office
Rev. and Mrs. Wayer have been line.
dren, Jean Ann and Sonny, and finish were:
ter Sunday at the Central Park of the National Chamber from pm, with each family furnish- against James F. Wilson, 40, Musactive in Racine civic and church
The parked panel truck in front Mrs. Carrie De Jongh.
Crescents— Sally Copeland.Di- Union chapel. He will speak at Dallas, Tex. He and Spencer Shaw, ing cake or sandwiches.Swim kegon, for lack of evidence. The
affairs. Rev. Wayer took part in of the Loftis car was driven by
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Huist and ana Fehring, Jane Boyd, Clark both the 10 a.m. and 7:30 pjn. ser- manager of the Northcentral di ming, a ball game, and movies of case was heard Monday.
the program of Racine Council of Bernard Yonker, route 5, Hol- daughterSandra of Way L. -id were
vision,will meet with all secre- Michigan State college activities
Anderson, Mary Stewart, Jill vices.
Wilson was charged by state
Churches, is a past president of land. The truck and the car park- visitorsSunday at the home of
Mr. and Mr*. Clarence Rooks taries at the National Institute are planned.
police with taking an outboard
Crawford,
Jimmy
Field
the Churchmen’s club and has ed in front of it received only Mrs. Nell Grooters of Burnips.
Lightnings — Caryl Curtis.Jim of Spring Lake, formerly of Hol- in Chicago next week.
motor belongingto George Dobserved as president of the Pastors’ slight damage. All vehicles were
The Holland Youth for irist
Mr. and Mrs. Marinus Ryn- White, Bob Den Uyl, Vender Berg, land, announce the birth of a son
ben of Muskegon, which was in
association.He began his ministry headed or pointed north at the brandt of Byron Center visited
Thursday In Grand Haven hos- band under the direction o Ro- Mrs. Maria Nobel Dies
Herb Pollack.
the basement of the Dobben cotin 1904 at Ebenezer Reformed time. Deputy Sheriff Harvey Fol- friends here Wednesday.
land Van Dyck and Gilbert V .n
Lawleys— Bill Jesiek, Bob Den pital.
tage on Spring Lake and disapAt Home of Daughter
church, in Grand Rapids. From kert of Hamilton investigated,asMiss Louis George and Miss Co- Herder, Dave Kelly, Jack van der
Terrance Vandenberg. son of Wynen will take part in the evepeared while Wilson and his help1907 to 1919 he war pastor of the sisted by^ Deputy Walker Runkel leen Parker, Mrs. Chauney Parker
Mr. and Mr*. C. Vandenberg,Jr., ning service Sunday at the MethVelde, Withey
Mrs. Mary Nobel, 75, died of
er, Dallas Varney, 17, Muskegon
of
Allegan.
Grand Rapids Bethany church,
route 4, has been awarded the odist church at Saugatuck. Ser- lingering illness Thursday noon Heights, were painting the interand sons, Jimmy and Larry, and
The crash occurredas William Josephine Parker spent Tuesday C. boats— Jack Hobeck, Butter- Beaver Bronze C at Culver Mili- vice begins at 7:30.
and from 1919 to 1939 he served
field, Bob Bennett, Ann Lowry.
at the home of, her aon-in-law and ior of the cottage on June 16.
First Reformed church of Holland. Ten Brink, Hamilton mortician,
Mr. FlorenceSprague, of Cor- daughter,Mr. and Mrs. Anthony
at Ottawa beach.
Sunday’s
results in ord^r of tary academy where he is spendVarney, who pleaded guilty to
Since 1939 he has been pastor of was lining up a funeral procession
Mrs. William Fleser entertain- finish were:
ing the summer in the Woodcraft unna is spending 10 days with her Klingenberg, 764 West 26th St
the charge In Circuit Court on
the First Reformed church at at his mortuary less than a half ed 32 guests at a shower WednesCrescents— Jill Crawford, Jane camp with boys from 38 states son-ir-law and daughter, Mr and
Surviving are three other daugh- July 23, implicated his employer.
block south of the impact. He
Racine.
day evening for Miss Donna Lea Boyd, Sally Copeland.Jimmy and six foreign countries.The C Mrs. Ben Brookhouse and family. ters, Mrs. Dick Vereendaal of Hoi
quickly brought a stretcher to the
Alward. Lunch was served by the Field, Mary Stewart, Clark An- awarded Woodcraftersafter they 635 East Eighth St.
land, Mrs. George Kamps of Hudscene and with the aid of Dr. TenDr. and Mrs. William' Arends- sonvilleand Mrs. Odes Hoogeveen
have acquired high ratings in all
hostess. Gifts were presentedto derson.
Long Illness Is Fatal
pas pickcd^ip Mrs. Koop. Then he
horst
and
sons,
Billy
and
Tommy,
Lightnings— Caryl Curtis, Herb phases of camp life.
of Jamestown; a son, Arie of Moremoved his ambulance from the the bride-elect.
For John Zonnebelt
Underprivileged boys will be en- of Ann Arbor, are visiting Dr. line; 31 grandchildren and 13 great
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Miss Btty Coates was honored Pollack, Bob Den Uyl.
procession,hurried her to Holland
at a miscellaneous shower last
Lawleys— Bill Jesiek, Dave Kel- tertainedby the Kiwanis club Arendshorst’smother, Mrs. Wil- grandchildren; two brothers and 29 Cast 9th
Phone 8961
John Zonnebelt, 77, died Friday hospital and returned to continue week Friday at the home of Mrs.
ly, Jack van der Velde, Withey, at a picnic Monday at Kamp Ki- liam Arendshorst, 1 East 12th St., two listers in the Netherlands
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN
the
funeral
service.
night at the home of his sister,
wanis. Club members will meet this week-end.
William Fleser.Hostess was Mrs. Patterson.
and a cousin, Henry Groeneveldt
GilbertVander Water, Mgn
The three badly damaged cars
Mrs. Minnie Van Dommelen, 218
Hospital Notes
Roger Fleser of Grand ( Rapids.
boats— Jack Hobeck, Ann at the Warm Friend Tavern at 2
of Holland.
West 10th St., following a linger- are believed to be beyond repair. Thirty '+wo guests were invited. Lowry, Bill Fluers.
(From Friday's Sentinel)
p.m. to furnish transportation to
ing illness.He had lived m Holland The '37 model owned by Boerman
Admitted to Holland hospital
the camp. At 6:15 pm. all KiGames were played and refreshwas damaged both in the front
and vicinity76 years.
wanians will meet with the boys Wednesday were Mrs. Anna Boers,
ments were served. Gifts were
Church School Picnic
Zonnebelt was born May 17, and rear. The Koops car was
111 West 14th St.; Glenn Coffey,
for a picnic supper.
prsented. Miss Coates will be mar1872, in the Netherlands, the son crushed in badly on the left side,
A son was born Tuesday to the 1808 West 13th St.; Mrs. Arthur
ried to Calvin Fleser Aug. 23. She Held at Tunnel Park
of the late Mr. and Mrs. William and Loftis' new car was badly
Rev. and Mrs. Bernard E. Vander- Welch, 307 West 14th St.; Cornie
Is the daughter of Mr. and Mr*.
Jkmnebelt. He was a member of damaged In the rear and the
Charles Coates. Her fiance’s parAbout
400
attended
the
First beek of Deerfield,111., near Chi- Van Duren, 46 East Eighth St.
Ninth Street Christian Reformed front It jumped tlw? curb in the
ents are Mr. and Mrs. William Reformed church school picnic cago. The Vanderbeeks plan to (discharged same day).
impact. Drug samples and literachurch.
Discharged Wednesday w«*e
Fleser. Miss Coates has been Wednesday at Tunnel Park. The leave Deerfield in a few weeks for
Surviving are four sisters, Mrs. ture in the trunk were widely
teaching
government
and
econo- Clarion class conducted a sports Charleston. W. Va., where Rev. Grace Klomparem,328 WashingVan Dommelen, Mrs. Jeanette scattered.
Vanderbeek has accepteda new ton Ave.; Mrs; Harvey De Zwaan
The crash attracted throngs of mics at Sunfield high school. Mr. program beginning at 5:30 p.m. charge. He is a son of the Rev.
Fortuin of Wyoming Park, Mrs.
and daughter, 1441 Division; Mrs.
Fleser
taught
school
at
Shelby
Following
sports,
a
basket
supCornelius Steketee and Mrs. John people.Hours later, clouds of dust
per was served with refreshments and Mrs. John Vanderbeekof James Hamberg and son, 234 West
last year.
still
persisted
as
cars
rode
througn
Van Dyke of Holland; three brothMr. and Mrs. Jacob Simmons of in charge of committees from the Holland and his wife is a daugh- 32nd St.; Mrs. Edward Plasman,
era, William, George and Gerdt the diminishing cement layer on
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ter Haar 191 West 20th St.; Mrs. Walter
Grand
Rapids were Sunday visi- Men’s and Ladies' classes
the highway.
Zonnebelt, all of Holland.
Baker and son, 211 Friant St.,
tors at the home of Mrs. Nell
Prizes were awarded to the old- of Holland.
Jack Topp, 344 West 21st St, is Grand Haven; Mrs. Leonard Dick
est member present, Peter Ver
Grooters of Burnips.
New Cutter Captain
Mrs. John P. U. Nelson was a Schure; and the youngest, the two ill at his home with virus pneu- and son, 84 East Ninth St
monia. He has been 1U for two
Admitted Thursday was Harvey
caller
last week at the home of and a half-week-old son of Mr.
11
Grand Haven, Aug. 15 (UP)—
Vander Bie. 320 West 16th St.
Mrs.
Augusta
Ebmeer
in
Burnips.
(From
Saturday’s
Sentinel)
and Mrs. George Swierenga.Mr. weeks.
Lt John M. Austin is new comDischarged Thursday were WarMr. and Mrs. Clifford Jagers and Mrs. Nelson Kragt won the
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Jones
mander of the Coast Guard cutter
ren
Kemme, 35 East 20th St; Mrs.
and
children
have
moved
to
their
of
Burnips
were
supper
guests
prize
for
having
the
largest
famIron River Minister
Woodbine. Austin served two
Otto Weisner, 655 Lugers road;
years on the Mackinaw and has of Mrs. Hattie Crisman Sunday at basement home south of Burnips, ily present
Mrs. Kenneth Walton and daughwhich was recently completed.
After the program, the film, Accepts Allegan Call
been eecutixve officer of hte her home in Hopkins.
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)— Al- ter, Virginia park; Mrs. Gordon
The Rev. and Mrs. Earl J. Stine "Reaching from Heaven,’’ was
Miss Myrtle Coates and Mrs.
Wbodbine for three months. He
Allegan Presbyterianshave ex- Kiekintveld and daughter, 172
•uooeeds Lt. U. H. Leach who Dorothy Oakes and daughter, and daughter,Frances, and sofn, shown.
It’s
Nanette, have returned from a Peter, returnedto #ielr home in
Walter. Vander Haar is superin- tended a call to the Rev. Stewart Reed Ave.; Mrs. Ralph Dokter,
leaves lor Philadelphia.
week’s vacationwith their bro- Burnips this week.
tendent of the Sunday school. Werner, pastor of the Iron River 11 East 28th St; Mrs. Vern Carr,
or
ther and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Ruth Custer of Grand Rapids Is John Junior Van Tatenhove is as- church for the last six years, Ar- 97 West 13th St.
Lawn Dinner Honors
Births Included a daughter, Elthur Kaechele,chairman of the
C. Coates of Wisconsin. Miss Bet- visiting relatives at their home sistant
OeCATHMAL
Je Staffed *Re4ee
'’A lawn dinner was held Tues- ty Coates substituted as- clerk for here for two weeks.
pulpit committee, has announced len Jane, born Wednesday to Mr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Lugten,
HamfaHMhK
Ik. am HlHif.
day night at the George Dreyer her sister,Mrs. Oakes, at the
The
Rev
Werner
has
accepted
Miss Donna Goodman of Hop- TWO PAY PINES
100-Mlo Aeto Race
farm, route 4, honoring Mrs. grocery store.
the call, pending formalities of ilton; a son, Jon Donald, born
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
kins spent Wednesday at the home
TaMHy Bartlett
ATOMIC
George Jlpping on her 81st birthThe Women!* society for Cluris- of her parenty Mr. and Mrs. Har- Earl Kroner, 18, Otsego, paid $50 his release from the Northern Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. DonMichigan
Presbytery,
He
hopes
ald
Kronemeyer,
630
Harrington
day anniversary. A group gift was tian Service of the Bumips Meth-. ry Reinbolt.
of the U. f» Aloa leortr CesMlNlee
fine and $11.55 costs on a reckto her.
odist church held their annual . Mr. and Mrs. Herman Miller of less* driving charge. John Casten- to -assume his Allegan dutlss by Ave., Virginia park; a daughter,
DITKOIT SIPT. 2-11
Wendy Rae, born Thursday to
were Miss Minnie picnic Thursday at Silver Creek. Holland, were Monday guests at eda, .52, Holland, paid $50 and $15 early October.
A native of Pennsylvania,the Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wanrooy, 216
and Mrs. Albert JipMr. and Mrs. Fred De Jongh the home of relativeshere.
costX for driving while drunk.
Mr. and Mrs. and sons, Jack and Don, had MusMr. and Mrs. Chauney Parker Charles Du Bois 24, Holland, waiv- minister received his theological South Division road; a daughter,
Jean, Ken- kegon relativesas guests for sevfamily entortainedAnn Ar- ed examinationon a bad check degrees from Princeton seminary. Darlinda Jeanne, born Thursday
- and Mrs. eral days.
charge and was bound over to He and Mrs. Werner have three to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Sundin,
relatives .Saturday night
children.
4351 West 21st St; a son, Douglas
and Mrs. Gera# GJupker circuit count *
Mr. and Mm. John Brower
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Flying
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Fmd Kalamazoo
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American Legion Club House

Series of Thefts

\

Team

KalamazooSutherland,take It
away, please.

Take away

—City

admitted a series of thefts.
The 11 and 9-year-old boy* admit having gone into the Joseph
Mistretta home on East Franklin
St. on three occasions.Many articles were taken most of which
have been recovered.
The 11-year-oldadmitted taking
a supply of fishing tackle out of
the garage at the Fred Justlan
home, 2 Beech Tree St., about
Aug. 3, and the 15-year-old brother admitted taking a fishing
rod and reel out of a Jultian’s
car parked near the Challenge
Machinery Co.

against a lone setback.
Their nearest competitoris the
Kaiser-Frazer nine with four wins,
one loss and two ties.
The two front runners clash
Friday at Riverview park. A win
by the Autos could loosen the
Cubs’ hold on first place.
Fillmore Creamery, with four
wins, two defeats \and one tie, is
holding onto third place in the
standings. Hamilton is in fourth
place with three wins, three defeats and one deadlock.

Seaton Handed to
Local Ball

Grand Haven, Aug. 18 (Sped*!)
police took into custody
Saturday throe juveniles,all brothers, aged 15, 11 and 9, who havt

Meyer’s North Short Cub* *re
far ahead of the Wooden Shoe
baseball league at the end of four
weeks’ play. The Cubs have piled
up a record of seven victories

I
Setback of

AMI

Juveniles

V

AttackToo Rough
Wont

mMDM, AWIIf W*

that burning base-

ball lesson you gave Holland’s
Flying Dutchmen Thursday night
And take away those two drubbings you administered our lads;

last night’s especially, which
read 11-1 in your favor.
While you’re at It, Sutherland,
removed your previous 3-0 triumph over the Dutchmen, too.

Zeeland with two wins and

aix

defeats stays in fifth place. Virginia Park trails with seven losses.
Games this week pit Zeeland
against Hamilton tonight KaiserFrazer plays Fillmoreat Hiverview park Wednesday and Vir-

Yes, a polished Celery city bill
team, winner of some 20 odd games

season, handed the Flying
Dutchmen their most humiliating

this

gima Park meets

defeat of the year last night at
Riverview park.
In fact, if it hadn’t been for
one-run uprising in the ninth in
ning, the Dutchmen would have
suffered the most stinging of all
setbacks— a shutout.
Holland, at no time, was able to
stem the tide of runs pouring from
Kalamazoobats. Manager Benny
Batema sent three pitchers to the
mound, all to no avail.
Van Wieren started and got
little beyond the first inning. At
that point Lou Humbert arrived on the scene. But even the usually dependable Lou was relieved

Thursday.
Standings:

i

the

Zeelander Earns

Money

Milkmen

W

John Kossen of route 1, Zeeland,

7
4 10
12

North Shore

earned 60 cents an hour while In
Holland city jail from 4 pjn.

................

Kaiser-Frazer ............
Fillmore ......................

4 2
3 3
2 6
0 7

Hamilton ....................
Zeeland ...................
Virginia Park ............
....

in Jail.

Monday to

1

am

today.

horst.

costs in municipal court Monday
afternoon for an overtime parking
offense. He had disregarded tour
notices sent by police and was arrested Monday.

gram. Bobby Sanders, 8, at the left, and Douglas
Peterson,7, right, were first and third winners In

Archery starts early in archery-minded Allegan.
Youngsters on the playgrounds engaged In tournaments this week to wind up their summer pro-

0
0

the youngest class.

their cousins,Jay

Personals

4

Kossen was fined $2 and $5.20

1

and Jerry Berg-

Miss Jean

Snow, Fiance,

Kossen spent 12 hours in jail
in lieu of paying fine and coats.
(From Monday’s Sentinel)
Members of the male quartet Entertained at Parties
Robert J. Boss. 17, of 528 West
(From Saturday's Sentinel)
A daughter, Judith Kay, was
and their wives enjoyed a wiener
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Berghorst roast last Friday evening.
born in Ilolland hospital ThursMiss Jean Snow and her fiance, 22nd St., aUTendered his driver’s
day to Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Bee- recently purchased the residence
Mr. and Mrs. A. Grocnhof and Irwin J. Lubbers. Jr., have been license to the local court for 30
in the sixth frame.
of
the late Mrs. B. Wilson at Cathy and Mr. and Mrs. Ben eomplimnted at several events re days in lieu of paying a 810
len,
route
4
and
a
son,
David
Paul,
Mike Skaalen finished and did
was born Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Bauer,
Wierda of Holland were recent cently. They will be married Wed- speeding fine. The alleged offense
Mr. and Mr». Harvey Johmon
no better than either of his mates.
Ball games last week resulted visitors at the home of Mr. and nesday afternoon in Hope Memor was for riding a motor scooter at
(Bulford photo) Gerrit Koop, route 1, Zeeland.
In all. Kalamazoo collected 16
an excessivespeed.
The marriage of Mr. and Mrs. son is the former Jane Helen Births at the hospital Saturday as follows:Aug. 2 at Allendale, Mrs. Martin Groenhof.
ial chapel.
hits off the three hurlers, five of
Harold Slagh, 30, of route 2,
Mr. and Mrs. C. Meeuwsen and
Harvev
Jonnson,
who
arc
now
liv- Jacobs daughter of Mr. and included a daughter, Janice Ellen, locals 5 HudsonvilleProduce 4;
Prof,
and
Mrs.
Harold
Haverthem for extra-bases.
Aug. 3 at Zeeland, South Blendon children of South Blendon were kamp entertained at an Informal paid fine and costa totaling$28.10
The Sutherland nine posted four ing at 371 West 19th St., took Mrs. Harry Jacobs. The groom’s to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Llevense,
10, locals 4, and Aug. 6, locals 4 Sunday visitors at the home of family supper Sunday night in for a piilk law violation.Com*
runs in the second on five singles place July 21 at American Legion parents are Mr. and Mrs. John H. 187 East 37th St., and a daughter,
Hudsonville Crispheart 1.
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H. their home. 25 West 21st St. From plaint was signed by the state
Dawn
Marie,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Johnson,
Sr.
Memorial
club
house.
Mrs.
Jolinand a base on balls. The winners
"The Hour of Praise" made re- Vander Molen.
Theodore Voss, route 5. A son,
out-of-townwere Mr and Mrs. dairy inspector.
tallied another marker in the
cordings at the local Christian
Mr.
and
Mrs.
M.
Groenhof
and
Terry
Lane,
was
bom
Sunday
to
Clarence Lubber* of Plainwell. Ronald J. Jousma, 19, of 114
third and fourth. Two base runMr. and Mrs. John Jansen, 441 Reformed church Sunday evening. sons called on their grandmothey, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Lubbers of East 38th St., paid fine and costs
ners crossed the plate in the fifth,
A large crowd attended.
Mrs. De Vries, wiio is ill at her Zeeland and Mrs. G. A. Waechter of $13.10 for running a stop
Riley Ave.
one in the sixth.
Mr. and Mrs. D. Weemhof and home in Zeeland.
street, and Patricia Nixon of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Daniel
Torry
Elof Pella, la.
Finally,Kalamazoo scored twice
ston and daughter, Kathy of Chi- Diane were in Grand Rapids SunThe couple also was honoqgd at Spring Lake, paid a $10 speeding
more in the eighth, ending its
cago were week-end guests of Mr. day afternoon where they called
a buffet dinner given by Mr. and fine. Russell Hulst, 19, of Vriaagame scoring much to the relief
LIBRARY
and Mrs. Cecil Hill. Tommy and on their father, S. J. Weemhof
Mrs. J. D. French, JJr. and Miss land, paid a $5 speeding fine.
of the Dutchmen.
who was taken ill Sunday mornSpeeding cost Raymond Ste>
Charles
Hill
returned
home
with
Following
are
new
hooks
which
The
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tony
for
three
years.
At
present
he
is
Peggy French, Saturday night in
Coming to bat in the ninth, the
ing.
the home of their mother on ken, 20, of 538 West 21st St, $3,
Flyers were faced with the im- Dozeman, 659 Michigan Ave., was a salesman with Dozeman Refrig- them to visit places of interest in
have
been
placed
in
circulation
at
Mr. and Mrs. B. Mulder of HolChicago, includingthe railroad fair.
South Shore Dr. Guest* included and passing on the right cost
probable task of picking up 11 the scene of a wedding Friday at eration Sales and Service.
land called on relatives here one Public Library in the city hall:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
T.
Miles,
14
Mr. and Mr*. Max Bocrsma, Mr. Nicholas J. Geib, 32, of Elmwood
runs. As it turned out, the run- 8 p.m. when their daughter, Miss
Fietlon
East 26th St., are away on a two day last week. Ruth Marie Dalman
and Mr*. Robert Pontier,Miss Park, 111., $5. Jack O’Cormor,17,
Isla Ruth Dozeman, was mfhrried
scoring trick was impossible.
Peters Family Reunion
spent a few days with the Mulders
week's vacation. *
The Family Render short stor- Peggy Prins, John
Haan, of route 1, paid $3 for running a
Frank Wlodarczyk,however, did to Gerald Wayne Popejoy, !«n of
last week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Francis
stop street.
Robert
Snow
and
Robert
Hawes.
assure some face saving when he Mr. and Mrs. Paul Popejoy of Staged at Hamilton
ies),
Barrows,
ed.;
The
Totem
The Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Muller
and
two
small
daughters
of Detroit
Parking fines of $1 each w*rt
The
bridegroomto-be
was
showRockfield,
ln<L
Dr.
H.
D.
Tersingled Gene Schrotenboerhome
and family of Clymer, N.Y., were Casts a Shadow, Bell; Let lx>ve
Meeting at the Hamilton Com- visited Mr. and Mrs. Ray N. Smith
keurst read the double ring cereered
with
household
gadgets. paid by M. Van Beek of 21 West
from second.
Sunday supper guests of Mr. and Come Last, Caldwell; Dark WanBridge was played during the 15th St; Gerrit G. Viaschen of
Holland collectedonly four hits, mony before a background of munity hall Friday night for the of Lawndale Ct., last week. Mr. Mrs. C. Postma.
and
Mrs.
Francis
art
former
resi
633 Washington Ave.; Rog« Dt
ton. Cheyney ; Journey Into Spring, evening.
two of which were posted by palms, ferns and white gladioli. 15th annual reunion of the "PetMr. and Mrs. Nick Elzinga Cleeves; More Beautiful Than
dents of Holland.
Weerd of 118 West 15th St; Robers’
Tree,"
approximately
125
perMiss
Snow
and
Mr.
Lubbers
Frank Wlodarczyk. DeNeff and
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Dozeman,
and the Rsv. and Mrs. Muller
Mr. and Mrs. H. Dale Cook and
ert Laman of 17 East 13th St.,
Witteveen got the other two.
brother and sister-in-lawof the sons participated in games and
and family were dinner guests of Murder, Cohen; Tenderfoot Kid, were entertainedrecently at a
son,
Jimmie,
have
left
for
their
Field; Rest and Be Thankful, dinner given by Miss Sandrene and Dewey Ferman of 17 East
sports under the direction of Mr.
Box score:
bride, attendedthe couple.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Garvelink Sunday.
Kalamazoo(11)
AB B H The bride wore a white knitted and Mrs. Gus Peters. A program home in Milwaukee after a two Mr. and Mrs. E. Elzinga and Ron- Highet; Pleasure Island, Maier; Schutt at her home In Grand Ha- 13th St
Juzwiak, 2b .......................3 1 2 two-piece dress with a low cowl was in chage of M. and Mrs. Fred weeks vacation at Edgewood beach nie also called at the Garvelink Bandit Trail, Raine; A Land I ven. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pon
on Lake Michigan. Mr. Cook’ is
Will Show Thee, Sehoolland; Run- tier were other Holland guests.
Groggel, cf .......................5 2 3 neckline and a large gold clasp Van Dyke and the president,Oshome in the afternoon.
superintendent of the control* di
ning Thread, Simons; O Shepherd
car
Oldebeking
conducted
a
busTuesday night the bridal couple
Cbleman, rf ....................... 4 0 2 on the belt. She wore matching
Miss Betty Ver Sluis and Gerald
lists
Marteens, lb ................... 4 1 0 accessoriesand a corsage of white iness meeting. Refreshmentswere vision of the Perfex company In Smoes of Walker were recent Speak, Sinclair; Elephant Walk. will be guests of honor at a dinner State
Milwaukee and is the *on of Dr. M
Standish;'I'/ie Rock Cried Out, lo be given by Dr. and Mrs. Ir..... 3
2 1 camellias. A white linen picture served.
Kribs, ss ......................
visitors at the home of Mr. and
Stanley; Under the Quiet Water, win J. Lubbers at the Castle preOfficers elected for next year J. Cook of Holland.
Carr, 3 b ........................
2 2 hat completed her wedding en..... 4
Mrs. F. Knoper and son.
Mrs. Harold J. Karsten, Jr., has
were president,Justin Brink; vice
Moorman, c .......................1 2 1 semble.
<c<ling the wedding rehearsal. Total
Mr. and Mrs. Carlson of Grand Wees.
returned to Holland after visiting
0 1
Non-FIdlon
Young, c ....................
.....2
There will he 32 guests.
Rapids were Saturday visitorsat
Mrs. Dozeman wore an aqua president, Gordon Peters; secreHigh Jungle, Beebe; Serve It
Schlukebir, p ................... 5 1 2 knitted dress similar to the bride's tary and treasurer,Gladys Maat- her family in Oaklahoma City. She the home of Mr. and Mrs. Donald
is staying at the home of Mr. and
Attendance at Holland Mate
Buffet, Brobeck; Doctor of MediWeemhof and Diane.
with navy accessories and a pic- man. Mrs. Bertha Nyenhuis and
Allegan Fair Planning
park for the week ending Sunday
Totals .......................
daughters will be in charge of the Mrs. H. J. Karsten, West 10th St.
... 39 11 16 ture hat.
Mrs. C. Eilander of Holland was cine. Drooz; The Library Trustee,
Her husband is working on a school
night was 100,500, accordingto
AB R H
Flying Dutchmen (1)
the guest soloist at the Reformed Hall; Porcelain and Pottery Full Week of Activities
Following the ceremony, a re- sports and Mr. and Mrs. John
construction
project
in
Dowagiac
Superintendent
dare Broad’s reMarks, Hartman; Southern GarFortney, ss .......................4 0 0 ception for 90 guests was held at Poppen and family will arrange
church Sunday evening.
for the summer. In the fall they
port issued today.
...... 4
0 0 the American Legion Memorial the program.
Borgman,
.................
Allegan, Aug. 15 (Special)— A
Mr. and Mrs. J. Sal and family den Book, Hastings; How to Make
will return to Ann Arbor where he
During the three day week-end,
Schrotenboer, rf ............. 4 1 0 club house. Paul Myrhen and Miss
of Allendale spent Friday evening Flowers With Denison Crepe Pap- full week of activitieswas outwill study for his masters degree
including Friday, 50,500 persona
Wlodarczyk,3b ............... 4 0 2 Virginia be Vecht were master
with Mr. and Mrs. R. Westveld er; Earth's GrandestRivers. Lane; lined today by Allegan County
Prepare Them for Caesar, Maine; Fair officials who plan their 1949 visited the park.
0 1 and mistress of ceremonies. Miss Graduate of Hope College in engineering.
DeNeff. 2b ..................
Bobby Anderson of Columbia and family.
These figure* boost total atVan Wieren, cf ............... 2 0 0 JoAnn Van Kolken, Miss Donna Married at Grand Rapids
Mr.
and Mrs. T. Van Drunen Radio Senicing, Marcus; To Hell show for Sept. 12 lo 17.
Mo., left Sunday for his home after
tendance for the season to 1,090,and
Back,
Murphy;
I
Wanted
to
Witteveen, lb ................... 4 0 1 Siegers and Warren Huyser were
the
week.
entertained relatives from Grand
spending two days with Mr. and
0 0 in charge of the gift room.
Write, Roberts; Lead Kindly
Wenzel, c ....................
..... 3
Startingoff on Monday with 614 at the park and 1,527 tent and
Miss Anne VanderJagt of Mrs. Henry J. Engelsman, 232 Wect Rapids last Saturday.
Light,
Slieean;
Peace
of
Soul,
Van Wieren, p ................. 0 0 0
Joie
Chitwood’s auto thrill show trailer permits have been fcsued
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Elzinga
of
Out-of-townguests included the Grand Rapids, graduateof Hope
Sheean;
Guide
to
Correct
English,
Humbert, p ....................... 0 0 0 groom's parents, Mrs. Stella college, was married Saturday 16th St.
in two evening performances, so far this season.
Grandville were Sunday evening
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Larsen and
The recent east winds, that art
Stratton; Especially Father, Tab- grandstand spectatorswill sec this
Skaalen, p ....................... 1 0 0 Smith, Mrs. Dee Stuart, Mr. and afternoon in Grand Rapids Bethel
visitors in this vicinity.
children. Kay and Wayne, 238
continuing today, have increased
er;
Treasures
m
Truck
and
Trash,
year’s
version
of
Ernie
Young’s
A1 Prestap of Flushing spent a
Mrs. Bob Deil and Mr. and Mrs. Reformed church to Clarence O.
... 30
1 4 Mearl Landis, all of Rockfield, Stryker, son of Dr. and Mrs. John West 32nd St., have returned few days with his relatives Mr. and Town*.
Totals ............................
stale fair revue the remainderof the number of flies at the park,
home from a trip through the
A cast of 75. including six spec- Broad said. Buildings and trash
Mrs. J. Childers and baby.
Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. John Roth of O. Stryker,Grand Rapids. The
Smoky mountains, Gotlinberg,and
The
original
Monitor,
iron-clad
ialty act*, will be featured for cans at the park are sprayed regWayne and Allen Hinken of
Delphia,.Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. Char- bride is the daughter of Mrs. John Rock City at Chattanooga, Tenn.,
vessel
that
changed
warcraft
dethese evening performances,eli- ularly with a heavy solution of
Grand
Rapids,
Jim
and
Sharon
les Thomas and Mr. and Mrs. VanderJagt.
and other places of interest in the
DDT, according to Broad.
sign
and
construction,
was
built
in
maxed by fireworks display*.
Stratington of Jenison spent a few
Irving Schel of Logans por.t, Ind.;
The Rev. Leonard Greenway South.
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
"However, we’ll just have to
100
days.
Tuesday
will
be
children’s
day,days
last
week
as
guests
of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills and Mr. and Mrs. Tennyson Bell of performed the ceremony. Mrs.
Mrs. Theresa Lemmen and son,
wait for the wind to change bewith
a
full
program
of
races
and
Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Bult- Harold Brandet, the bride's sisson, Bobby, and Mrs. Mills’ sister,
Douglas;Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Ter
contests with prizes for the young fore we can get rid of all the flies,
huis of Kalamazoo, and Mr. and ter, Mrs. Raymond Kimmel. Miss- Vree and sons, Alvin and Milton;
Mrs. Geneva Parker and children,
winners. Children will be admitted because we haven t got any vegetkspent Tuesday evening at Reeds Mrs. Ed Ullom of Grand Rapids. es Jane and Patricia Vander Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Huyser and
Trip After
free to the grounds, with special tion to spray in the perk area,"
Mr.
and
Mrs. Popejoy left on a Jagt. the bride's sisters, and Miss sons, Earl and Lloyd, and Mr.
lake.
rates for grandstand seats and Broad said.
Mr*. Jennie Mills entertained southern wedding trip, the bride Sandra Tiseh, were bridal atten- and Mrs. Irving Lemmen Were in
'The weekly conservationfilm
rides.
eight women at her home last wearing a navy summer suit with dants. Alfred Swart was best man. South Holland, 111., Friday to atscheduled for showing Wedneaday
Other
events
of
the
week
inmatching accessories. They will be Ushers were Harold Bnftider. Wes- tend the ’wedding of their niece,
week Friday night '
clude: Calf scrambles for 4-H and at the park 1%, ‘The Red Fox and
The Women’s Missionarysocie- at home after Aug. 20 at 659i ley Jeltema, David Gezon and Ed- Miss Carol De Graaf and Howard
FFA boys on Friday and Sat-| Timber Harvests." The show beMichigan Ave.
ward Berry. Borgman, The bride is the daughty of Maple Hill United Brethren
unlay;
the annual auction of last gin* at dark behind the pavilion.
Mrs. Popejoy is a graduate of
Guests from Holland were Mrs. ter of Peter De. Graaf and the
church, is making plans for its
years calves on Saturday; plug
Holland high school and the Grand John A. Stryker, Mr. and Mrs. late Mrs. De Graaf. Mr. and Mn.
harvest sale in October.
horse, s|>otted horse, open class
Hoot
*
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills were Rapids Beauty college. She has Donald Mulder. Mr. and Mrs. Huyser were master and mistress
and western horse races Wednesbeen
employed
as a beauty oper- Howard Koop and Mr. and Mrs. of ceremonies.
BotA+r Alt
entertained at the home of their
day through Saturday in connecMiss Joan van der Werf, teachson-in-law and daughter, Mr. and ator at the Michigan Ave. Beauty Robert Bouwsma.
as Dts#t<J with
tion with the harness racing prosalon. Mr. Popejoy was graduated
er-counselor
at
Holland
high
Mrs. William Dean, and daughters
PULVEX
grams;
lightweight*
and
heavyThe
Llama,
used
in
Peru
for
school, is one of more than 50
of Jamestown, Sunday afternoon. from Rockfield high school and
weight team pulling contests
the
Industrial Training institute centuries as a beast of burden, high school and college counselors
There were 14 members at the
Tuesday and Wednesday; as well
from 12 states and Canada who
Star Farm Bureau meeting last of Chicago. He served in the Navy can carry 100 pounds.
as special events in the various
are
completing
a
three-week
study
week Wednesday at the home of
exhibit halls.
and
interchange
of
guidance
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Mills.
.Mil* MIS
ideas at Michigan State college's
Several local persons are attendThe larvae of one moth can desto
guidance
work*hop.
The
session
Fits O O W 0 l B
ing the United Brethren confertroy as much wool in one year as;
ends Tuesday.
ence and camp meeting this month
twelve sheep can produce.
WADE BROS. DRUGSTORE
at Sunfield camp grounds.

North Blendon
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Have 50th Anniversary

Lowrys Entertain for
Baker Shuts Out

Mr. and Mr*. O. W. Lowry,
North Shore Dr., entertained at a
buffet supper Friday tor Jay C.
Fetter of Holland and his fiancee,
Miss Carol Ten Brock, of Grand
Rapids. Twenty six guest* were

Baker

Furniture, currently in
the cellar in City Softball league

standings,came through Friday
night with a 5-0 win over Hamil-

a

non-league

Invited.

game.

Though the Furnitureclub

has
Its troubles with league opponents,
last night's encounter proved , no
obstacle so far as run-making was
concerned.
In the first place, Elm£r Ribbens, on the mound for the winners, gave up only three hits to
opponents. In addition, he struck
out 12, including two men in the
first, second, fifth and seventh
frames, and the entire side in the

.

J

Mrs. Chris Ten Broek, Grand
Rapids. A gift was presentedto
the bride-elect from the group.
Among the guests were Mrs. Jay
H. Fetter and Mr*. Harold Van
Tongeren of Holland.

three.

i.

T f 3

??

E93

'V/

Ganges Township

3

y

.

Pearson

Holland
|

ies Agree
Authorities

Miss Ten Broek and Mr. Fetter
will be married Aug. 20. •
Miss Ten Broek was feted at a
luncheon Thursday afternoon
given at the Peninsular club by

Mr. and Mrs. Paul
,
Secondly, Baker, while collectTuesday will be the 50th wed- Clark, Methodist minister.Follow
ing but five safeties, was able to ding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. ing their manage,,they lived at
score almost at will Three runs Paul Pearson,154 West 14th St Pentwater until 1931 when they
were scored in the fifth, one in the They will celebrate with open returned to Holland.
second and another in the third- house for friends and . relatives They are members of First
Jason Reels and Jim Hal lan from 2 to 4 and 7 to 9 p.m.
Methodist church of Holland. Both
were top stlckmen for the FurniMr. Pearson, 78, is a retired are life members of the Order of
ture club. The former batted out Coast Guard Captain who served Eastern Star.
twq for two, while his mate col- for 30 years oh the Great Lakes.
They have two children,a son,
lected two for
> He retired hi.493L Mrs. Pearson, Stanley Pearson, of Monroe, and a
79, is the former Anna Peterson of daughter, Mrs. Richard Potter of
Many uncivilizedraces are Holland. The couple was married Indianapolis,Ind, and two grand
adept is
in Holland by the Rav. Adam feitfhtera.
third.

the
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Dies at Local Hospital
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Fennville, Aug. 18 (Special)
Mr. and Mrs. Robsrt Paul Nyboer
Norbert Switzer, 81, resident of
(du Saar Photo)
Ganges township for the last 50
years, died Saturday night at Hot
Now on a wedding trip to the lowed at the Legion club house.
land hospital. .
Upper Peninsula are Mr. and Mrs. The bride « the former Jean Carol
Bom May 20, 1808 In Canada, Robert Paul Nyboer, who were Moore, daughter 2)f Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Moore of Flushing, N. Y.,
he later Hved k Grand Rapida
married last week Saturday after- and the groom’s father is John

t

before moving to the Ganges
home. Hia wife died in 1926. No noon in the parsonageof Fourth Nyboer of Holland. The couple will
church. A reception foi- live in Chicago upon their return.
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of the Presbyterian church. He is
* son of the Rev. Henry E. Do*ker of Louisville,Ky., formerly of
Grand Rapid* and Holland.

1916

(FollowingIs the 421st in the
series of weekly articles taken Accident in Chester
from news of the Holland Dally
Sentinel published about 33 years
Grand Haven, Aug. 18 (Special)
ago.)
—Charles Lillibridge, 18, route 1,
All is ready for the Chamber Marne, involved in an intersecof Commerce banquet to take tion accident Sunday night in
place at the high school gymnas- Chester township, with a car drivium tomorrow evening, began a en by Cornelia Wiltenburg, 53,
story in the Monday, Feb. 28 issue route 2, Conklin, paid $25 fine and
of the Holland Dally Sentinel pub- 53.50 costs on a reckless driving
lished in 1916.
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izon in the morning.

But they become much more
we gain an understandingof the immensity and

impressive as

Min

Maxine Peteraon

The engagement of Miss Maxine
The publisher shall not be liable and nebulae and of the inconceiv- Peterson of Pontiac to Paul J.
for any error or errors In printing
*uv advertisingunless a proof of able distancesinvolved. And when Rich of Holland was announced
guch advertisementshall have been we gaze at an exhibit of photoobtained by advertiser and returned graphs taken with a large telescope last week by her parents, Mr. and
by him In time for correction with which show star clusters consist- Mrs. N. William Peterson of Ponsuch errors or correctionsnoted
plainly thereon;and In such case If ing of countless myriads of suns, tiac.’ Mr. Rich is the son of Mr.
anv error eo noted is not corrected, we are filled with awe.
and Mrs. John Rozeboom,236 West
publishersliabilityshall not exceed
There are three things that the
16th St.
such a proportion o the entire space
works of God reveal to us. First is
occupied by the error bears to the
Announcement was made at a
the
glory
of
God;
next
His
handiwhole space occupied by such adverwork; and then knowledge.The bridge-luncheongiven by Mrs.
f ement
glory of God Is a comprehensivePeterson at the Orchard Lake
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
One year 12 00; Six months »l 25; term and may include all the oth- Country club.
three months 75c. Single copy 5c. ers. The Psalmist does not enlarge
The couple revealed plans to be
Subscriptions payableIn advance and
upon the content of this term, but
will be promptly discontinuedif not
married
Sept. 16.
we can deduce truth for ourselrenewed.
Subscriberswill con'er a favor by ves, and we have the testimony of
Miss Peterson attended Wardreporting promptly any Irregularity other parts of the Scriptures.
Belmont college. Nashville,Tenn.,
In delivery.Write or Phone 3191.
The heavens witness to the be- Merrill-Palmer school and Michiing of God. This fact does away gan State college, East Lansing,
“tilANTS IN THOSE DAYS’*
with atheism. Where there tys a where she received a bachelor of
Many people are inclined to fe£l. creatureThere must be a Creator.
science degree. She was a member
and to say so vociferously, that Where there is a work there must of Alpha Phi sorority. She receivmost of the public men of today- be a worker. Where there is an ef- ed engineeringtrainingunder a
are “politicians”whereas all the fect there must be a cause. Out of Pratt and Whitney fellowship.
nothing nothing comes. The glory
Mr. Rich also received a bachepublic men of the "good old days"
which the heavens declare denies lor of science degree from Michiwere "statesmen." The men of the agnosticism. The apostle Paul in gan State college where he was
past loom bigger than they are. writing to the Romans about the elected to Tau Beta Pi and Phi
through the haze of time. Actually deplorableconditions into which Kappa Phi honoraryfraternities.
the Gentile nations had fallen, de- He received a M.B.A. from Harthere were about as many small
clares that they were inexcusable vard Business school. During
potatoes in American public life in forsaking God for idols.
World War II he was a captain in
in the paat as there are today.
Their present condition was not the United States Air corps.
Now that we are about to enter because of lack of light in the bethe decade of the 1950’s, it may ginning. but because they rejectbe a good time to compare the ed light. Paul tells us that the
amost endless number of the suns

'
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At a meeting of the
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Driver Fined Fallowing

Work* of God

Psalms 19:1-6; 65:9-13; 104;24
By Henry Geerllng*
In those three Psalms there Is
mention of the majestic works
of God in the heavens. God is revealed in every part of nature,
from the tiniest microscopic organisms through the whole range
of plant and animal life; and from
Thf Home ol the
Holland City N>»«
electronsand atoms to giant suns.
Publlshec Every Thure- However, this revelation through
Jday by the 8 e n 1 n e
fPrlnting Co. Office 54-56 the heavenly bodies is the most
Wes: Eiphth Street. Hol- majestic.The heavens are majesland. Michigan
tic and impressive as we look at
Entered e» second class matter at them with the naked eye on a
the poet office at Holland,Mich., starry night, or as we watch the
under fe# Act of Congress. ‘March 3. sun lifting its head above the hor-

W

W9

from the board of foreign minion*

August 21, 1949

1879.

tl,

qualified
voters at Saugatuck it was decided by a vote of 91 to 12 to bond
the district for 52,000,the money
thus raised to be used to move the
ward school house to a sit< near
the present high school building
and fit it for the use of the primary department of the village
school, the present primary room
to be equipped for complete chemical and physical laboratories.
Amsterdam, Netherlands—Correspondence of the Associated
Press). Once or twice in the last
week it seemed as though an awful and immense catastrophe
would inevitably overwhelm Holland. The waters of the Zuyder
Zee whipped by a northwester of
hurricane force rose to unprecedented heights, broke through the
great dykes that have for decades

protected the low-lying

sMrs. Helen Wiltenburg and
Shirley Civiis, 14,- the latter a passenger in the Lillibridge cars,
were taken to' Butterworthhospital in Grand Rapids and treated for cuts and bruises. State police investigated.

m

I

Mrs. John Ver Duin, of 205 Clinton St., arrested by city police
Saturday afternoonon a drunk
and disorderly charge, paid $15
fine and $6.35 costs when arraigned Monday before Justice
George Hoffer.
OfficerCharles Rumsey wfcnt to
the VerDuin home on complaint
of neighbors, and found Mrs.
VerDuin had threatened others
with a broken milk bottle. When
he attemptedto handcuff her, she
allegedly bit him in the leg.

H

m
The West Ottawa Soil Conaervation dletrlct board
of dlrectora (left to right) ClarenceReenden,
chairman; L. R. Arnold, county agent and eecretary; Edward Dinkel, William Sinderman, treaeurer; George Maierhauier,and Albert Stegenga,
member (not in picture)have completed plane for

fertile

fields from encroachment by the
sea and flooded the country for
miles around sweepingaway farm
houses and villageslike as many
cardboardboxes, and covering the
rich pastures with a layer of noisome salt mine. Inch by inch, relays
of soldiers and civilians disputed
the ground won by the years of
labor, and only retired beaten
when the soil crumbled and sank
beneath their feet into the roaring torrents.A fortunate circumstance was that the great storm
came a week before spring tide.
Had they coincided,practicallythe
whole of Holland would have been
inundated.

m

Saugatuck.Aug. 18— Four Holland young men were assessed
stiff fines in Justice Leslie L.
Junkerman’s court here Monday
on disorderly conduct charges involving a series of troublesome
offenses.A fifth will be arraign-

the county-wide eoll conservation dletrlct picnic to
be held at the Berlin fairground!,Marne, beginning
at 10 A.M., September 10. Reendert eaid directors
hope that thla 10-year anniversary event will draw
hunudredaof Ottawa county people. All Ottawa
county farmers are Invited to attend whether a cooperator or not

son will be named the "City of
Holland."

Hear
World Famed Speaker

John Hummel has been re-elected president of the Cappon &
Bertsch Leather Co., John
Bertsch, vice president and S. S.
Clark, Mrs. Ida Cathcart and J.
J. Cappon, directors.
ed later.
Directors of the West Ottawa
Fined $50 and costs of $7.35
At the Muskegon poultry show
each were Wayne Nyland. 20, Soil Conservation districthave
L. S. Sprietsma won three first
made definite arrangements for
Central park; Allen Fisher, 18. of
prizes on cockerel,pullet and hen
their tenth anniversary celebration.
807 South Shore drive; Lloyd Ter
of the single comb Brown LegA
picnic will be held at Berlin fair
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Beck, 19. same area, and Sam
horn variety. Jacob Zuidewind
Jappinga,20 West 16th St. this Walters, 27. route 6. A warrant grounds Sept. 10, starting at 10
took four firsts and a second on
a.m.
on the same charges has been ismorning a .12 pound boy.
his Silver Pencilled Wyandotte*.
Theodore Zwemer, Peter Coop- sued for Donald Edward Lugers. A complete-program was arranged
J. W. Alvord of Chicago has
er and Bernie Mulder, Hope col- about 21, also of 807 South Shore by directors with a horse-pulling
(Following Is the fourth in the been engaged by the Saugatuck
contest
the
forenoon
feature.
lege, Prohibition orators went to drive, currently on a cruise.
trustees to prepare plans and
Two noted speakers will give now scries of weekly articles tak- specificationsand superintend the
Justice Junkerman gave the
North Holland last evening and
public men of that pre-CivilWar things that are made reveal three
short
talks
in
the
afternoon.
These
en from news of the Ottawa construction of their water works
delivered their orations before a quartet two weeks to raise the
decade with the men who are in things about God. First in His
men are Chief H. H. Bennett, Soil
union C. E. gathering in the North fines and costs.
(From Tuesday’* Sentinel)
system. A large tank may be
public life today. During the divinity. Th*t is. He is a being
Tiraej
The group was arrested on
placed on top of either Bald Head
Admitted to Holland hospital Holland church.
1850’* a “cold war" was raging
land more than 45 years ago.)
who is above and beypnd man. difD.C.;
and
R.
H.
Musser,
regional
The Epworth league society of charges of being noisy, boisterous,
in America between North and ferent in nature and powers. They Saturday were Dale Hole, route
At a meeting held at the of- or Lone Pine hills.
the M. E. church held its monthly throwing beer bottles, and "em- conservationist, Milwaukee. Dr.
The Woman 's Literary club
South. The terni “cold war" had
6;
Mrs.
John
Woltman,
13
East
fice
of Attorney A. Visscher on
do not tell us all that we can
Bennett
is
a
world-known
figure.
business meeting Monday night in ploying Indecent,immoral and vulmet Tuesday and a paper on "AtSixth St.
of course not yet been coined,but
He has studied soils in a^l parts of Monday evening. Mayor C. J. De
know about God. but they do tell
it was a “cold war* in all its esDischargedSaturday were Mrs. the Byrns parlors. The society gar language.” The specific offense the world and is recognized as the Roo presidedand Mr. Visscher tack on Fort Sumter" was read
us about His superiority.
allegedly
occurred
Aug.
11
when
elected
Minnie
Bingham,
Elmer
by Mrs. J. C. Holcomb; 'The
sentials. What were the men like
Next they reveal His eternity. Jane Boersen, route 4; Mrs. Donforemostauthority in soil conser- acted as secretary, began a story
who directed this conflict that at Modern science has shown us that ald Sundin and daughter, 4351 Winstrom, Molly Grow and J. De- the group threw beer bottles ar vation. He has visited the West in the Jan. 22 issue of the Ot- Present Crisis" by Lowell, was
the end of the decade exploded inWest 21st St.; Mrs. Richard Bad- vereaux as delegates who will at- the tent of a camper on Goshorn Ottawa Districttwice and has ex- tawa County Times published in given by Mrs. J. P. Oggel; 'The
the universe is old. how old they
tend the annual convention of the lake. After an argument the group
Mo*t Ancient of Nations." by
to the bloody Civil War?
do not know. Stars have been ger© and son. 333 West 18th St.; Grand Rapids district to be held left and returned with a shotgun pressed interest in the local district 1904 by M. G. Manting. A comMrs. C. A. Stevenson; and a talk
The decade began with General
Mrs.
Howard
Lugten
and
daughprogram.
mittee
was
appointed
to
effect
a
photographed whose light took 500
on
'The Mammoth Cave” was
Zachary Taylor in the White millionlight years to come to our ter. Hamilton; Mrs. Louis Van in Lake Odessa, March 29, 30 and and allegedly shot a tire on the
All kinds of games are scheduled, permanent organization and plan
car. The camper, A. F. Sherman,
given by Mrs. R. N. De Merell.
House. Taylor was there for
Dyke and son, 93 North 120th 31. This news story appeared in
with
appropriate
prizes.
The
day
for
the
cooperation
of
the
differglobe. God was before their creaobtained
the
license
number
of
the Tuesday,Feb. 29 issue.
"The Confederate Flag" was disno better reason than that he
Ave.; David Sandahl, 156 West
tion. So the works of God reveal
The Western Theological semin- the car and speedy apprehension will end with a ball game between ent churches. The committee is cussed.
had won victoriesin the Mex17th St. .
ary will feature the annual of the culprits was made through West Olive Stalwarts and the Ches- comprised of Mayor De Roo, A. The Holland Stamping work*
ican War. He was a military God to be eternal.
Admitted Sunday were Henry
The third thing revealed to us
Visscher, John Nies, A. C. Rinck,
day of prayer for crops scheduled the police work of Fillmore Dep- ter Warriors.
hero, and that was the only
has finished putting up a steel
Van Voorst, Sr., 272 East 15th St.;
, All co-operators of the district the Rev. D. R. Drukker and the
is the power of God. It is that
for
March
8
with
a
missionary uty Earle Tellman.
reason he was picked by his party;
ceiling in the Central Avenue
Mrs
Cornelia
Arens.
95
West
power which called the universe
Junkerman also decreed that are urged to be present to make Rev. W. Johnson. The availability Christian Reformed church.
program at which several gradit could win with Taylor. Actually
18th St.; William Van Etta. 231
this
anniversary
a
real
milestone
into being and upholds it moment
of the Wilson Harringtonproperuates of the institution will speak. restitutionfor another tire be inhe was only just barely Literate,
The Rev. R. L. Haan of MusWest 13th St.; Joe Forsten, 416
in the history of soil conservation ty it? the fifth ward for hospital
and he did not know as much by moment. This is a power far West 21st St.; Mrs. Alice Vanden The program includes addresses cluded in the disposition.
kegon has declined the call exin
Ottawa
county.
All
farmers
and
purposes
was
discussed.
beyond
our
abilityto grasp.
by the Rev. William Van Kersen,
about the problems that con
tended to him by the Central
friendsof conservation are invited
The works of God reveal that Bosch, 39 East Ninth St.; Jean the Rev. Harry P.'Boot. the Rev.
There will be a farmers' instifronted the country as a ten year
Avenue Christian Reformed conKoppenaal,
250
East 11th St.
to participate,according to Leo P. tute at Graafschap under the diHe
is omnipresent. No matter
Willis
G.
Hoekje,
the
Rev.
Seth
old boy. Besides that, he was
gregation. It was the second call
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
Arnold, secretary.
how far our universe expands inrection of the Ottawa County
Vander Werf, the Rev. Gerrit
opinionated and stubborn. Fortunsent him.
Arthur
Welch,
307 West 14th St.;
Farmers’ institute.George A.
ately for the country, he died to space, God is still there. He Mrs. Haney Beelen and daugh- Huizinga and the Rev. Nicholas
News from rorrespondentsinis also omniscient. He knows all
True will be the state speaker
Boer.
within a year after his inauguracluded: Crisp — Joe Dykema and
Allegan
Is
Wonderful,
ter, route 4; Mrs. Jay Bartels and
things, past, present and future,
who will talk on general farm- Harm Hemmeke have gone into
A birthday party took place at
tion.
daughter. 30 East 21st St.; Mrs.
ing and dairying. Edward HutchBut Not That Wonderful
He was followed by his vice all that has been, is now and is Arnold De Feyter and daughter, the home of Henry van Domelen
the feed milling business and will
to be. He knows us all individuHollands
city fathers want to
inson of Fennville will speak on
on
West
15th
St.
and
it
came
in
president, Millard Fillmore. Now
grind every Wednesday.
route
4;
Mrs.
Richard
Gee
and
Allegan. Aug. 18 (^Special)
orchard fruits.
the way of a surprise.About 20 put more light on Kollen park,
Fillmore had been nominated in ally and intimately better than daughter. Fennville.
The Young People'ssociety and
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Henry M the congregation presented the
young men planned a stage and thereby hoping to cut down alleg- Someone made the comment that
exactly the same way we still we know ourselves. And the wonAdmitted
Monday
were
Miss
nominate our vice presidents.He der of it all is that this grea^ God Katherine Brandt, route 2. Hud- made arrangementsfor all the re- ed instance* of "immorality"and everything grown commerciallyin Knutson,West 10th St., on Mon- Rev. G. De Jong with a Portland
Michigan is produced in market- day, a daughter.
was little more than a political loves as so that He sent His Son sonvil’e;Joe Garza, route 6; Mrs. freshments and then swooped after-dark disturbances.
cutter.
The
improved
lighting
also able amounts in Allegan county.
to
die
for
us.
and
that
He
will
down
upon
"Heime"
when
he
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Otto Van
peanut, but he came from New
The new officersof the farmStanley
Voss. 84 East 21st St.;
would help hymn sings and conCounty Agent A. D. Morley dis- Dyke, 28 West 18th St., Monday ers club are: W. Eelman, presiYork state, the state the party save and receive into His fellow- Mrs.. Gerrit De Haan, 316 West wasn’t looking.
certs.
A party was given at the home
agrees. He knows of no one rais- a son.
needed to win. As president he ship all who put their trust in 19th St.
dent; H. K. Troost, vice president;
The city Park commission and ing radish seed or flax in comof Beatrice Rooks of the North
Next Monday night the congre- John Weersing,secretary; Peter
was tragically inadequate. Be- Him.
Discharged
Monday
were
Jean
Council
Public
Lighting
commitIn the beautifulwords of Psalm
mercial
’ » gation of the First Reformed Brandsen, assistant secretary;
Side, last Friday evening. Those
cause of his incapacity the counKoppenaal. 250 East 11th St.;
Otherwise, he concurs that this church will meet to decide whetry was brought closer to civil 65 we have a picture of God vis- Mrs. Ted Voss and daughter, route present were Agnes Wydgraaf, tee, Mayor Harry Harringtonand
John Hop, treasurer.
war each year he occupied the iting the earth and watering it 5; Mrs. John Flieman, 2047 Lake- Jane Eilander, Beatrice Rooks, City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed, is one of the most versatileareas ther to have English services on
The Agnew Creamery Co. has
met
on
Tuesday
at
the
park
with
in the state.
that it may bring forth pasturage
Mabel Van Dyke, Norma Kardux,
Sunday evenings.
White House.
elected A. J. Knight, president;
way
drive- Mrs. Howard H. ElferThe new $350,000 steamer be- August Hoerich, secretary and
And during those very years for the flocks,and in the valleys dink, route 5: Mrs. Ivan Siam, 49 Jeanette Hoffman and Eric John- G. E. Warner of Chicago, lightson and Harold Van Dyke. Nelson ing specialist, and R. B. Mcllvain
Cincinnati— The ocelot is the ing built by the Graham & Mor- manager; Charles Behm, treasurthere were big men in American harvests of grain. And in Psalm
West Ninth St.
Morris, Oliver and Homer Han- of Grand Rapids.
most beautifully marked of all ton company will be named "The er and David Lession, William
public life like Daniel Webster and 104. in addition to the majestic asHolland hospital births included
After touring the park area cats. Its fur is soft and marked City of Benton Harbor."
Henry Gay, But they had no pects of creation which are des- a son. Kenneth Dale, born Mon- sen, Tunis Van Dyke, Ira Decker
Reetz and Charles Parchert, diwith Warner, the officials voted with black spots and stripes
The steamer "City of Milwau- rectors.
chance. There were "giants in cribed, there is an enumeration day to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond and Nicholas Hoffman.
A surprise was sprung on Henry to have a sketch made of the against a tawny background.No kee" of the Graham & Morton
those days" all right, but they of forms of life which He has Troost, route 4. and a daughter,
May — James Wayer of the
Geerlings Monday evening when park. The experts would locate two are ever alike.
made upon the earth and in the
line is being rebuiltand next sea- Western Theological seminary
were not in the White House.
Luanne,
born
today
to
Mr.
and
ten couples laden with refresh- where lights were needed and give
Millard Fillmore was followed sea.
has been called to the Ebenezer
Concerning this matter there Mrs. Louis Garvelink, 692 West ment* gathered at his home. 90 estimates of costs.
In office by James Buchanan, a
church.
26th St.
It
was
suggested
that
ail
roadWest 14th St. to honor him on his
Pennsylvaniapolitical boss, with Is no end to what might be said.
Allegan
48th birthday which comes today ways, paths and the picnic areas
Salvation
to
the mentality of a village politic- The more men learn about the
Sons were born in Allegan on leap year. The party presented be lighted.
United Fund Raising
ian. Historians are inclinedto be- animals and the birds and the
Health Center to Mr. and Mrs. the banker with an umbrella.
Warner recommended a new
lieve that the Civil War could creatures of the sea. the more arc
Discussed by Group
Vern Chrisman,Allegan; Mr. and Those present were Mr and Mrs. type of pendant light with rehave been preventedif "giants’’ we amazed at the instincts which
Mrs. Nelson Sebright, Freeport; John Vandersluis. Mr. and Mrs. flectors and refractorsthat allows
had really occupied the White they possess and at their marvelGrand Haven. Aug. 18— RepreMr. and Mrs. George Clark, Grand William Vander Ven, Mr. and Mrs. controlled lighting.
kj
House. And when we are appalled oac adaptation to the environsentativesof Community Chest*
Junction
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
The
Park
commission
is
studyHenry Pelgrim, Jr., Mr. and Mrs.
by small men in public life today ment in which they live And we
of Holland. Zeeland and Grand
Garlock,Allegan;Mr. and Mr*. Henry Luiden*. Mr. and Mrs. Wil- ing a plan to move the band
it is reassuring to remember thai are also amazed at their almost
Haven, and the Ottawa county
Avery
Jamieson,
Plainwell; Mr. liam Westveer,Mr. and Mrs. Ben stand from its present location to
that is not a modern habit. But incredibleninnber.
Red Cross gathered in Grand Haand
Mrs. Robert Overacker, Mat- Brower, Mr. and Mrs. William the bottom of the raised ground
The Psalmist Is especiallyconthe people of that day paid high
ven Monday night to discuss poetawan.
on
the east side of the park. This
Vander
Hart,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
B.
for electing political hacks to of- cerned with the goodness and wissibilitiesof a united fund raising
Zeeland
Champion, Mr. and Mrs. John would allow concert spectators to
fice. A similar price will be ex- dom of God in governing the
campaign
for Ottawa county.
Births in Huizinga Memorial Rutgers, Mr. and Mrs. Fred sit on the hillside and provide a
acted from us if we do the same earth for the good of all His
The meeting was called by W.
natural amphitheater.
hospital
the
past
week
included
a
Beeuwkes.
thing.
creatures.The fertility of the
A. Butler of Holland, head of the
At 7 p.m. Tuesday the doors io
earth Is a constant marvel to daughter,Karen Fay, born Aug.
contact committee for the newly
11 to Mr. and Mrs. Junior J. Kok, the gymnasium of the high school
every houghfulperson. Year by
Arend William Brower
organized Ottawa County ComMan Charged With Drunk year,
century by century, the 38 North Centennial St.; a son, were thrown open and 175 banmunity Chest council. This comKenneth
Lynn,
born
Aug.
11
to queters filed in and surrounded Diet at Farm Home
earth "brings forth abundant supDriving After Accident
mittee is in charge of contacting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Joseph
Lamer,
17 the several boards, began a story
plies for man and beast. The top
agencies not now under CommunArend William Brower. 68. of
Grand Haven., Aug. 18 (Special) soil of the earth is the richest West Garfield;a son, Ronald Wil- in the Wednesday, March 1, issue
i'mm
ity Chest.
route 2, Olive township, wa* found
liam, born Aug. 11 to Mr. and
John
Vandersluis
is
not
bother—Three persons were injured in a material possession of the human
Although no conclusionscould
Mrs. J. Hovingn, route 1, Hudson- ing much about electionthus far, dead in bed Friday morning at his
two-car crash Saturday on the M- race. And where it is intelligentdefinitelybe reached since repreville; a daughter,Shirley Ann, thinking possibly he can do more farm home. He had been ill with
104 detour in Crockery township ly cultivatedits productiveness
sentatives will have to contact
born Aug. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. Joe good for his town by plugging for a heart ailment for a year.
in front of the McMann school.
continues undiminished.
their chapter or councils, the genBrower was born Feb. 17, 1881,
a new industry. He. Frank Wall,
Waynard E. Ickes, 25. route 2.
And not only does the earth Rotman, route 1, Hudsonville.
eral opinion was such that a betTwin
girls, Patricia Ann and Frank White and Dick Boter are at North Holland, the son of the
Nunica, charg-d by state police furnish our living, it is pleasant
ter understandingwa* obtained
Hildreth Eileen, born Aug. 12 to going to Detroit this evening to late Mr. and Mrs. William Brower.
with drunk driving, was assessed to our eyes, ears and our other
on all sides.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Preston
Kroll, 46 look up a new factory proposi- He was a member of South Olive
$100 fine and 510.20 costs Monday senses. There Is order and beauHenry S. Maentz of Holland
Christian Reformed church.
when arraigned before Justice ty in nature. The tiniestflowers West McKinley St.; a daughter,. tion. *
presided.Announcement was made
Sandra
Lee, barn Aug. 12 to Mr.
Surviving are the wife, Nettie;
Mrs.
E.
F.
Hiler
celebrated
her
George Hoffer. He lost several of the field exhibit the exquisite
that the cancer drive will come
two sisters,Mrs. John De Boer
front teeth and receivedfacial handwork and artistry of God. and Mrs.. Willard Dys, route 3, 17th leap year birthday Tuesday
under
the new drive on a countyand
Mrs.
George
W.
Deur
of
HolHudsonville; a daughter, Nancy but is actually 68 years old. She
lacerations. His wire Louise, 21, The Psalmistalso mentions the
wide basis.
Mark,
born
Aug.
12
to Mr. and was remembered by her friends land; four brothers, Ralph W.,
received face and head lacerations. glories of God in connection with
Driver of the other car. For- the sea. He speaks of all its in- Mrs. Gordon Hassevoort, route 2, and the mail man also he* reasons Corneliusand Benjamin Brower
Zeelano; a daughter. Judith Gayle, to remember her as 261 postal of route 2, and Charles Brower of
Retired Railway Employe
reat L Middleton, 29. Grand Rap- habitants dependent. upon Him.
born Aug. 13 to Mr. and Mrs. cards were received bearing mes- Holland.
ida, was slightly injured. All We are jast beginning to tap the
Diet of Heart Ailment
three were treated in Municipal almost infinite resources that God Lewis Wildschut,127 Goodrich, sages of congratulation.

Soil Savers Will

Good
Old Days
In the

Hospital Notes

er*

p“A\Ho1-

v

—

amounts.

•

Army Workers

Retire

mm

M

t

iS

ai

-

'

.

hospital.

Can Dismissed

has hidden in the earth. There is
abundant reason for praising Him.

Zeeland.
A daughter, born Aug. 13 to Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Redder, route 3,
Holland; a *on, David John, born
Aug. 14 to Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
Wielenga,373 North State, Zeeland; a daughter, Rosemary, bom
Aug. 14 to Mr. and. Mrs. Joseph
Klinge, route 1, Zeeland; a son,
Raymond Elroy, bom Aug. 15 to

Saugatuck, Aug. 18 — Justice Marks 85th Birthday
Leslie L. Junkerman has dismissMrs. Hattie Habing celebrated
ed a *case of the State of Michi- her 85th birthday anniversarv Frigan versus John Constantine, on a day with a neighborhoodget-tocharge of being drunk and dis- gether. Guests.- who were relatrly #nd using profane lang- ive* and friends,brought flower*,
Junkerman dismissed the cards and gifts. Mrs. Henry Was Mr. and Mrs. Robert Koolman,
without prejudice because of and Mrs William Vander Schel Roosevelt road, Zeeland.
of prosecution.Complaint acted a* hostesses.Mr*. Was gave
ade by George E. a reading in honor of Mrs. Habing. In 1861 there were two presihotel keeper. Chat* Mr*. Jennie Bo* of Oak Park, 111., dent* in the United State*— Linsister of Mrs. Habing, was a spec- coln in the North and Jefferion
Da vi* In
South,;
ial guest

TWO

DRIVERS CHARGED
attempts at house burglary
Grand Haven, Aug. 15 (Special)
were reported to the police head-Driver* of two cars involved
quarters Tuesday afternoon. One
The retirement service, for Maj. munity Chest, the Salvation Army
was successful,560 in jewelry and in an accident at 12:15 a.m. Satcash having been taken from the urday on M-50 In Grand Havpn Mabel Neal, right, and Maj. Maud Advisory board, and from the
home of Jacob Hooker, corner of township, were issued tickets by Snow, officer* of the Salvation ministry. Speakers will represent
the various departments of the
11th and Maple Ave. The home state police. Harold G. ChrisArmy corps in Holland, will be corps.
of Prof. Wichers was ransacked tians, 22, Grand Rapids, was
Majoi Neal, assisted by Major
between five and six p.m. while charged with improperovertaking conducted at the Citadel by Col.
the house had been left locked for and passing, and Henry Mulder, and Mr*. Otto Sandgren of Grand Snow, ha* had the command of
a short time, but nothing has been 50, route 1, Grand Haven,, with Rapids, assisted by the divisional the Holland Corps three year*.
taken as far as a hurried invent- making an improper left turn. band which is composed of officers These officer* have given the SalBoth cars were travelingeast stationed iiv the Western Michigan vation Army many years of serory shows.
vice, Major Neal having served 36
• . H
Richard Dosker, prospective when Christians attempted to pass division.
graduateof Princeton Theological Mulder as re latter wa* attempt- 1 The eerrtce will he conducted years and Major Snow 44 year*.
'Die public 4 invited to attend
seminary, has receivedhis sp- Ing to make a left turn. Botli car* | Sunday, at 3 p.ni. Tljere will be
* repreaemative*
mnnwAntativea from
from' the Com- the service.
pointment as missionary u> Japan a»M badly
Two

C

'

damage^

Charles Shipek, 74, of route 4,

Park township, died Thursday at
9:30 pjn. at his home. Death wa*
caused

by.

a heart ailment.

a retired claim
agent for the Chicago-NorthwestShipek was

ern Railway, for which he had
worked for 45 years. He was born

May

He

30,

1875 at Chicago.

had lived at Port Sheldon
for eight yea.** while he ran the
Maple Shade lodge. He moved to
Park townshiptwo year* ago.
Survivingare the wife, Mary
Grace, and * sister, Mrs. Nellio
Date pf

THI HOLLAND CTTY HtWI,

Buckeyes Humble
Flying

Dutchmen

rune in the sixth. Reynold walked.
Benard followed with his second
home run of the evening. The ball
was lost in the brush near the
oenterfield fence, and two local
fielders couldn'tfind it before
both runner* had croeeed the
(date.

At

this point, Lou Humbert
In
Tilt
walked out to the mound and
took over pitchingchores. He
forced the first two batters to
Dutch Are Impotent
pop out However, Clarke followed with a tingle and stole second.
Against Negroes;
While Humbert was going into his
windup, Clarke started from secVan Wieren Gets Loss
ond to third. Humbert threw to
HoU&nd’s Flying Dutchmen ab- third, but the ball went wide of
sorbed their ninth defeat of the Frankie Wlodarczyk and Clarke
season Monday night at Riverview came all the way aroupd.
park. The versatileCleveland
The visitors added thCir final
Buckeyes dished up the -8-1 de- run in the seventh on two singles.
feat.
De Neff, with two out of three,
Lefty Van Wieren and Lou and Gene Schrotenboerwith two

Lopsided

Roofing Co. Gives
Helpful Advice

At Local Garage

Complete drapery servic* baft
Roofing er&ftnmn advi*# i
proepectivt home 'owner* or been added to Wlerda’s Upholstery Co.’s fine custom upholstery
present owner* oontkleringft- service.A fine selection of draproofing jobs, to Inspect the many ery material 1* offered and dratype* of roofing and *elect the peries are made and installedactype best suited for their needs cording to customers’specificaboth In beauty and durability. tions by highly-skilledworkmen.
Show rooms have been opened
Holland Ready Roofing Co., now at 277 East Eighth St* where
located in it* spacious new build- customers'can select from a large
ing at 125 Howard Ave. offer* supply of upholstery fabrics and
advice and aid in helping you drapery materials. Custom built
solve your roofing problems.
upholstered furniture can be had

Beet grade part* are used and
all work is guaranteed by the
Lincoln Avenue Garage, located
one-fourth mile south of 32nd St
on Lincoln Ave. The garage feature* all types of car and truck
service besides furnishing a wide
variety of accessories,Randolph
fire extinguishers,and other items

for sale.
Maoy car owner* have found It
pay* them well to take their cars
to the Lincoln Avenue garage for
repair work. Work includes motor
overhauling, tune-ups, steering
gear repairs, ahock absorbers,

A roof should be a feature that from Wierda’s at a •urprialngly
lends beauty to the home and sur- low cost direct from the Wierda
roundings. not just a commodity shops. They cafry the Law»en
to keep the home dry, the com- aeries, also sofas and chairs mad*

brake relinirtg. transmissionre-

REBUILT MOTORS

4

0

4

1

1

Wlodarczyk,3b
.... 4
De Neff, 2b ............... 3

0
0

0

Borgman,

...............

...................

If

Wenzel, c

...

1

pany craftsmen emphasize.Free in carefully selected plastics or
estimateson roofing and siding fabrics. There are many oojon to
jobs are cheerfully furnished by
choose from.

MM.

the firm.

Wierda’scan restore your eld
sofas and chairs to their original
beauty by rebuilding and recovering. Call at the show room at
phone 9789 for estimate* without
weather-masterasphalt lock obligation. The Wierda factory it
shingles. The roofing craftsmen
located at 153 West 10th St
sell asbestos and brick siding and
are equipped to spray asphalt or CAR HITS CYCLIST .
aluminum roof coatings on metal
Bruce Bowman, 15, of 54 West
or compositionroofs of barn*, 29th St., was treated In Holland
Mrs. Fred Kooyers of Barnsdale, commercial and industrial build- hoipltalFriday night for a leg In-

property on Pine Ave. between
Third and Fourth Sts. waa the gift
of Mr. and Mr*. Chester Van Tonby the Board of Public Works geren. Appropriation for the Imsports.Present plans call for two after the Street departmentgrad- provements was Included In this
games each night under th* light* ed and leveled the area. The year’s city budget.

Holland's new lighted softball field and three on Monday nights.The
lights are those formerlyused at
Is now complete, adding excellent
Rlverview park and were Installed
faculties for an ever popular

Zeeland

0
0

WP

i

chores out of four, led Holland’s hitting.
pairs, welding and front-end aligntagged Benard’s two home runs in four
ii«. New anJ factory rebuilt
for the defeat.
times at bat and Grace's two out
motors are available for cars of
Pitcher Jim Osorio of the classy of three were tops for Cleveland.
makes.
Negro club limited the Dutchmen
The Dutchmen entertain the allMar
in us De Tonge, owner and
to seven scattered hits, including Clark Trucks of Battle Creek
two in the last half of the ninth. Thursday.The local record now operator,has been in machine
Meanwhile, the Buckeyes hopped stands at 21 wins and nine set- work for more than 15 years and
has been in the garage business
on the two local pitchers for 10 back*.
for 10 years. When a customer
hits, including two circuit blows.
Doug Minor of Chicago, presVan Wieren shutout the visi- ident of the Midwest Semi-Pro drives in for a grease job, De
Jonge says, the entire car is
tors for four innings, while his
league and a scout for the Chicago checked free of charge. Windmates took the lead in the last White Sox, attended the game as
shield washers are sold and inof the same inning with a single
the guest of Ruse Vander Poel.
stalled at low cost.
run.
The public is invited to watch
Loren Wenzel led off with a
Box score:
AB
R H servicemenat work. De Jonge
tinglo and went to second after Cleveland(8)
says tnat by calling 9210. you can
Harry De Neff walked. Gene Clarke, cf ................... 5
2
3
have your car picked up and deSchrotenboerrapped a single to Ware, lb ................... 4
1
1
center Centorfielder Ware threw Scott, If ...................
0 livered free of charge when re0
.... 3
to third in an effort to nail Wen- Grace, rf ............... 3
2 pairs are needed.
0
zel. However, the toss got through Marvay. 3b ............... 4
0
1
the third baseman and Wenzel Reynold. 2b ............... 3
0
1
crossed the plate for the lone local Benard, ss ................... 4
2
2
0
1
run.
Karris, c ................... 3
Geveland struck back with four Osorio, p .................. 3
0
0
Next Sunday the Rev. Delbert
runs in the top of the fifth on Hoskins, cf ................. 2
1
1
three singles and Bcnard’shome Jefferson, rf ........... 2
0 Vander Haar, pastor of the Third
0
Reformed church of Fulton. Illrun into the left-center field
10 will conduct services at the First
stands.
8
Totals .................. 36
R H Reformed church.
The Buckeyes added three more Dutchmen (1)
AB
............... 4

H,

Work Guaranteed

Humbert divided pitching
with Van Wieren getting

Fortney, ss

mtSDAY, AWM

The Rev. Verne Oggel, D. D.,
who with his family is vacationing with his mother, Mrs. CJ. P
Oggel in Holland, will be in

The company specializesin 275pound Winthrop tapered asphalt
shingles and is Holland’*representative for Johna-Mansville

Fennville

Recreation in Holland?

when hla bicycle
hit by a car driven by Clarence Kamphuis, 19, route 2. The
accident occurred on Michigan
Ave., 150 feet south of 28th St, at
For all thi* activity,the com- ard Carter and living Miller home*. for help In solving their roofing the cyclyist was crossing the
What does Holland offer In the
way of organized summer recrea- mission operates on a 1949-50
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Weston problems.
street in the middle of th* block.
budget of $12,375 of which $4,000 went to Diamond lake Friday to
tion?
Much more than you think. Just is the estimated revenue from spend the week-end with Dr. Dykema Tailor t Lose
Riverview park. Additional re- George Menold. En route home
take a look some time.
Dykema Tailors fared poorly at
A survey of activities sponsored creation for children, such as la they visitedSunday with Chicago the hands of D-X Oilers of Grand
by the Holland Recreationcom- offered in Kollen park comes un- friends at a cottage near Grant.
Haven Friday night. The City
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Deventer
mission today revealed widespread der the parks budget.
Softballersdropped the contest to
The
commission
this
year
conand
son,
Johnny
of
Peoria
111.,
supervisionin baseball, softball,
their non-league opponents, 4-1.
tennis, horse shoe, and the sum- sists of Alvin Cook, chairman; came Saturday to spend nearly a
In fact, had it not been for a
Jacob
Zuidema,
John
Beltman,
week
with
former
neighbors,
Mr.
Car* Called For and Delivered
mer playground program.
last ditch stand in the seventh InIn all, the city recreation pro- John Van Eerden. Ed Prins. Bert and Mrs. Lionel Becker.
ning, the Tailors might have gone
gram affects 250 to 300 in base- Selle*. E. V. Hartman and Harry Mesdames E. K. Leggett, Law- down to defeat by the shutout
rence Sackett and John Van Dragt
ball, close to 300 in softball lea- Wieskamp.
route. Claud Dykema, however,
attended the annual picnic of the
gues, hundreds of children In the
saved the day and averted the
SUPER SERVICE
Past
Presidents
club of district No.
playgroundprogram now concludblanking when he singled Walt
Den Hartgerink — Harm Blek
29
Rebekahs,
held
at
Kollen
park
ed, and countless followers of
Holland on Thursday.Guests who Wlodarczyk home from second.
125 W. 8th
Rhone 77T7
horse shoe and tennis.
The Oilers producedmarkers In
attended were Mesdames Art Pahl,
Summer is not the only time
John Weston, Carl Walter and the first,fifth and seventh inning*
the Recreationcommission is acon a total of nine hits. Dykema,
Chris Ornho.
tive. It is a year round program.
Drills
Mrs. Lottie Kingsburyspent however, was limited to four safeDuring the winter season, gymnaties. .
several
days last week as the guest
Footballs filled the air at 19th
siums are open some evenings and
on Saturday morning for basket- St. field Monday evening as the of Mrs. Lola Jackson.
Mrs. Hattie Arnold was quite
ball or volleyball.An Ice rink is Holland Hurricanegridder* began
maintained at the 19th St. ball their drills for the 1949 campaign. ill last week hut is improving.

There's Plenty Going

on

Okla., is spending several weeks in ings.

jury received

Company owner* have been In
Michiganincluding Fennville,Kalthe business for 20 years. They
mazoo, Detroit and Grand Rapids. are justly proud of the fact that
While here she visited in the Leon- many persons have come to them

was

LUBRICATION

CAR WASNIN8

BRAKE SERVICE

charge of services at the Second
Reformed church next Sunday. He
0
2
Schrotenboer, rf ..... 4
DODGE, PLYMOUTH,
is pastor of the Reformed church
0
1
Witteveen,
lb
........... 4
FORD and CHEVROLETS
at Glenn Rock. N. J.
0
0
Czerkios, cf ............... 4
Mr. and Mr*. T. A. Dewey and
All Other* Available
0
0
Van Wieren. p ........... 2
daughter Anno of Detroit spent
FULLY GUARANTEED
0
0
Humbert, p ...............1
a few days visiting at the home of
0
Van Dorple ...............1
0
Football
their brother and sister, Mr. and
Mrs. A. Janssen, North State St.
1
7
Totals ................... 35
Mrs. Anno Vander Kolk sang
a vocal solo, "Calvary,” Ronald,
Mast birds in the temperate
Mi Lincoln Ave. Phone 9210 zones raise a new crop of feathers at the First Reformed church evening service. The Intermediate
Mi*. Claude Hutchinson accomCoach Jay Ver Hoven sent his
twice a year.
choir, directed by Mrs. John park during the winter and an ice
candidates througl a light passing planed her parents and sister, Mr.
carnival
is
staged
if
the
weather
Boeve, sang at the morning serand running drill, mostly for con- and Mrs. Bert Van Dis, Sr., and
is favorable.
vice.
BUY YOUR USED CAR
ditioning.Tonight’s session will be Lillian of East Saugatuck to NeOne
of
the
main
duties
of
the
A meeting of the Youth For
from
devoted to more conditioning and waygo last Wednesday to spend
Christ will be held at Lawrence commission is supervision of RivYour Buick • Pontiac Dealer
the first blocking session is schedul- the day with her uncle and aunt
On* of Th* World’* Largest
erview
park,
where
extensive
re
Street City park next Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Dam of
Manufacturer* of
ed for Wednesday night.
We’ll Be Her* Tomorrow To
at 7:30 p.m. The inspirational pairs have been completed this George Bond of Muskegon, who Holland at their cottage.
COAL
OIL
QA8
Stand Back of th* Car You
speaker will be the Rev. Abraham summer. These included a new
Mrs. Max Me Carmand daughhad signed as backfield mentor for
Buy Today!
Heating Equipment
Rynbrandt of Grand Rapids, form- roof for the stadium, new fence,
ter, Patty of Mason visited Mrs.
the
Canes
this
season,
informed
Sold by
WATCH THE CLASSIFIEDS er pastor of the local First Re- improved lights, and new bleach- Manager Fred Bocks Monday even- Chester Keag and Mrs. Raymond
formed church. Special music will ers. Total cost of 511,401.63 was
for our
Me Carty part of last week.
financed by the Riverview Park ing that he will be unable to take
PRICED ADS
also be furnished.
Mrs. William Woodall and baby
the coaching job. Pressing business
Mrs. Clarence De Doe of Grand reserve fund for which Common
duties in Muskegon forced Bond to son who had spent more than two
TER
CO.
Council
earmarks
an
amount
anRapids, was guest soloist at the
« IIS East 14th 8t.
weeks with her parents, Mr. and
quit, he said.
150 EAST 8TH ST.
HOLLAND PHONE 273S
Second Reformed church on Sun- nually in the city budget.
Jay Van Hoven will handle Mrs. Carl Walter, returned to her
Phon* 6422
Newest
pride
of
local
sports
enZEELAND PHONE S147
day. At the morning services she
coaching duties for both hacks and home in Saugatuck Saturday.
Your Bulck-PontlacDealer
sang "God Shall Wipe Away All thusiasts is the new lighted softBuy Lennox — You Buy Quality
Mrs. Raymond Me Carthy and
linesmen until a new coach is signTears." Pecry and "Hold Thou ball field on Pine Ave. between
daughter, Peggy Louise came home
ed.
Third
and
Fourth
Sts.
The
pro
My Hand," Curran and in the
Six Fennville.three Zeeland and Sunday from Douglas hospital.
evening she sang "Now the Day is perty was recently given to the
Kenneth Jorgenson who came
one Detroiter were among those
city
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Over,” Speaks. Mrs. G. Baron was
who
reported for the opening drill. from Riverside Calif., recentlywith
Cooling System
organist. Dr. R. J. Vanden Borg Van Tongeren.
The Fennville crew includes Don his parents, Mr: and Mrs. Marion
Softball has witnessed a terrific
of Now York City, former pastor
Moeller, Don Morse, James Miller, Jorgenson to attend funeral serof this church and now secretary upswing in popularity in recent
Norm Schaeffer, Art and Jack vices of J. C. Jorgenson, submitted
of the Board of Domestic Missions years. At present there are
Bowie. Ronald Klamp, Marve Tu- to ah appendectomy last week at
church
and
factory
leagues
and
of the Reformed church was guest
RADIATOR CLEANING,
bergen and Bud Kamphuis repre- Allegan Health Center.
preacher. He visits many congre
close to 300 men and boys are acREPAIRING, REBUILDING
sented Zeeland, and Bob Weslowgallons in his work and he dis- tively participating.This does not
ski, who weighs more than 250 NO THANK YOU
Radiator Cores for All Makes
cussed experiences in his work and count neighborhood sandlots in
Birmingham, Mich. (UP)
pounds, was the Detroit man.
the opportunities for extension in which recreationalleaders also
of Cars
Bocks explainedinsurance and Bethel Kelley gatheredplants for
"the field both in the eastern and taken an interest.Other leading
compensation for the Canes this his wife's rock garden from a nearwestern churches of this denomi- softball fields are located at the
See Baldus
season before the team concluded by woods. She didn't appreciate it.
nation.
19th
St.
ball
park,
and
two
or
(30 Years’ Experisnce)
practice with a jaunt around the Two- out of every three plants were
BALL BEARINGS
three diamonds at Pine and 22nd
poison Ivy.
2

..

H.&B.
tt

Hurricanes Open

LINCOLN AVE.

GARAGE

LENNOX
-

-

HARRY HOOP
HEATING

SCRAP
MATERIALS

Louis Padnos

BANQUKTB
LUNOHEONB
WIDDINOB

IRON and METAL CO.

BRIDI PARTIIB

120 Rhrar Ave.

tNDUUTRIAL DtNNKRB
UIINBBB MltTINOB

HAAR AUTO

SERVICE

MOTOR BEARINGS

—

—

—

ALWAYS BUYING

DUTCH MILL

2406

CALL

For DRY CLEANINQ

RESTAURANT
•

Weal Ith

Bt

Phone

Holland, Mlolw

I

1

VyiapIttwoocL
DRY CLEANER*
148 East 52nd

tt

VERN HOUTING

toMimJBS?

NEAL JACOBUSSE

NEW DEPARTURE

field.

OTTAWA AUTO

Sts.

SEE YOUR LOCAL GARAGEMAN

SALES, INC.
17 W**t 7th Street

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
Rhone 66578

or

DEALER

HOLLAND RELIABLE
MOTOR SUPPLY
121 East 8th

Oakland

The Flying Dutchmen are the
town’s leading hardball team and
(From Saturday’* Sentinel)
play regularly under the lights at
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Schippor ‘Rjvorvjew
Wooden Shoe
of Oakland were visitorsat^the | ]ca^ a]so p]ayg two njghts a

St

church.

With Surt iMurancB

STATE FARM INSCRANCE OO’a.
BEN VAN LENTE, AgMrt
W7

College

Avenue
—
—
AUTO

FIRE

SERVICE

home of Mr. and

Mrs. George week at Riverview.Two junior
Wesselink and family last week leagues operate mostly at 19th St.
Phon* 8139 Sunday afternoon, at their home
baseball field under the direction
in Diamond Springs.
of Loon N. Moody, city recreaThe Rev. Henry Dekker con- tional leader.
ducted the services Sunday at
The commission provides balls
Oakland ChristianReformed and bats for the junior league
and regulation bases for

all dia-

Several local persons attended tnonds.
the Youth People's Alliance meetThe commission also sponsors
ing of classis Zeeland, at Overisel the summer recreationalprogram,
grove Thursday afternoon.
in co-operationwith the public
schools. Play classes are held
during a four-week period under
competent supervision at Lincoln,

DUTCH KRAFT

PAINTS

None 71N

LIFE

You’ll "paint

with

pride,"

with our all*
purpoi* coat.
Ingl

50

ESSENBURG
ELECTRIC CO.
W**t
BL Phon*
8th

4811

COMPLETE SERVICE
All

Haan Motor
25 W.

GMAC

EVERY GOOD PRINT
MAKES BETTER

ENLARGEMENT

Makes

DON'T NEB)
Wt MB1M

ENLARGING

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

ini

Nottt’f the time to

RE-ROOF YOUR

----

HOME
Dicker ChavroM, Inc.

Sales

HUDSON DEALER
9th ttr**t Phon* 7242

(DilSuuVl
10 East 8th 8tr**t

USED CARS

Washington, Longfellowand Van
Raalte playgrounds.
Tennis and horse shoe continue
to be popular summer sports.
Tennis courts are located at 21st
St. and at Columbia and 13th St.
Horse shoe courts are located at
State and 25th, on 19th across
from {he ball diamonds, and on
21sf St. at the tennis courts. Shuffleboard has been abandoned and
some of the courts have been redesigned for practice tennis.

MBYDU

ROAD

park

LATE MODELS

Holland Ready Roofing

••rvl** Department 2381

Av*.

Holland,

ELZINGA 6 V0LKERS,

lie.

Phones 9051

—

Eve. 66734

PETER

221 River

MMh

JOHN

Sold With

- 30 Day 50-50 Guarantee

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

HAD’S
Sandwich-SodaBar
M9

River Av*.

<8t MichiganAv*„ Phon* 5-7221

PHONB 7H7

GENERAL CONTRACTING

FRED’S CAR LOT
C *

ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL

ROBERT VISSCHER

CARS
WASHED

ROBERT BEUKEMA

And Vacuurr
Cleaned...,

\

s

COMMERCIAL

ROOF
LEAKS

RESIDENTIAL

W/

CONSTRUCTIOM
Phene 2284

222 River Av*,

•p5

KNIFE’S

COOKIES

SUPER SERVICE
7th at

Th* R*g*ney typ* lounge And all
other type* are properlyre-

IRINTING
A

completely equipped modem plant that ltrv«
V;

you with fine quality printing 8t
reasonable prices.

sprung, rsupholstered,recovered
h*r*. Our fine n*W fabric* for
old furnlturo m*k«* It beautifully new. In appearance. Our
thorough workmanahip inturea
long *ervlc*,maximum comfort
Aloo complete drapery servlet.

STEKETEE-VAN NNIS

(jdwidcL

COMPLETE PRINTINB BERV1CB

UPHOLSTERING COMPANY

9 last lOth

Street

.

Phone 2326

158 W. 10th St. Telephone 9789

Central

Phon* 7058

SUNOCO

Join your friend* at The
Bl*r K*ld*r. Premium beer,

DYNAFUEL

nationally*dv*rtl**d win**.
A conveniently located me**
Ing pla** with traditional

2o Lea* Than Premium
• Grad* Gasolln*

2 Galloni
SUNOCO OIL

Holland, Ukk

.,

Dutch

atmospher*. Op*n
11:00 A.M. to midnight

•1.59

HARRISON’S
SUPER SERVICE
Michigan at 28th 8t

WARM

FRIEND

TAVERN

GEO.

MOOI
ROOFING 00.
RUBEROID PRODUCTS
29 East 6Hi Street

PHONE 3826

Young and Old

TRIUMPH BAKES
384

CENTRAL AVE

.
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Return from Northern Wedding Trip

16th St, Bethel,
Central Win in

Holland and now of Houston,
Texas, and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Armstrong of Lane, 111., drove in
unexpectedly.

Church League
Ernie Zoerhof really didn't need

The Ranford Wenzel and Ed
Oudman family of Holland and
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Miller and
children, £heryl and Susan from
Spring Lake, joined the family
get-together.The Armstrongs left
this morning and the Nelsons
plan to spend some time here.

home run Monday night
His team, 36th St of City Church
league, already had a one-run lead
to hit hi»

over Wesleyan.
But Ernie parked his four bagger

anyway. Two mates were aboard
a the time so that gave the Reformed club three more markers
and a 5-1 victory.
16th St. got on the run-scoring
wagon in the first inning. Jason
Rods crossed the plate in that
ft)

fielder Sundin.

That set the stage for Zoerhof.
Otten walked and A1 Van Iwaarden
singled— then Ernie'smighty blow.
Ribbens got credit for the win.
He allowed three hits, struck out
a like number and .walked two.
Eugene King was on the mound
for Wesleyan. He gave up seven

,

’

\

Quick scoring was the story in
the Bethel-Trinty contest Bethel
jumped off to a quick lead in the
first on Howie Dyke's home run
with two on.
Finally, in the sixth and seventh
Mr.'and Mr*. Theodore De Graaf
frames the winters picked up two
(Bulford photo!
more tallies to earn a 5-4 win over Following their wedding trip to tian Reformed church. Mrs. De
Trinity.
northern Michigan, Mr. and Mrs. Graaf is the former Dorla WesBob Fortney turned in a sparktrate, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ling performance, giving up six hits Theodore De Graaf are living at Albert C. Westrate.The groom
94
West
23rd
St.
They
were
marand striking out* 12. Norm Japis the son of Mr. and Mrs. James
pinga, on the mound for Trinity, ried Aug. 5 at Ninth Street Chris- A. Klomparens.

York did the
He allowed six

hur. ..g for

Central

safeties.

Moose lodge, Holland’s lone
representativein the s'tate district
tournamentin Grand Rapids, came through with colors
flying Monday night The Lodgemen downed Calvary Reformed
church of Grand Rapids, 4-3, in
the first round of tourney play. *
Shurman was on the mound for
the local crew and gave up three
hits. In addition,he fanned seven
of the Grand Rapids batsmen.
The Churchmen grabbed a onerun lead in the first inning on a
pair of singles. Moose trailedthat
margin until the fourth frame
when Fortney, De Vries and Bos
singled. That attack was good for
two runs.
Another pair of markers was
posted by the Lodge club in the
seventh. In that stanza Ter Haar
and Bishop scored on two singles,
a fielder’s choice and Stu Baker’s
softball

double. .
Don Hulst was the big man at
the plate for Moose. He banged
out two hits in four trips. Holland’s crew collected a total of
nine safeties.

Saugatuck

Triumph

in

Softball Contests
Holland Furnace 8, VFW 3.
That was the result of Tuesday
night’s City Softball league contest under the lights at the Fourth
St diamond.
Behind the five-hitpitching of

Cork Weener, the Furnace men
coasted to victory after posting

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Schuham
Russ Woldring was heavy man
and daughters, Bonnie and Sara, at bat for the winners. He collectof Chicago, are vacationing in the ed two hits in three times at bat.
Schuham cottage.'
Don Van Duren banged out a like
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Demerest total for VFW. Doug Harmson
have returned from a trip i> De- was tagged with the loss.
troit and Windsor.Canada. Their
In the second league game Tuesdaughter, Maxine, is visiting day night, Dykema walked off
friends in Mqson.
with a close 2-1 decision over
The Douglas school will open Holland Merchants. The contest
Sept. G with Paul Olmstead,Miss was of the old-fashioned pitcher’s
Regina Mihaly and Eleanor John- battle variety.
son teachers.
Both teams were limited to
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Schultz, three hits by Pitchers Herk Ci. mHoward. Jr., and Judy 'are enjoy- er, who got credit for the win

'

Mli* Ruth Ter Horst
Miss Janie* Parker
Three local girls will be grad- Dekker, daughter of Mr and
uated Aug. 21 from the Mercy Mrs. Alex Dekker. North Shore
Central School of Nursing, Grand Dr.; Miss Janice Parker, daughRapids. Graduationexercises will ter of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Parker,
take pace at St. Andrews cathe- East 11th St., and Miss Ruth Ter
dral, Grand Rapids, at 3 p.m.
Horst, daughterof Mr. and Mrs.
The graduates are Mis* Donna John Ter Horst, FairbanksAve.

Berwyn, 111.
Is

keen in the Lake
tether

Shore shuffleboard and

ibbean countries.

tennis tournamentsthis week. At
Piero Pierotic not only was in present, Mr. Coin leads in both.
the "best voice he has ever pre- Mr. Lanka, who plays from a
sented to the Waukazoo guests” wheel chair, is runner-up in the
last Friday, but afterwards show- shuffleboard contests.
• • •

ing a vacation in northern MichiThe Saugatuck-DouglasRotary Mr. and Mrs. William Klein- gan.
club meets Thursday evening, heksel and family, route 5, have Dr. John M. Vander Muelen,
Aug. 18 at the dob rooms in returned home after spending a pastor of the First Presbyterian runs in the fourth inning. After can no longer sing he can certain- cago, who have many local friends,
Maplewood hotel.
week in Washington,D. C. They church of Lansing, was guest there was one out, Ben Jansen ly get work as a Shrimp Ris- announced the engagement of
James Webster of Kalamazoo visitedMount Vernon, Arlington, speaker at the Lake Shore chapel, forced Walt Wlodarczyk at second soto specialist,” a guest remarked.
their daughter, Gloria, to Arthur
and director of the Summer Play- Va., and other points of inter- Sunday.
on a fielder’s choice.The Dykema
Peter Paulus, son of the Inn
Miss Adeline Gjesdahlof New right fielder advanced to second
Krieg, also of Chicago. The Wierers will be guest speaker.
est.
manager, left Monday morning
York
City,
is
spending
her
vacasemas
ended their vacation at The
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jackson of
Week-end guests of Mr. and
on Cramer’s single and scored for Evanston,111., to join the St.
Mooring last week-end.
Jacksonville,Fla., have been Mrs. R. Holtrust were Mr. and tion with her mother, Mrs. Grace along with the Tailor pitcher on
George high school footballteam.
Three generations of the A. F.
guests of his sister, Mrs. Ethel Mrs. A. Van Kampen and children, Gjesdahl in her cottage at the Tony Westerhofs triple.
St. George opens its season in
Inderbitzen. A sister, Mrs. Good- Laurel, Henry and Ronald, of lake shore.
The Merchants scored their lone Soldiers Field the Sunday before Beyer family of St. Louis, Mo.,
arrived Saturday for a two-week
man, was a guest in the Interbit- Cicero, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mrs. Grace L. Welsert of Ann tally in the second on a wild Labor Day.
stay at The Mooring. The Beyers
zen home also.
Toren and Harold, Jr., Martin Arbor.- is visiting her daughter, pitch, a stolen base and an infield
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walter of
have been vacationingin this
Mr. and Mrs. George Chase and Voss and Miss J. Terpstra of Chi- Mrs. John Effinger.
out. Jack Terrill highlighted the Chicago entertained a large group
Miss Ruth Schumacher and Miss
area
for many years Mr. Beyer is
son Larry, of Muskegon, were cago.
uprising by stealing home.
of friends at White Pihe cottage
week-end guests of his mother, Mrs. C. B. McCormick left Sun- Buela Gordon of Chicago are
From the fourth inning out, Saturday night, the occasion of a former leading dance band pianist, and his informal playing is
Mrs. Kathryn Chase.
day moaning by plane for a seven- spendingtheir vacation with Mrs both teams battled on even terms. Mrs. Walter’s birthday.
still much enjoyed.
Mrs. James Barron has return- week visit with her daughter, Elmer Howson.
The Retailers picked up two more
A
dozen
Waukazoo
guests are
Mooring guests took advantage
ed to her home in River Forrest, Mrs. William Pelon, of Oceanside, The Misses Luey Scofield and hits but Sikkema held Dykema driving to Chicago to attend the
Judy Boldenweck of Hinsdale, 111.,
of
the full moon Tuesday and
111., She visited her mother, Mrs. Calif.
until the end of the contest.
Friday and Saturday sessions of
are enjoying a vacation at the
Wednesday nights. Two groups
D. A. Heath at Heathcote.Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Ver Beek and
Cramer aided his own cause by the ChicagolandMusic festival
took four-hour moonlight cruises
Francis De Vol of Grand Rapids Gladie of Oakland spent Saturday lake shore.
collectingtwo of his teams three
Among the new arrivals at Wau- on Lake
*
Mrs. Alvin Nelson and children hits and scoring one run. Paul
ha* also been a guest at Heath- in Muskegon visiting Mr. and Mrs.
kazoo
are the Stuart Ball family
of Holland are visiting her mothPopular feature for adult guests
cote. v.
J. J. Ver Back and family and the
Cook was at the head of the Mer- of Evanston, 111., Mr. and Mrs.
er, Mrs. M. Van Leeuwen.
have been the regular Friday*
Sunday evening, Aug. 21st., the Rev. and Mrs. H. R. Wierenga.
chant batsmen with two for three W. H. Betts and Mr/and Mrs. Alnight jazz record concerts. Anspeaker at the evening service in
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Postma, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Blackett of
vin Boesche and family of Cincinother concert is planned for this
the -^Methodist church, will be Laverne and Judy have returned Hickory Corners, have been recent
nati, Mrs. Alvin Colter of Glen- week.
Kenneth Bleeker Has
George J. Mensik, a former big from a trip to the Bad Lands and guests of Mrs. Claud Ellis.
dale, Ohio, the Oscar Conrades
Mrs.
George
Durham
has
re'
time Chicago gangster. There will Black Hills, South Dakota. They
family of St. Louis, Mo., the John
turned from a weeks cruise on the Ninth Birthday Party
be musical numbers.
also visitedat Sanborn and ParkE. Schraff family of Cincinnati Bud Prim Tops Local
North
American.
Mrs.
Mack
The Rev. and Mrs. Paul E. Hin- ersburg, la. John Postma, their
A birthday party was given and Albert Weale and family of Riflemen at Shooting
Gerke of Benton Harbor is now
kamp, pastor of the Methodist uncle, returned home with them.
Tuesday afternoon by Mr. and New Rochelle, N. Y.
her guest for a few days.
church, are on vacation and are
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold E. Teusink
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose of Mrs. John Bleeker for their son,
Bud Prins led Holland riflemen
touring through the New England and children, Jack and Esther Jean,
Detroit, are guests of Mr. and Kenneth, who celebratedhis Mac Talent
states.
Tuesday when he turned in a
have returnedto their home, 566
ninth birthday anniversary. The
Sunday, Aug. 14, Norwood Sunset Dr., after a month's Vaca- Mrs. Jack Tyler.
Featured this week at Hotel score of 81 out of a possible 90
party
was
held
on
the
lawn
at
Reck of Holland occupied the tion. They visited Mrs. Teusink's The marriage of Miss Maria the Bleeker home.
Macatawa was the guest talent
on the Pine Creek range.
pulpit in the Methodist church parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Cun- Tramper of Krabbenlyke. the
show Friday night. Top performer,
Gifts
were
presented
to
the
Prins was followed by Dale
and on Aug. 21, the Rev. Jessie ningham, of Oklahoma City. They Netherlands, and Gerard Balk of
by choice of the guests,was Mrs.
Winne will be in charge of the also visited friendsat Lubbock and Grand Rapids, took place Tuesday honored guest. Games were played Irene Wall of Chicago, contralto, Dunnewin who fired a 77 over the
and prizes awarded to Paul Nyservice.
who sang Gounod's “Ave Maria" prone-kneeling, rafrid-fire course.
Abilene, Tex., and relativesin afternoon, Aug. 9, in the parsonage of the Congregational church. land, Billy Reus, Ervin Deur and and Friml’s "Ghmina Mia." With
Kansas.
the
honored
guest.
Refreshments
Member* and scores follow: Bud
John Urban she sang "Home To
Dr. and Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond The Rev. Clarence Ellingcr read
were
served
by
Mrs.
Bleeker,
Prins
81; Dale Dunnewin 77; WalOur Mountains" from 11 Trovaand sons, Roddy and Blurke, are the service. Mr and Mrs. BenjaBetty Groen and Elaine Bleeker. tore. Urban also sang "Jericho”, ly De Waard 76; Don Postma 76;
man
Eddy,
Mrs.
John
De
Witte
spending a few days in northern
Those present were Ervin Deur,
(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
"The Sleigh” and "The Lord’* Henry Kleeves 75; Johnny Clark
Michiganwhere they will visit the and Mrs. Peter Vanderson of
The Misses Joann Bell and lone locks at Sault Ste. Marie and the Grand Rapids, were witnesses.The Billy Reus, Dennis Minnema, Paul Prayer."
73; Johnny Weenum 73; Joe De
Daugherty of Davenport, la., TahquamenonFalls.
bride spent five years in under- Bruizman, Paul Nyland, Roger
Miss Valentine Wollock of De- Kraker 71 ; Gordon De Waard 70;
Wabeke, Jimmie Heyboer, Rol- troit won the audience with a so- Howard Working 70; Jarvis Ter
spent a week in Holland as the
Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Van Verst, ground German occupation of The
land Welters, David Van Der Bie, prano solo, "La Danza,” by Rosguests of Mr. and Mrs. E. D. WalNetherlands.
She
came
to
Grand
Haar 70; Bill Weatherwax 69;
100 West 11th St., returned Monlace, 64 E. 22nd St. The girls reRapids to visit relatives, later Judith Bleexer, Mrs. Harry Bleek- sini. Misss Wollock, crippled since Stan Kasminsky 65; Tom Smith
day from northern Wisconsin where
er
and
Micky,
Mrs.
Harriet
Vanturned to their home Tuesday they spent a week with their son, coming as a nurse to the Eddy
birth, sang the difficult aria gaily. 64; Jack Kleeves 59; Bill Koloan
morning.
home. Mr. Balk was from Krab- der Bie, Betty Groen, Elaine
Chester Civirtina, pupil of Char- 55; Charles Klungle 52; Justin
Dr. Paul Van Verst of Oak Park,
benlyke also.
Bleeker and the hostess.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar P. Peter- HI., and his family.
lie Alberti of Chicago, who spends Heetderks 48.
son, 108 East 18th St., and Mrs.
his summers at Macatawa, played
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
Peterson’s mother, Mrs. Eva
three trumpet solos. Tom Dooley
Dr. and Mrs. Charles E. RidHardinger, who makes her home
of St. Louis played two piano Local Golfer Scores

Michigan.

Show

Personals

Married

Grace Church

Wmm

solos. "Warsaw
"Jealousy.”

Concerto” and

The Mad Hatters

ball proved
so successful,the resorters tried
their skill a second time Saturday night. Winners were Archie
Riggs of Mishawaka, Ind., Miss B.
O'Laughlinof Chicago, tiny Miss

Barbee, two-year-old from

St.

Louis, and Kenneth Urban.

The shuffleboard tournament
was won by a Detroit father and
daugher combination, the Schnei-
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Mrs. Ball and Mr. Lacey of Richmond, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs. H. L.
Coin and son of Pontiac; Mr. and
Mrs. Harry D Ocks of Wyandotte,
and Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Lanka of
Competition

L

<*

ders.

The Sunday semi-classicalconcert featured Miss Julia Ray at
the piano and John Urban, tenor.
Weekly events also included a
cruise on the lake and a kitchen
snack of hot dogs on return.
The weekly dance will be held
on Friday night. On Saturday, the
Alice Stevens singer* of Chicago
will give a concert in the ballroom. Everyone is

Ace

at Douglas

Club

Ranford Wenzel of

397
Fourth Ave., recently joined
the select circle of hole-in-one
golfers.

Wenzel made

ceived college training at Acquinas and Junior colleges.Part of
their training was at Cadillac,

New

York, Kalamazoo and De-

troit.

At Saugatuck Estate

By University Speaker
Quests at Waukazoo Inn were
entertainedSunday evening by
Aubert Lavastida of the visioaudio department of the University of Michigan. Mr. Lavastida
gave his illustrated lecture, "Tropical By Ways", covering many of
the lesser known spots in the Car-

Mist Donna Dekker
All three entered St. Mary’*
hospital on Sept. 3, 1946. They re-

Bennett Rumors Denied

Resorters Entertained

ed himself a master in another
field. He took over tho Waukazoo
Mooring Highlights
and Vem Sikkema, on the mound Inn kitchen and provided a CroaAt The Mooring Friday, Mr.
tian shrimp and rice dinner for a
for the Merchants.
The Tailors scored their two group of friends.“When Pierotic and* Mrs. Fred Wiersema of Chi-

(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
enour and daughter, Debora of
in
Mrs. Tillie Haywood White of with them, had as guests last Chicago arc visiting Mrs. RidenLowell, has been visitingthe past week the latter's son and family, our's parents, Mr. and Mrs. EdMr. and Mrs. Hugh D. Hardinger ward J. Zwemer, 39 West 17th St.
week with former friends.
The VFW auxiliary has post- and Betty Jane of Philadelphia. Mr. and Mrs. William H. KoeMr. and Mrs. John H. William- nig and daughters, Barbara and
poned the childrens picnic, August, because of the polio threat. son have returnedto their home Marilyn, of Wilmette, 111., arrived
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fairhead in Detroit after spending several Monday to spend two weeks at
and son are vacationingin the days with Mr. and Mrs. John S. Macatawa.
home of Miss La Brecque on the Percival,Jr., and Mary Katherine,
House guests at the Stephen
hill
at Cardeau beach. Other guests Partington home, 1807 South
Mrs. Daniel Fletcher of Chicago of the Percivals are Mr. and Mrs. Shore Dr., are Miss Florence Valis visiting her son-in-law and John F. Musto and Norble of De- lette of Wheaton, 111., and Jare
daughter,Mr. and Mrs. Howard troit, who are visiting for two King of Grand Rapids.
-i
'dwmi
-Tully.
weeks. _______
__________ ______________ ________
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Harrington
IP
Willard Wichers, directorof the and daughters. Carol and Garnet,
Henry L. Brady" spent last week
to Chicago in charge of the gift local NetherlandsInformation 1729 South Shore Dr., have refhow at the Palmer House.
bureau, will talk tonight at the turned from a northernMichigan
• Henry Hungerford,organist of Camp Shelby area Rotary clubs. vacation.
St Peter’s Episcopal church, Chi- He has titled his talk, "The In- Word has been received here of
/
•V.-v
cago, was guest organist at All donesian Situation.”
the birth of a son, David Ervin,
Saints Church, Sunday morning.
Guests in the home of Dr. and on Aug. 11 to Mr. and Mrs. EuThe Summer Players presented Mrs. John W. Hollenbach,West gene Brink of Spokane, Wash. Mr.two Saugatuck young people
18th St., are the former’s parents, Brink is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
the play, "What a Life.” John Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hollenbachof Lucas Brink, 147 West 17th St.
Gorki 11 plays Henry Aldrich and .Allentown, Pa., and his brother
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Minor of
hi
>if
Barabara Kent plays the girl. and sister-in-law,Mr. and Mrs. Chicago,week-end guests of Mr.
"What a Life” will be given
William Hollenbach of Boyertown, and Mrs. Philip Derr, route 1, left
day evening and Saturday even- Pa.
this morning for F'lint after ating, in the high school auditorium
Miss Marguerite Williamsof 36 tending the Flying Dutchmenat 8:20 p.m.
Blast 16th St. plans to leave Wed- Cleveland Buckeye game here
The reception Sunday evening nesday for Chicago where she will Monday night. Mr. Minor is a
at the village hall opened the last join the Cypress Gardens water scout for the Chicago White Soj^
exhibition, of the season, sponsored ski group that is performing at and Mrs. Minor is a niece of Mrs.'
by the Summer school of painting the Railroad Fair. Also from Hol- Derr.
at Ox Bow.
land in the group are Miss Arlene
Pfc. Ronald J. Colton arrived
The exhibition will be open Vander IJeuvel and Jim Knoll. home Monday night to spend a
daily from 2 to 5 p.m. in the galThe baby clinic,operated by 30-day furlough with his parents,
lery of the Village Hall through the Civic Health committee of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Colton, 155
Aug. 31.
the Woman's Literary club to the West 13th St.
Dr. and Mrs. .Arnold Barr and clinic building on Central Ave.,
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Baxa of
’ *
children,Elizabeth and Robert, of will be resumed next Monday, Cleveland left Tuesday morning
Port Washington, Wis., are Aug.' 21, according to Mrs. Bruce after spending 10 -days with Mr.
spending a few weeks vacation at Mikula,. Chairman. Dr. Frances and Mrs. Herbert Colton. Mr.
their Cottage.
Howell, who has been out of the Baxa is a former manager of the
Mrs. Edward Hettinger of Al- city, will be at the clinic at 1 p.m. local R J-. Heinz Co.
legan visited Mrs. Nell Howett
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Bulford of
Dr. and Mra. Louis Eisenberg
in the home of her sister, M
this city are attending the 58th and son* of New York’ City, will
George Erickson. Other guests
annual convention of the Photog- arrive in Holland some time this
.Xthe Erickson home last week wet;e rapher’s Associationof America, month to visit Mrs. Eisenberg’s
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Alan Borgman
and Mrs. J. E. Walters
now in session at the Stevens ho- nwyther, Mrs. Clara .Jesiek, route
(Du Saar photo)
jhter, Phyllis,of Chicago.
tel, Chicago.
4. Mrs. Elsenberg us the former
Now
on
a wedding trip to New former Louise Stuart Baskett.
_Mrs. Edmund Bennett and son
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Gartell of Maria- Je*iek.
York are Mr and Mr*. Lewis Alan daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Miles H.
ind of. Chicago, came Monday Bremerton, Wash., have been
Mr. and Mrs. John Van Wyk,
Baskett. Mr. Borgman is the son
few days vacation with her guests lor a few days in the home 70 West 28th St., quietly ob- Borgman, who were married in of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Borgman.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles of Mr. and Mrs. Claude Dunne- served their 45th wedding anniver- Grace Episcopal church, Monday, Sr. After Aug. 15 the couple will
sary Tuesday,
wto, Central Park,
Aguust
Mrs. Borgman is the he at home at 20 Ea*t 3find Si
t.-'/

<»

Local Girls Complete Training at School of Nursing

City

VFW,

i

gave up eight base‘blows.
Central Ave., meanwhile,found
little trouble in disposing of Maple
Ave., 8-3, in the third Church league encounter of the night
The Central crew picked up four
tuns in the first, thanks to Vern
Beelen’s triple, one in the third
and three in the fourth. George
Knoll slammed a home run in the
latter frame with Bob York on
base.

Dykema

Douglas

respectively.%
Wesleyan, meanwhile, knotted
the count in the fourth when Drtf
Sundin doubled, took third on a*
wild pitch and stole home.
In the sixth, Ribl “,s led off with
a single and then circled the bases
on a grand slam error by center

-----

Furnace,

four runs in the first four innings.
Just for good measure, apparently, the Heaters picked up another four in the seventh frame.
Actually, however,, the game was
decided in the fourth.
The Furnace lads opened their
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
scoring activitiesin the second
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Boyd of
when they tallied three runs on a
Oak Park, 111., spent Sunday in walk, an error and a pair of
the Sawyer cottage at the lake singles by Weener and Wally
Hasty.
shore.
Then in the fourth, Bill IVince
Mr. and Mrs. George Kurz have
singled and pulled up at third a
returned from a visit in Kalama- moment later when Mel Sjaarda
zoo, Battle Creek and Marshall.
also delivereda one-base blow.
Madie Gardner of Detroit has Right fielder Russ Bouman’s income to spend a vacation at the field out, at that point, sent
Gardner cottage on Campbell Rd. Prince across with the fourth and
The Rev. and Mrs. Charles winning run.
Meeker of South Bend, Ind., have
meanwhile, recorded
been recent guests in the Tyler markers in the fifth, sixth and
home.
seventh frames. But the Veteran’s
Kenneth Schuham entertained a total didn’t quite make it, especgroup of friends from Chicago ially after the Heaters counted
over the week-end.
the final four in the last stanza

stanza after he got as far as second
on a pair of errors. Elmer Ribbens
and Rube Otten came through at
that point with a single and double

safeties

Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Oudchidren,Shirley, Corwin and Donnie of Detroit spent
four days in Holland with Mr.
Oudman’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John Oudman, 90 West Ninth St.
While they were here Mr. and
Mrs. W. C. Nelson, formerly of

man and

his ace on the

135-yard 14th hole at Douglas
country club.
Walter Johnson a Chicago
policeman, William Rowan of
'Holland,and Albert Miller of
Spring Lake, were playing
with Wenzel at the time.

A spokesman at the Saugatuck estate of David Bennett
today denied published reports
by a Chicago newspaper that
Bennett suffered "a serious
setback In his health" because
of the recent rumpus caused
by the Senate Investigating
committee probing "five-percenters.”
Bennett has been resting at
his estate Par-Fu *lnce July
4, after being stricken with an
old heart aliment while in
Chicago. He returned from a
business trip to France three
months ago "very ill’' with
the heart ailment, the spokessaid. He came to Saugatuck to rest and recupei^te.
However, he remains "very
ill” and is under the constant
care of Dr. Clifford C. Corkill
of Saugatuck.The president
of the Verley & Co. perfume
firm of Chicago, earlier this
week was mentioned in the
‘Influence peddling” probe
because of giving hard-to-get

man

deep freeze units to Gen.
Harry Vaughan for distribution to Mrs. Harry S. Truman
and other high Washington
persons.

Bennett’sattorney, Joseph
Kraus denied his client was
seeking any influence when
presenting the gifts and told
The Sentinel that he gave the
freezers as a token of esteem
for an *‘old friend” General
Vaughan.

Joanne Kool Honored at
Dessert, Bridal

Shower

A dessert and bridal shower
complimentingMiss Joanne Kool,,
September bride-electof Arthur
Tuls, was given Tuesday night by
Mrs. Clarence Pott at her home,
219 West 19th St. Gifts were attached to streamers from the
spout of a decoratedsprinkling
can.

Games were played and duplicate prizes were awarded to Mrs.
William Kool, Jr., and Miss Hazel
Kool.
Mothers and daughtersattending were Mrs. Helen Tuls, Mrs.
William Kool, Sr., Mrs. William
Kool, Jr., Misses Hazel and Mary
Kool, Mrs. Harry Koop, Miss Ruth
Koop, Mrs. William Pott, Mis*
Frances Pott, Mrs. Peter Kaashoek, Miss Ruth Kaashoek, the
guest of honor and hostess.

Cars

Come Together

At East End Corner
Cars driven by kenneth Tubbergen of 267 Eas* 11th St., and
Albert Van Der Hulst of 254 North
Colonial Ave., Zeeland, came together Saturdayafternoon at East

Eighth

St.,

near the M-21

Tubbergen said he thought he
had his elbow out as he was coming around the corner and he was
not able to steer the car and ran
into the other vehicle.

Fox farming is the mast important branch of the fur farming
industry.

Take Your Choice-

invited,

• • •

Lake Shore Cruise
Activitiesat Lake Shore cabins
last week by a
cruise aboard Lake Shore’s cruiser, the Dutchess, to a point 10
miles south of Saugatuck where
12 guests were entertained by Mr.
and Mrs. Don Sullivan of Grand
Rapids. A wiener roast was held
on the beach.
Fred Gussweilerand family of
Ft. Mitchell,Ky., have returned to
Lake Shore. Mr. and Mrs. C. Kydbei^g of Chicago are celebrating
their first wedding anniversary by

were climaxed

returningto Lake Shore where
they spent their honeymoon last
summer. R. J. Stoltman and Chyle* Kalman have arrived from St
Louis, Mo.
Mr. and Mrs. George Good of
Holland will be guests of- Mr. and
Mrs. Fletcherand Mr. and Mrs.
Phli Schwartz of Fort Wayne,
Ind., at the weekly barbecue tonight.

Other guest* this week are Mr.
and Mrs. Irwin Eisner of Louisville, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. D. H.
Smith 4 In&anapofct;Me. and

inter-

section.

Wadt

Keppel, Zeeland, Mich.

Harry Petrolje,Zeeland,Mich.
J. P. Ewing,

Milton

Byron Center, Mich.

Timmerman,Holland, Mich. Route 5

Theodore J. Shields, Fennville,Mich.

&
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Finland’s

HOUAND CITY

Seedling

Money

Wil Support

HEWS, THURSDAY,

It, 1«49

Zeeland Riding Club Has

Beds

Should Be

New

AUGUST

Outing at

Made

Kamp Kiwanis

Before Aug. 25

School Adventure

—

Debt Repayment (or

Washington,Aug. 18 — One of
the first questionsI shall ask
when I arrive in Finland later this
month:
"How do you like the idea of
using your war-debt payments to
the United States for an exchange
of Finnish and American students?"
Maybe the response tfill be
"we would rather the debt had
been cancelled entirely."But that
would be surprising,for this little
country has earned a gallant rec-

H. Haan

Ad*

! 1

U.U,’

fikwm

The United States might even

m

like to cancel the debt, except for

setting a precedent. (And other
countries who have no intentionto

-

•,

1 1

ially.

Overisel

-

'Wm

.

pay would ask for the same
eliminate

a

:

black mark on our Treasury

jk

B

books.)

The man the Finnish people can
thank for this partial return of
the debt payments is a former
Princeton professor,H. Alexander
Smith, now Senator from New

'

'‘'i

—

Jersey.
He's a member of the Foreign
Relations committee which under
his enthusiasm for this two-way
educational street of good will,
voted favorably on his bill which
has just passed the Senate.
Modestly, he says the idea was
not his. A Quaker, David Hinshaw, whiskered in his ear. But
many ideas are thus given Senators that come out the other ear.

•

>

Wz

The Senator was immediately
interested, harkening back to

Her-

bert Hoover days when he helped
set up the Belgium foundation
after World War I with the same
objective of “getting acquainted."
In an interview, the Senator
warmly praised the "fine integrity" of the Finnish people, and

mm

he’s looking forward to an increasing good feeling between the
two countries as a result of the
intermingling,

through the new loan arrangement. This may pay off in the
days to come since Finland is a
satellite "of a different sort" of

vy,//.' «

man’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Butler in Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry A. Lampen
had Mrs. C Briuns from Fulton,
111. as their guest for a few days

;

next-door Russia.

Like other student adventures
in internationalism the program

'

*•

v.

vffl

will be administered by the State

department under the supervision Two local sportsmens’ clubs have Elmer Don Teusink and Marvin
of George V. Allen, assistantsec- released 550 pheasants In the Hol- Den Herder crate the birds at the
retary of state for public affairs * land area. They are the Tulip City Teusink home for release. Bottom
photo, Paul Frederlckson puts the'
The companion House bill is exRod and Gun and Holland Pointer newly hatched pheasants Into
pected to pass within a few &iys.
and Better clubs. Above photo crates to be moved to the Teusink
o
—
(left to right) Elmer Teusink, home at rou*p 1.
j

—

Ottawa County

least.

Trusteesvoted to postpone the
outing after Dr. Ralph Ten Have,
director of the Ottawa county
health department,"officallyrecommended" that the picnic be
this week.
Mrs. Lampen entertainedthe postponeduntil after the dangers
following in her home Saturday of polio have lessened.
The picnic was originally scheduafternoonin honor of Mrs.
Briuns: Mrs. Justin Dannenberg, led for Wednesday, accordingto
Mrs. Albert Lampen, Mrs. Willis Jim Frans, chairman.
Lampen, Mrs. Stanley Lampen, The Elks have long been identiMrs. Harvey Lampen and Mrs. fied with the polio fight, contributing an iron lung three years ago to
James Lampen.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wolters Holland hospital and making an
from Prairie' View, Kans., are nual contributionsto the March of
visitingtheir mother, Mrs. Derk Dimes, conducted by the Ottawa
Wolters and other relativesin this county chapter of the National
Foundationfor Infantile Paralysis,
vicinity

Real Estate

Sportsmen Release 550 Game Bids

Transfers

For Hunters in Holland Vicinity

Harold Jay DeJonge and wife
7 and
8 Wolbrink-Kennedy Subdivision
Township Allendale.
Ruth Romeyn et al to Adrian
Gebben and wife. Lot 75 Vredeveldt’s SubdivisionTownship Park.
Ruth Romeyn et al to Adrian
Gebben and wife. Lot 74 V redeveldt’s SubdivisionTownship Park.
Bernard Sterenberg and wife to
Alfred James Sterenberg and wife.
Pt. NWi SEJ 36-5-16 Township
to Josephine Sorensen. Lots

Two

local sportsmens’ clubs
have populatedthe Holland area
with pheasants for hunters this

SWi

FHA Approves

fall.

The Mission Circle of the Re- Frans said.
formed church met on Friday
evening. Mrs. Jay Rigterink, the Farm Accident

were in charge of Mrs. Wayne Dies at Local Hospital
Folkert. A duet was played by
Mrs. Brinks and Mrs. Merle Slotman. The program was in charge
of Mrs. Harvard Hoekje and Mrs
Cecil Nabor. A true playlet writ-

ten by Miss Tena Holkeboer
total of 550 game birds,
about her work was presented and
hatched from eggs given the clubs
those taking part were Mrs.
Insulation
by the state conservation departHoekje, Mrs. Nabor, Mrs. Wayne
Sandwich filling insulationfor Folkert, Mrs: Lester Kleinheksel,
ment, were released in the area.
cutting house-buildings cost has and Marie Folkert. The life hisThe Holland Pointer and Setter
received an official blessing from
tory of Miss Holkeboer was also
and Tulip City Rod and Gun clubs
Federal Housing administration,
read by Mrs. Nabor.
jointly are sponsoring the project,
Alvin J. Cook of Holland said to-

Plan

release.

On Aug. 12, members of the two
SEi 32-5-15 City of Holland.
Mary VandenBrink to Peter J. clubs met at the Teusink home to
Sinke and wife. Lot 6 Riverside crate the 550 birds. They were
taken to the country surrounding
Addition City of Holland.
Gerrit Jaarda and wife to Elm- Holland and released in groups
er Northuis and wife. Lot 10 Blk. of 25 and 50 at the many locations.
Both clubs have taken an interG Bosman’s Addition City of Hoi
est in the project on behalf of all
land.
Mae Lois Kooy to Ray J. van pheasant hunters in the Holland
Drunen and wife. Lot 45 Elm area.
Grove Park SubdivisionTownship ’ Eugene Groters is president of

Bos, president of the Gold-

en Chain was the leader 61 the
Cook, connected with a local ChristianEndeavor in the Relumber company, splits traditional
formed church last week Tuesday
2 by 4’s inserts a filling of insulatevening. His subject was “Between
ing material and then re-nails the
the Covers of Our Hymnal." Deboards to form frames that provide
votions were in charge of Junior
ease of construction and good in-

Hoffman.

»
sulating qualities.
Mr .and Mrs. Jay Folkert and
FHA approval was grained after Elaine were Sunday evening callinspectionof a house built in Grand
ers in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Rapids. The sandwichfilled frames
Mannes Folkert.
meet all tests for strength and proMrs H. J. Hoffman, Mrs. Hervide two air spaces that insulate
man Arink, the Rev. and Mrs.
rooms effectively, Cook said.
Besides these advantages, the Harold Hoffman and Bob, the Rev.
and Mrs. Justin Hoffman visited
frames can be factory built and so
cut labor costs materially, Cook Mr. and Mrs. Henry Brink Thurssaid. Cook is currently building day afternoon.
The Voorhorst family reunion
five houses using this new system.

the Setter club.
Park.
Jacob DePree and wife to Herbert DePree and wife. Pt Lot 45
West Olive Farmers
Heneveld’s Plat No. 12 Township
Park.
Map Soil Saving Plan
Simon J. Beverwyk and wife to
Soil conservation planning was
HenriettaTeeken. Lot 37 Weetsing’s 1st Addition City of Hol- discussed at a meeting of Olive
township farmers Monday The
land.
Amede LeMieux and wife to meeting was called by Ben BrandRex C Keene and wife. Pt. Lot sen to organize a neighborhood
1 Longview Plat Township Spring planning group.
Olin Clay and Harold Bakker of
Lake.
Isaac Kouw et al to Henry the West Ottawa Soil conservation
Piera and wife. Pt Lots 13 and 14 districtwere invited to assist in
Blk. C West Addition City of Hol- preparation of complete conserva,

Vem

day.

was held last

Recent Bride

week

Henry Bishop, 75, of Noordeloos
died Tuesday night at Holland
hospital of injuries received in an
accident two weeks ago on his

farm. He had been moving a
mower into the tool shed when
the tongue of the machine struck
him across the chest. Several days
later he was taken to the hospital where it was found he had
chest injuries, including a collapsed lung.
Surviving are the wife, Jennie;
ai brother, John Bishop of Noordeloos, and two sisters, Mrs. Herman Damson of Holland and Mrs. Large shade tree* give a note of
serenity to the cottages at Sunny
Mattie Bartel of Lansing.
Funeral rites will be held Sat- Brook Tourist court on South
urday at 1:30 p.m. at Noordeloos Shore drive. A large tulip bed and
a windmill that turns lend atmosChristian Reformed church. Relaphere to the resort. Behind the
tives are asked to meet in the
church parlors at 1:15 p.m. The
Rev. Alfred Walcott will officiate
and burial wil be at Pilgrim
home cemetery.
The body is at Baron funeral
home, Zeeland, where friendsmay
call unt^l Saturday noon.

Thursday

Wi

zr-<m

cabin cottage* are wading pools Phil Strengholt. The StnaghoMa
and playground equipment for wear wooden shoes every day at
children. Shuffleboard court# of- the court and leave them oa the
fer diversion aa does a television door step In true Dutch fashion.
set In the main building. The re- They prefer the klompen to consort is operated by Mr. and Mra. ventional shoes for comfort.

Salesman Succumbs
At Home

in

Douglas

evening in Kolien park. A basket
Saugatuck,Aug. 18— Carl Hoersupper was served. 'Hie officers
Byron B. Blake, 59, saleasman for
for this year were the Rev. Harthe Hamilton Beach Electric Co.,
old Leestma, president and Mrs.
John Brink. Jr., T secretary and died Tuesday morning at his home
on Lakeshore Dr., Douglas, where
treasurer.Officers" elected for the
coming year are president, Gor- he had lived for the last four
don Nykerk and secretary and years. He was born in Racine,
Wis., the son of the late Mr. and
treasurer, Mrs. Earl Albers.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Steketee, Mrs. A. J. Blake. He had been
ill a short time of a heart ailGail and Jon from Grand Rapids
were Sunday evening supper ment
Surviving we his wife; three
guests in the home of Mrs. Alice
daughters, Mra; Edward Boblin of
Voorhorst.Mrs. Ralph Steketee
who has been spending the last Clifton, NJ., Mrs. Loren Parker
two weeks in the Voorhorsthome of Iowa Falls, la., and Mrs. Barbara Crawford at home; two sis
returned to Grand Rapids with
ters, Mrs. Frank Freeman of Burthem.
The Rev. and
Marion lington,Wis., and Mrs. E. L. KasKlaaren and family left Tuesday tler of Racine, Wis.
There will be a funeral service
for Pella, la., where they will visit
the Rev. Klaaren’sparents, Mr. on Thursday at 2 pjn. at the Dyk
stra chapel in Saugatuck,the Rev.
and Mrs. C. Klaaren. They also
expect to visit other relativesin Charles A. Hedlund of All Saints
church officiating.The body will

f -

m
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Mrs

tion plans for each member of the
land.
Pete,r B. Northouse and wife group. They explained what would
to Guy C. Northouseand wife. N1 be covered in group meetingsand
Oskaloosa, Iowa . City, and Des
SEi NE1 and Wi NE1/4 andWi what assistance the district would
Moines, la.
(ex.) 25-6-13 Township furnish.
Besides Brandsen,the following
Mr and Mrs. Maurice Nienhuis
Georgetown.
and family are enjoying a few
Henry S. Maentz, Trustee to attended Monday's session:Henry
days trip to northern Michigan.
Curtis R. Gray and wife. Pt. SWI Looman, Jerold Veldheer, Jacob
Mrs. Robert Lyle Haneon
Brandsen, Nick Bidder, Corneal
Mrs. Don Bekina from Grand
NEi 21-5-16 Township Park.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie L Risto of
. Curtis R. Gray and wife to Aid- Slagh, James Slagh, Martin. Koet- Sioux Falk, S. D.. formerly of Rapids was a caller in the home of
rich and wife. Pt. SWi NEi 21- sier and Carl Boes.
Holland, announce the marriage the Rev. and Mrs. Marion Klaaren
5-16 Township Park.
of their daughten Maridale,to and family Monday evening.
A family gathering was held at
William J.sVaxterand wife to tion West Michigan Park Town- Robert Lyle Hanspn of the U. S.
Earl G. Boiten and wife. Lot 25 ship Park.
Navy, ’son of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Ottawa beach Monday evening. A
Davie Addition Grand Haven.
Edson Nyhuis and wife to Guy M. Hanaon of Lake Poinsett,S.D., potluck aupper was enjoyed. Those
John \Yielama to Peter J. Van Edson and wife. Lota 38 and 39 on Aug. 3 at Pipeatone, Minn. A present were Mr*. H. J. Hoffman,
Houten and wife. Pt
NEi Hubbards Addition Hudsonvilk. reception was given for the couple Mr. and Mrs. Dato Tazelaar, the
Rev. and- Mrs. Justin Hoffman, the
SEi 14-6-13 Township George- Richard Erika and wife to Jo- by Mr. and Mrs. RktO.' ..
town.
•
The Risto family formerly Hved Rev. and Mrs. Harvey Hoffman,
hanna Williams et al. Ni Si Lot 1
Cort Pel ton Sr. and wife to Or- Blk. 7 Akeley’a Addition Grand in Holland. Hie bride is a grand- Karen and Buddy, the Rev. Hardaughter of Mrs. D. J. Du Saar, old Hoffman, Louis Hoffman, the
ion Quant and wife. Pt. Ei SEi Haven.
Rev. and Mrs. Richard Hine, Mr.
33-8-15 Township RobinKm.
Dorothy Koehnke Sprague to 130 Weal 10th St
Henry Leeuw and wife to Demetrius E. West Jr. and wife. Mr. and Mrs. Hanaon wiH live and Mrs. Maynard Herrema and
E. Doust and wife. Lots Lots 20 and 23 Oak Grove Plat in San Frandtco where .the groom Nancy Ann.
The Girl’s league of the ReSO, 60. 61 aan*. Addi-J

SEi

Victim

vice president,presided.Devotions

A

Park.
Blaine H. McKenzie and wife to started last April.
Walter L. Plant and wife. Lot 12
After more than 550 pheasant
Nu-Way Subdivision Township chicks were hatched June 20 by
Paul Fredrickson at his Spring
Spring Lake.
Martin M. Fox and wife to Al- Valley hatchery for the clubs, the
fred C. Nachtegalland wife. Pt. birds were put under care of ElLot 3 29-8-16 City of Grand Ha- mer Teusink and his son, Elmer
Don, at their route 1 home.
ven.
Herman Behm and wife to John It takes eight weeks from time
F. Castle and wife. Lot 19 Birch- of hatching to release, according
wood Subdivision Township Grand to the sportsmen.
Special care is needed to hatch
Haven.
Louis Padnos and wife to Stu- pheasants and care for them until
art B. Padnos and wife. Pt.

25,

—

ord for paying her debts.

,

of

the Zeeland Riding club, were
guests of the Holland Kiwanis
club at Kamp Kiwanis Friday

III

By Esther Van Wagoner Tufty

-

to $250 or more
Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor

County Agent A. D. Mor- cipated in a potluck supper Friday
Marne, Auggg. 18— "Come one,
night and during the evening movley told farmers this week.
Come
ail, Come to the biggest
ies of various Holland and vicinity Sunday School Clast
Made before fall rains, summer horse shows were shown.
and Best Berlin Fair ever held”
The group was up bright and Fetes Former Teacher
seedings are likely to be more
is the slogan being used by tbs
satisfactory. The bed should be early Saturdayfor a pancake bake
1949 Berlin fair officials In adverOverisel, Aug. 18 (Special)
and left for home Friday noon afwell prepared and supplied with
Mfe
Fannie
Hulsman
of
Holland
tising this years event. It is no
ter a hamburg fry’- John Van Dam,
lime and fertilizer before seeding, Si Borr and William De Jonge was guest of honor at a birthday idle talk either, for they htvs a
party last Wednesday given by
he said.
were counselors.
series of programs (hat mov* at a
August Kasten, secretary-trea- her former Sunday school class at lively pace throughoutthe entlro
Fertilizer, on the heavier types
the
home
of
Mrs.
John
Plasman,
surer of the Zeeland club, presentof soil where manure has been apweek, Tuesday Aug. 23 to 26.
ed the Kiwanis club with a chock Sr., of Overisel.
plied generouslyin the rotation,
A gift was pre«ented to the Features of the fair are many,
for $25 to be used for new kitchen
straight superphosphateferti- facilities at the camp. Various guest of honor and a two-course with a schedule as follows: Tuesluncheon was served by the hostlizer such as an 0-20-0 is usually other donationshave been reday will be the Judging of liveess. The afternoon was spent socceived
for
this
project
since
the
good enough. If manure has not
stock and 4-H Gasses In the af•
initial gift of $250 from Simon
been used recently,then apply an
Invited were the Mesdames ternoon and evening at the GrandDen Uyl. The goal of the club is
Bertha
Nycnhuis,Anna Oldebek- stand Show will be the original
0-20-0 ^or 0-14-7, he recommends.
$1,000. Jerry Smith is president
king,
Anna
Maatman, Mabel Bolks, Amateur Hour Winners as creatAbout 500 pounds or mo of the riding club.
Sadie Kooiker, Julia Boeve, Mabel ed by Major Bowes and come dirshould be drilledInto the soil beFolkert, Henrietta Schlpper, Delia ect from the American Broadcastfore or at seeding time. On the Frontier Dance Held
Schurman and Gertie Slotman and ing company'snetwork show.
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel) medium textured soils, such
the Misses Clara Voorhorst and Local talent will also compstt for
Mrs. Mannes Folkert, Mrs. Ed loams and heavy sandy loams, it At Castle Park Dane
awards
Gladys Hulsman.
Folkcrt. Mrs. John Arink. Mrs.
Wednesday’s program starts
is recommendedthat an 0-12-12
Square dancing, two-gunned
Jay Folkert and Elaine, Misses or 0-20-20 be used for legume
with a horse-pulling contest at
Evelyn and Frieda Folkert motor seedings. On lighter soils, use an deputies and other pioneer fea- Allegan Schools to Open
10 a.m. This contest Is limited to
tures provided authenticaitmosteams of horses under 3,000
ed to Grand Junctionlast week 0-12-20.
phere for the Castle Park Fron- Thursday, September 8
pounds from Ottawa county, CisThursday afternoon to visit Miss
Morley reminds farmers that tier dance Satuday night at the
Lois Koopman who is working in legumes should be heavily fertiliznovla and Ravenna townships. At
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
1:30 p.m. and again at 8 p.m. the
the Migrant station at Lacota ed if they are to be truly soil- Dance dune. Square dancing and
the polka were popular features Allegan schools will open Thurs- Klein Rhythm Revue, a musical
school for the summer.
building,otherwisethey will be
with Arthur Reynolds of North day, Sept. 8, Supt. Arthur Kae production will be presented and
Mr. and Mrs. George Koopman soil-depleting.
chcle announces. Teachers will stars: the Kotoh Brothers In a
Carolina as chief caller.
and Mr. and Mrs. James KoopOn some farms in Allegan counspend
Tuesday and Wednesday if horizontal bar act; Laddie LaAppropriately-garbed
Castle
man enjoyed a few days trip to ty, such as one operated by Harstaff members and guests policed the week at St. Mary’s lake at the ment, who is billed as the "FunOhio last week.
lan Wynne, as much as 1000
Michigan Education association niest Scot on the Globe"; John
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Do Roos and pounds of 0-20-0 has been used be- the "frontier"and a phony judge
camp
planning the year's curricu and Jorle in a novelty emprise;
meted
out
fines
for
wearing
of
Roger from Springfield, S.D., fore good seedings were obtained.
la and school policies.
the Armstrongs,a comedy acrospent a few days last week in the On heavy soils badly depleted, ties and other acts contrary to
The principal’s office will be bat set; and the Rhythm Debuhome of Mrs. Ruth De Roos, extra amounts of lime are some- frontier tradition.
Among new guests at The Cas- open those days for high school tantes in fast-steppingnumbers.
Sena and Margaret Veldhuisand times needed. Testing the soil for
tle are Mr. and Mrs. Earl Brooder registering.
other relatives in this vicinity.
lime requirementsis a first step
In preparation for the new term, ARTIST TO LECTURE
The Folkert family reunion was toward a good legume crop, Mor- of Chicago; Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
A. Bannon and Miss Edith Bln- the vocational education building Saugatuck,Aug. 18 (Special)—
held last week Wednesday evening ley advises.
non of Portsmouth, Ohio; Miss has been completely redecorated, man, Saugatuck artist, will give a
in Johnson park. A basket supBessie Brinkerhoff and Miss Mary and all ward schools cleaned and lecture on the geologic history of
per was enjoyed followed by a
A. Wineman of Springfield,111.; given small repair jobs. Overflow the Grand Canyon, followed by
social time.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard L Claney in the third and fourth grade over 100 colored slides of the canMr. and M.-s. John Nienhuis
of Franklin, Ohio; Mrs. William room in North Ward may necessi- yon, Painted Desert, Petrified
were week-end guests of Mr. and
Carroll of Winnetka; Dr. and Mrs. tate equipping an extra room Forest and Sunset Crater in the
Mrs. James Proctor of Peru, Ind.
George F. Eisenbrand and sons, somewhere to avoid putting those San Franciscomountains at the
The Rev. and Mrs. Harvey HoffArthur and Ted, of Highland students on a half-day schedule, Saugatuck Woman's dub building
man, Karen and Buddy, from
on Tuesday Aug. 23, at 8 pan.
Park, 111.; Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kacchele said.
Hackensack, N.J., are visiting
Holland Elks have called off
Mrs. H. J. Hoffman a few weeks.
They are also visitingMrs. Hoff- their annual picnic— temporarily at
Aug.

Support of Scholars

young people

LOAN*

Up

Summer

Senate Bill Labels

to

LOANS LOANS

of Wlnnetka; Mr. and
Mr*. Stanley E. Kraus* of Dearborn; Mr. and Mr*. S. S. Me*
Courtney, Jr., of Clayton,Mo.;
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Masters of
Allegan, Aug. 18 (Special)
night and Saturday. Most of them Chicago,and Mr. and Mrs. John Berlin Fair Boatii
seedings of legume* rode their horses to the camp site
Parker and children of Rockford, Bigger, Better Show
should be made in this area before and others hiked. Parents parti-

Forty young people,members

treatment just

WANT-ADS

If**
w: *

be taken to Mt Hope cemetery
on Friday.

for burial

formed church met last week
Wednesday evening Lois Koopman was the leader and she told
about her work in the Migrant

Wr

m

station at Lacota school' in Grand
Junction. An offering was taken
for this work.
The Overisel Youth dub held a
wiener roast at Tunnel park Fri
•

day

evening.

i

The Rev. and Mrs. Cornelius
Vander Mel from New York are

The Rsv. Arthur W. Hoogstrsts (center) smooths

visiting Mr. and Mrs. Ed Folkert
and family a few weeks.

000 addition to Sixteenth Street church in simple

The Rev. Henry Kolenbrander
from Orange City, la., will have
charge of the service in the Re*
next Sunday.

mortar for laying the cornerstons for the new »35r

ceremoniesTuesday night which attracted about
200 members. Peter Dreyer, a subcontractor for
mason work f left) and George Vander Ble, head

Into the stons went a wire recording of ths
monies, photoetatlc copies of ths articles of in
oration, a Bible, membershipdirector,
the contractors,sub-contractors
mlttee
‘
spokt briefly
Claus

meml

V
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News

of Interest to

in

n» w>t I ItwttJ,
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Returns;

More

Fertilizer

Michigan farmers are using commercial fertilizer more liberally to
secure better crop yields, according
to a report recently compiledby
the Michigan State college soil
science department.
A total of 399,747 tons fertilizer
was sold in the state in 1918 the
statistics show. Combined with the
superphosphatedistributedby the
federal Production and Marketing
administration, the total tonnage
used last year was 419,177 tons.
L. M. Turk, head of the MSC
soil science department,cites fi-

Dairy Department

Suggests More Clubs

For Herd Improvement
Dairy farmers are experiencinga
decline in returns from enterprise.
Surpluses are appeal ing and a falling off in consumption of dairy
products is noted. L. R. Arnold
feels the dairymen can do little as
far as prices are concerned. The individual can do somethingthrough
more rigid culling of low producing
cows. Three cows producing 250
pounds fat per year put twice as
much milk on the market as one
400 pound cow, but when it comes
to net return to the farmer, the
three cows are a failure. Labor and

1

1

w

i

f

fiwwwjl

i
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Western Michigan Farm Operators

Farmers Using

Urge Rigid Culling
MSC

w>>L»n

Grand Rapids Chosen

Dairpen Noting
Slump

• •

•

TODAY'S GARDEN-GRAPH

Dairy ConventionCity

Weeds, Burrs Decrease
Value of Sheep’s Wool

*Re* R • P»»e»» Office’

Grand Rapids has been chosen
as the location of the 66th annual conventionof the Michigan
Allied Dairy association in ac-

a

Burrs and weeds are common In
summer and can mean a loss
In wool qualityunless care is taken,
says Graydon Blank, extension
sheep specialist at MichiganState
late

cordance with action taken by the

conventioncommittee.The dates
decided on are Feb. 14, 15 and 16,
1950, with the Hotel Pantlind
designated as headquarters.
The Michigan Allied Dairy association is composed of eight
member units as follows: Michi-

college.

Penhanent pastures

Former Hollander
Back After Three
Years

in

Brazil

-

should be

checked for burdock and similiar
Peter Stielstra, former Holland
weeds. If the sheep come in conman who is the new school supertact with burrs and other foreign
material, their wool will be burry
and seedy. This type of wool is
discounted on the market
Blank says a few minutes spent
in checking a field and getting rid
of such weeds will pay off in in
creased income when shearing
time rolls around.

gan Milk Dealers association:
Michigan ^lilk Producersassociation; Northeastern Michigan
Cheesf Manufacturersassocia-

tion; Michigan Association of
Creamery Owners and Managers;
MichiganAssociation of Ice Cream
Manufacturers; Michigan Association of Sanitarians; Michigan
Dairy Boosters and Michigan
Association of Milk Bottle Exchange Managers.Officers are,
president, C. A. Carver Jr., vice
president, C. L. Reynolds; treasurer, T. H. Broughton; secretary, L. N. Francke.

intendent at Pentwater, is glad to
be back home, even though he considers the three years teaching in
a Brazilian military school a wonderful experience.

Accompanying Stielstra

America were

to

South

his wife and two

children,Patty Lynn, now 9, and
Michael, 7. Their third child, Darcy
gures of the National Fertilizer
Marc, was born in Sao Paulo Feb.
A
flower
associationto illustratethe In25, 1948, and is proudly displayed
PlAMT COlCHIG
crease in fertilizer use. In 1939,
by his parents as "the nicest souFirst telecaster m In western
IN
AUGUST
Michigan farmers averaged 37
venir we brought from Brazil." AnMichigan Is Leonard A. Verpounds
of fertilizer per crop acre.
sluis, owner of station WLAVother daughter, Sally Sue, was
At the same time, the nation’s farTV, Grand Rapids. He once
born since their return home.
mers were using 48 pounds per
operated a photo studio in
Sao Paulo, where the Stielstras
acre.
Holland, as well as a number of
By DEAN HAUIDAY
lived, is a city of nearly 2,000,000
In 1948, the picturechanged with
other cities. Long InterestedIn
Distributed by Central Preu Association
persons and is the largest indusMichigan farmers topping the nafeed can be saved through rigid
radio, he also operates WLAV*
trial center in South America. All
FOR
bulbous
blooms
in the gar- tember with bloom. They tend
AM and WLAV-FM. The call tion’s average. In Michigan they
culling.
large American industrieshave
den
about
the
middle
of
Septemtoward
magenta
or
rosy
purple
letters are his Initials,plus the
No new dairy program is needed.
used 97 pounds per acre and over
ber, plant autumn-flowering col- in color so must not be planted
Holland’s Flying Dutchmen, an branchesthere. To protect Braziltraditionaleast-oMhe-Missla* the United States 91 pounds per
If the dairymen will follow instrucehicums, fall crocuses and Stem- near the golden Stembergia. The
ambitious group to say the least, ian workers, all outside interest
slppl
W.
acre.
tions of the Michigan State college
bergia lutea as soon as they can flower of the colchicum, illustrat- may find Monday night that they are obliged to employ at least 85
dairy departmenthe will help himDr. Turk credits the increased
be deliveredin August
ed, resembles the crocus, but has
have bitten off a little too much per cent local- labor.
fertilizer consumption to the deself.
The latter have dark strap- six stamens instead of three. In of the baseball apple.
In their stay in Brazil, the StielThe department urges more
mand for higher crop yields durshaped leaves which are thick their coarse and heavy leaves
For tonight at 8 o’clock, River- stras traveled extensively,visiting
Dairy Heard Improvement associaing war years and the fact that
and durable. These appear soon which appear in the spring,they view park will be the scene of an half of the 21 states in Brazil and
tions, definite records showing
fertilizer pays off well for the
after the planting, and are fol- also differ from the crocuses. encounter betweeenthe Dutchmen also Uruguay and Argentina. They
Sunday
afternoon, July 24. the
which cows are making a good proamount of money invested in iL
lowed quite soon by thick tex- Colchicum leaves die down in the
new Allegan county 4-H camp at tured golden flowers, one of summer, leaving bare spaces, and the Cleveland Buckeyesof the found beautifuland progressive
fit. The tester will help in selection
Negro American league, a crew cities in all the countries they
of culls which should be moved out
Eagle Lake, opened on schedule. which is shown in the accompany- until the flowers appear on leafof highly talented- ball players visited, but rural districts were
of the herd.
Approximately 150 4-H mem- ing Garden-Graph. The flowers less stalks in the fall.
who make it a habit of winning backward and poor.
Cows
need
hay
while
on
pasture
Holding up production through
of Stembergia are crocus-likein
Plant colchicum bulbs two or
Isolate
bers were in camp for the two
—against all comers.
SUelstradescribed Rio de Janappearance except that they three inches below the surface of
July, August and September is of says W. W. Snyder, dairyman at
Take,
for
example,
the
Buckeiro as the most beautifulcity he
three-day
sections,
according
co
never
open
fully
as
do
the
crothe ground, which should be fersupreme importance. This requires State college.
eyes’ recent victory over the knew. "Its combination of natural
tile and well drained.
W. J. MacLean. county club agent. cuses.
t good pasture program. Use of
At two times during the year the
Plant Stembergia bulbs about
There are many varieties of Grand Rapids Jets of Central lea- scenic beauty and ancient and mohaycrop silage will help. However,
Classes in livestock judging,
gue fame, or their trouncingof dern architecture is virtuallybethe dairyman with a small herd need for hay is espically great:
conservation, crop and weed seed six inches deep in a warm, well autumn crocuses,and they may
the powerful Benton Harbor Buds, yond description,”he said.
and few acres cannot well do this, when pastures are short in hot
Generallythe best animals on identification, as well as classes in drained location. Cover with a be had to flower in September, 17-10.
Stielstra went to Sao Paulo with
dry
mulch
in
the
winter.
October
and
November.
Plant
due to lack of proper machines. Use summer months, and when pastures the farm go to the county fair entomology, were conductedby F
If any skeptics are left in the a group of American instructors
The autumn colchicum varie- them four Inches deep in good,
of Sudan grass can often keep up are just coming in.
for exhibition. For this reason, Dr. Earl Haas, and MacLean. Home
crowd— or perhaps Dutchmen op- hired by that country’s ministry of
ties also fill the month of Sep- well drained soil
the milk flow. Planting Balbo rye
B. J. Killham, Michigan State col- economics classes were held b>
timists
let them report to the aeronautics to give technicaltrainScanty
pasture during August
early in August will insure good
lege extension veterinarian, be- Mary E. Bullis, for the girls.
ball diamond tonight. •
ing to young enlisted men in ths
will mean lower milk production,
William Bartels, of the game
fall and early spring pasture. Lalieves it wise to take every preHolland’s high fliers, however, Brazilian air corps. He spent the
Snyder advises. Feeding hay will
dino clover or low wet type soil
caution to protect them from dis- division, Dept, of Conservation,
aren’t the kind to worry. The first half of his time there as a
help hold up production. Heavy ease.
will help. Many farms have low wet
took the members on nature study
In;
local crew will be pointing for an teacher and the last 18 months was
grain feeding will help but is exspots which could well go to Reed
County fairs operate under state tours around the ten acre peninupset, a feat they might easily in charge of instructingBrazilians
pensive.
Canary grass thus insuringpasture
regulationsthat require clean bibs sula on Eagle Lake. John Fields,
accomplish. For the Dutchmen who were to replace AmericanperThe-dairyman reports that dairy
from spring to fall.
of health before animals can be extension forester,from Michigan
have just as strong a “spoiler”re- sonnel as teachers in the school.
cows may graze a full eight hours
at
shown. This not only protects State college, took the members
Elimination of animals infected
putation as their highly regarded
on
poor pasture trying to find
The former local man was graduwith Bangs will help. Those cows
your own stock but that of other on hikes.
opponents.
enough to eat and yet only get
ated from Hope cbllege and later
The Rev. L. Maxwell Brown,
Lindsley 4-H club of Cheshire
with incurable or uncontrolable
showman as well. Dr. Killham adAllegan, Aug. 18 (Special) — Thus with both teams pointing attended Ohio State university
one-half or one- third filled. On
mastites might well be discarded.
vises getting necessary papers Allegan conductedvesper services | waited off with all honors in the A total of $157,000 went out from for a win, the Buckeyes’ a route,
where he obtained a master’s degood
pasture cows will have to
In many cases this cannot be done
Sunday
evening.
Mrs.
Kay
Winters
from veterinariansso that it isn’t
first Allegan county 4-H archery County TreasurerJames Boyce's the Dutchmen an upset, things, gree in school administration.
graze about five to six hours. Small
assisted by leading group singing
•11 st once. Other steps may help,
done as a last minute rush job.
Jerseys will eat about 90 pounds
“We made many friends among
tournament, according to William office Wednesday to cities, vil- baseball-wise,should really jump.
such an attention to breeding. In
Quarantiningshow animals around the camp fire.
Yes, Riverview park promises to the Brazilians,”he said, "but whea
and
large Holsteins about 150
J.
MacLean,
county
club
agent.
lages and townships. It representmany cases, particularlyin small
Dorothy Mingerinkof Shelbywhen they are returned to the
be a warm spot indeed tonight
pounds.
we weighed the advantages and disherds, artificial insemination will
farm is an extra precaution that is ville and Clarence Koopman of Earl Morris won the senior boy» ed the units' share of intangible
advantages of staying longer, ws
It pays to feed hay even when
help. It should bring up average
wift. By isolatingthem for three Overisel were in camp two even- shoot with Robert Brown, second
tax, $82,322, sales tax diversion,
decided it would be best to bring
cows are on very good young pasproducUon,also climate labor and
weeks from the rest of the herd ings to lead the campers in games. and Gordon Herpst of Allegan,
the children back home. Public
ture Snyder says. Such pasture
$66,105, and delinquent taxes, $8,feed cost in keeping a bull.
or flock, you're making doubly
Swimming periods were held third.
Ski
schools are backward and cannot
stimulates milk production but is
590.
School
districts’
share
of
$69,sure any infectionpicked up in the twice dtiily with instructions for
The stiffest competition was in
compare with ours. Besides, we
high in water and lower in dry show ring isn’t spread.
beginners and advanced swim- the Junior boys division. Last 453 in sales tax is in the processwere foreignersand didn’t fit into
matter. The hay will add dry matmers. Seventeen 4-H members years state champs, Don God- ing stage.
their Latin pattern of life.’*
ter and the cows will maintain
By combining amounts sent Thrills
learned to swim in the two camp- frey and Lesie Woodruff, made
their body weight.
each unit, the following totals
ing sections Boats were furnished the competition keen.
Many dairymen prefer to have
by Ray Imig.
Godfrey won with a total of 503 were listed: Allegan city, $18,652; An estimated300 persons lined
Wednesday is registration day a hay rack near the barn where
Howard Busfield helped trans- points and 18 bulls eyes. Steve Otsego, $12,793;Plainwell,$9,181; the beach and dock along Macat Zeeland high school from 8 a.m.
cows can eat all the hay they want
port 50 boys to his farm, where a Herpst won over Dean Miller be- Douglas, $1,526; Fennville,$2,316; atawa hotel Saturday afternoon to Illness
t> 4 pjn. Students who plan to They save the best hay for winter
judging class was conducted. His cause of the 10 per cent increase Hopkins, $1,614; Saugatuck, $2,- witness a water ski show by the
enter high school for the first
feeding and use the poorer hay in
herd of Jersey cattle were used in score for making his own bow 377; Way land, $3,566.
Macatawa Bay Water Ski club for
time are expected to come to the these
•
Townships: Allegan, $4,802; hot.*] gusets, resorters and local
in the contest.
arrows. Leslie Woodruff was
school so that they can be acceptSome dairymen make a hay Farmers of Ottawa county are Electric power was made possi- and
Casco, $5,920; Cheshire,$4,413; spectators.
third with 447 points.
ed, Students who have already enstack or pile in the pasture and urged by L. R. Arnold to observe
ble by George Schutmaat of HamGail
Brindley won the Junior Clyde, $4,346; Dorr, $6,414; FillGroup skiing started the prorolled but who wish to make
H. Howard Lane, 70, of Virginia
allow the cattle to eat what they fly-free date in seeding of wheat. ilton.
girls shoot with 274 points. Her more, $8,249; Ganges, $4,737; gram with five girls giving the Park, businessmanin Holland for
changes in their schedules are want. Again the poorer quality hay
Wheat seeded after Sept. 19 is
GunPlain,
$4,380;
Heath,
$3,382;
nearest rival was Joan Ferris with
skiers salute.They were followed many years, died Thuftday at
also requested to come.
is used and the better hay saved fairly free from danger as far as
187 points. Goldean Smith was Hopkins,$4,233;Lake town $3,941; by Roger Ver SluLs demonstrating10:30 a.m. in Blodgett hospital,
A high school enrollment of for the winter feeding.
Hessian fly is concerned.
Lee, $3,318; Leighton, $4,392; the slalom ski. Charlie Sligh as Grand Rapids, following a two
third.
about 370 studentsis expected.
to
Snyder says that good gasture
This . post hit many wheat
Donna Bares had to shoot with Manlius, $2,685; Martin, $5,658; the buxom “Abigail” provided year’s illness. Lane was born in
This is 40 more than a year ago and roughage will go a long way
fields in 1949. More and more
the senior boys, because she was Monterey, $3,113; Otsego, $4,859; comedy interest. Pat Sligh and Newbury, England, and came to
and represents a 12 per cent in- toward saving grain.
during recent years farmers have
the only entry in her class. She O'rerisel, $5,317; Salem, $5,462; Jim Hubbard did a double ski the United States at the age of
crease.
ignored the fly-freedate. Wheat
was only 34 points behind Earl Mor- Saugatuck, $3,666; Trowbridge, act with evening skirt and white 13, settlingin Chicago.
teachers’ meeting win be
has been planted previous to this
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Holkeboer, ris, winner of the Senior boys shoot. $3,963; Valley, $1,362; Watson, tie and tails.
held on Tuesday, Sept.
and Christian School Rally
He was associated with his olddate. The fly thus builds up in
recently commissionededucational
Gail Yoakam’s pupils won all $3,776; and Wayland, $4,085.
Bob Sligh performed the high er brother, Walter, in the Bush
orientation day for new students
population
and
severe
damage
is
Scheduled at Zeeland
missionariesof the Christian Re- four divisions.
point tricks which won him na- and Lane Piano Co. in Chicago
has been set on Wednesday.
done.
formed church, will sail Tuesday
Ed Brandyberry, president of the
tional honors for three years. The and moved to Holland when the
On Wednesday a full program
If all farmers would hold off
Zwland, Au*. 15 (Special)
from New York for their work on Allegan Archery club, Ken Otis,
helicopter spin over the jump, company was moved here. He marof events will be carried on in
until
the
suggested
date
there
is
On Wednesday, Aug. 24, a Chriscompleteturns on skis and jump- ried the former Aleta Fairbanks
Zeeland in celebrationof the tian school rally mil be held at littledanger from wide-spread in- the Nigerianmission fields. They Allegan high school coach, Jim Milwill mate the trip on the freighter ler of Allegan, and Gail Yoakam,
ing backward were his specialties. on Aug. 12, 1908, in Holland.
annual Farmers and Community
Lawrence St. City park sponsored festation.
Templar, which takes them to the 4-H leader of the Lindsley club,
Mike
Crouch rode the jitterboard. After ending his work with th«
Picnic, sponsored by the Zeeland
The corn-boreris giving conby the PTA of that school ActiNigerian port of Lagos.
helped officate and run off the conCrack the whin on skiswasper- Bush and Lane Piano Co., Lane
Chamber of Commerce.
vities will begin at 5 p.m, in the siderable trouble this year. DustThe Holkeboers are supported by test
formed by Dick Sligh. He was operated the Holland and Strand
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Buttles form of a basket lunch. Booths ing at the proper time will help.
and son, George, and Mr. and will be in charge of different Destruction of the borers through the Maple Avenue Christian ReTwo rivals of long standingin followed by Liz Sharp, former na- theaters here for three years. He
tional open Junior Girls champ, also operated a theater in JonesMrs. Paul Wolterink and sons school circles and exhibits of var- shrededing of fodder or putting it formed church. Both will teach in Retailed Scholarship
City
Softball league circles met
missionary schools. The Rev. Edhave returnedhome from a trip ious kinds wil be shown.
in the silo, and turning under all
Thursday night. And It was more who did • the difficultbackward ville. Fourteen years ago, Lane
gar Smith, now in Holland on furto Niagara Falls and other places
moved to Virginia Park where he
than fur that flew at the Fourth swan on one ski.
At 6:15 p.m. a youth hour pro- stubble and fodder by May 1 will lough, is a veteran missionary in Awarded to Ken Weller
of Interest
Bob
Sligh rode the course with operated the Windmillservicestahelp
greatly.
If
only
a
few
farmgram will be held directed by SiSt. diamond.
Ken Welllr, who received a Holland Furnace and the City Laurie Hohl on his shoulders, tion and grocery.
Mrs. Robert Pennell and chil- mon Kroll. This will continue for ers follow such practices little is the Nigerian field.
Mr.
Holkeboer
is
a
graduate
of
master’s
degree
in
business
addren of Lansdowne, Pa are visit- an hour. The Rev. Martin Bolt, of accomplished.The moth which
He was a member of they Unity
Merchants tossed everything but then kicked off one ski. Five men
ing at the home of her mother, Drenthe, will be in charge of a emerges in May and June can Holland Christian high school and ministration this summer at the the umpire at each other in a con- did the bar stunt, the tripod, four lodge No. 191, F and AM; Holland
Mrs. Benj. C. Van Loo, West Cen- quiz and prizes will be awarded travel quite a distance, then de- Calvin college. Mrs. Holkeboer is University of Michigan, has been test finally won by the Merchants, over the jump and the pyramid.
chapter 143, RAM; Grand Rapids
a Holland high school and Hope awarded one of two scholarships
tral Avenue.
In the group performingwere De Witt Clinton consistoryand the
Musical selections’ will be furnish- posit eggs in any field.
7-6.
college graduate. Both were grad- issued by the Michigan Retailers
The Rev. Z. Roetman of Orange ed by a men’s chorus of the three
Neither team scored until the the Musses Sharp, Sligh, Hohl, Saladin Temple.
uated from high school in 1943.
associationto attend the National
Janice Kinkema and Ann Reed,
City, Iowa, was d recent visitor local Christian Reformed churchei
Surviving are the wife; two
Commissioningservices were Institutefor Commercial and thir<J inning. Then the Retailers Bob, Dick and Charlie Sligh, Jim brothers,Alfred and Edward of
with relativesin Zeeland. He also and instrumental selectionsfurn- Birthday Party Given
shoved
across
three
quick
runs.
held recently in the Maple Avenue Trade Organization Executives.
Hubbard, Roger Ver Sluis, Lloyd Detroit; two sisters, both living in
visited Dr. J. Van Kley at his ished by John Swierenga.
For Mari Lou Hindert
church. Taking part were the Revs. The institute will be in session Paul Cook doubled,Bob De Young Nyland, John Robertson and Mich- England.
summer home on Macatawa Lake.
At 8 pjn. a program will be
walked and Warren Huyser and
Gareth Kok, Edgar Smith and John
Mrs. Florence Wilson of Park presented. William A. Lamer is ir
A birthday party was held Wed- C. De Koine, secretary of the from Aug. 14 to 20 at Northwest- Ken Cook singled— that’s all there ael Crouch.
ern university,Evanston, 111. WelThe show wa* similar to exhiRidge, NJ., is visitingher chil- charge of the canteen and Mrs. nesday afternoon in honor of Mari
Jacob Molengraf Dies
Christian Reformed board of mis- ler is the son of Mr. and Mrs. was to it
bitions the local group performs
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Donald Kooi- Alvm Stephenson is chairman of Lou Hindert on her 12th birthday
The
Heaters
popped
back
in
the
sions.
Arie
Weller,
28
East
23rd
St
man, South Division St. Mrs. the baked goods.
anniversary. The party was held
At Holland Hospital
fourth however to get back (one throughout the Midwest area.
A congregationalfarewell was
•
Wilson was Florence MacDerat the home of her parents, Mr
marker,
thanks
to
Ray
Morreq’s
held for the couple in the church
mand of Zeeland before her marJacob Molengraf, 75, of 178 East
and Mrs Edward .Hindert,233 this week. They were presented Good Seed for Fall
home run.
Driver Fined
Dies at Hospital
riage.
i Fifth St., died at Holland hospiLakewood Blvd.
But in the fourth frame, the
with a gift from the congregation.
tal Thursday at 11:30 p.m. of
Miss Janet Van Der Werff. Following S-Day Illness
Hostesseswere Mrs John Hin- John De Vries, clerk of the consis- Plantings Important
Merchants extended their lead to For Leaving Crash Scene
South CentennialSt., submitted
maladies
incident to age. He had
dert, Mrs. Gerald Bazan and Miss
Grand Haven, Aug. 18 (Special)
five runs when they posted three
tory, made the presentation. BeSeed inspectors of the Michigan
been admitted to the hospital
to an operationat Butterworth Mrs. Jennie Vander Ploeg, 64, Lois Hendert.
Mrs.
Lillian
Botbyl,
19,
route
2,
more
runs
on
Huyser’s
second
sinsides musical selections, Rev. Kok Department of Agricultureare
Tuesday night
hospital, Grand Rapids, recently. of 235 East 14th St., died ThursInvited were Sandra Decker,
and Mr. Holkeboer spoke briefly. spending «ome time inn the inspec- gle, a pair of errors and a base Spring Lake, paid $15 fine and
The Rev. and Mrs. D. D. Bon- day afternoon at Holland hos- Mary Lou Bagladi, Ardith Naber.
He had lived in Holland for 71
$4.45
costs
on
a
charge
of
leaving
on
balls.
The Rev. Robert Recker, of Mo- tion of seed used for cover crop
nema are spending a three weeks’ pital. She had been ill five days, Elemere Rolien, Sally Lang, Jane
the scene of a property damage years. His parents were the late
The
Furnace
men,
still
very
mence, 111., recently appointedto purposes, reports Charles A. Stahl,
vacation visiting in Hull, Iowa, at having had a stroke last Saturday. Hohmann, Alice Hacklander, Shiraccident, when she was arraign- Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Molengraf.
the Nigerian field, closed the meet- state seed analyst. This inspection much in the ball game, tallied
Survivingare the wife, Susie;
the home of their mother, Mrs.
Surviving are the husband, An- ley Miller, Marilyn Bazan, Terry
ed before Justice George Hofter
three
times
in
the
sixth
and
twice
ing with prayer. Movies of Nigeria will continue until the cover crop
six
daughters, Mrs. Henry HofHenry Bonnema, and other rela- drew; two sons, Benjamin J. LemFriday.
more in the seventh. But after
were shown by the Rev. De Kornfi. season ends.
tives in Lebanon, Iowa. Mrs. men and Gerrit J. Lemmen; two
meyer, Mrs. Otis Barlow, Mrs.
She
also
paid
$5
fine
and
$4.05
the
Merchants
scored
their
sevKay Stehetee Feted at
Framers buying cover crop seed
Evert Karsten their daughter of daughters, Mrs. John Vander
enth run in the fifth, the contest costs on a charge of having no George Hessell and Mrs. Vivian
should exercise care to get seed of
Zeeland, is accompanying them.
Ambassador Quartet
Haar and Mrs. Gerald Den Bley- Luncheon and Shower
was,
for all practical purposes, operator’s license. She was charg- Arens of Holland, Mrs. Jacob
good quality and free from weeds.
The Rev. and Mrs. M. J. ker; two step-sons,Leonard Van- Miss Kay Steketee, August
ed following an accident Aug. 8 at Van Dyke of Toledo, Ohio, and
finished.
Somfitimes even good farmers are
Duven of Inwood, Iowa, are der Ploeg and John F. Vander bride-elect, was feted at a luncheon To Appear at Rally
Mrs. Donald Hartman of Grand
Oorkey Weener and F. Vanden Second and Washington.
carelessand use for the cover crop,
spendinga few weeks with rela- Ploeg; 19 grandchildren and two and shower Wednesday afternoon
Earl Deal, 27, route 2, Spring Haven; three sons, Jacob, Jr., of
Belt
were
on
the
mound
for
FurThe Ambassador Male quartet seed which infests the soil with
tives and friends in Zeeland and great grandchildren; a sister, Mrs.
Lake, was sentenced to serve five Grand Haven, Ralph and Kenat the home of Miss Betty Brink- will sing at the Youth for Christ
many undesirable weeds • a nuis- nace. They allowed Merchant
vicinity. Rev. Duven is, a former pek Terpstra of Holland; two
man, Virginia Park. Following the rally Saturday at 8 p.m. at River- ance to themselves and their neigh- batsmen eight safeties. Vem Sik- days in the county Jail when he neth at home, and 16 grandchilpastor of the Vriesland Reformed brothers,Johannes Zoerhof of
kema, who got credit for the win, was arraigned before Hoffer on a dren.
luncheon, the afternoon was spent view park. The Ambassadors rep- bors.
church.
charge of driving while his license
Holland and Herman Zoerhof of socially.
gave
up nine hits.
resent Wheaton, ’.111.,college.
Dealers this season are offering
was suspended.His license was
East Saugatuck,and a step-bro- Guests were the Mesdames RobHuyser
collected
three
for
four
Harbor Activity
Members of the quartet are seed of especiallygood quality,exMELON SCARS
taken away for 60 days July 27.
ther, Fred Honing of Easf Sau- ert Ppntier, Ted Rycenga, Fred
Norman
Voth,
first tenor, of ceptionally free from weeds. A to lead both clubs in the hitting
Two boats were in Holland harIn electing cantaloupe*, give gatuck.
department.
Visscher, John Van Huis, Henry Mountain Lake, Minn.,; Richard
bor during the week-end. The
little care on the part of the farattention to the scar at the stem
Steketee, Don De Witt and the Gerig, baritone,of Fort Wayne, mer in selection of his seed will
Theft Reported
Daniel McCool,
cement boat
and. of the fruit. It should be
,Misses Jean Snow, Loudle Jonk- Ind.; Raymond Felton, second tenMrs.
Gertie
Maas
Dies
Mrs.
J.
A.
Griffin
of
Chicago,
help
to
insure
him
a
good
cover
owned
by
the
Medusa
Portland
Norman
C.
May
Dies
•lightly aunken, smooth and well
man, Lois Van Huis, Jennie Brink- or, of Sheboygan,Wis., and James crop, accordingto Stahl
reported to local police Sunday Cement Co., pushed into the Har- r
calloused say. foods specialistsat
man and the guest of honor.
At Convalescent
Richmond, bass, of Flint.
At Holland Hospital
that someone took $100 from her bor Friday and left at 12:30 ajn.
Mkhiggan State college. The veinRichmond
is speaker for the
Norman C. May, 57, Of George- wallet in a local hotel room. Saturday. The J. L. Reiss, brought
lika netting should be full and.
Mr». Gertie Maas, 82, of 410 BERRY HINTS
Car,
Track
group, Gerig arrangesthe quartown township, died on Friday Police are investigating.
a 7,500-ton Joad of agriculture
rounded. If the melon is well rip- College Ave., died Thursday at
If Jhe difference between huck- tet’s music, Voth is song leader
pickup truck driven by at Holland hospital following a
lime from Drummond island to
•ned, the netting will be coarse. the Cora and Martha Convalesleberriesand blueberriescon- and cornetist and Felfon is solo- Thomas Van Eyck and
car lingering illness. Surviving are a FROZEN CANTALOUPE
Brewer Coal Co., Saturday aftercent home where she had been for fuses you, here is
tip from ist The four have been traveling driven by John Nienhuis, • Jr., son, Melvin; two graruichildren; Cantaloupe can be easily and noon. The lime is used by fanners
10 DAYS
four day*. She had been 111 for Elizabeth Roniger, home ecothroughout the Midwest during route 3, were badly damaged in a two sisters, Mrs. Lillian Francis successfully frozen. Select firm,, as a soil sweetener. The boat left
Allegan, Aug. 15 (Special)
•fiver al months.
nomics extension leader at Mich- the summer vacation.
crash three miles southeast of and Mrs. Roxanna Liefbroer,and ripe melons and remove seeds and the local port Saturday evening.
James E. Coster, 25, Fite lake, is
Surviving are the husband, igan State college. Blueberries are
The
Youth
for Christ band will Holland Friday at 6:30 p.m. The a half-brother,Richard Hammond, rind. Cut the meat into anall
10-day jail sentence af- John, and a brother, Bert Tubberusually larger and milder than play under the directionof Roland body of the truck was knocked off all of Grand Rapids. &
wedges and pack in containers. San Francisco— Alcatraz, now
guilty to Judge Er- gen, of East Saugatuck.
huckleberries.Blueberries have Van Dyck and a Youth chorus will the chassis and the vehicle deCover wjth a 40 per cent *yrup the last stop for the natkm’a
to stealing 15 bags
smaller seeds and the color of sing.
molished. No one was injured. More than 150 pounds of amber- and freeze at once advise freezing worst criminals, was originallya
a farm. He was alMoat Intelligent <d birds are both kyids of berries ranges from
In case of rain, the rally will be Fillmoredeputiessaid tail corn gris have been taken from a sin- authoritiesat Michigan State col- Spanish fort, and was first used
a |B0 fioa.
and arowa,
blue to purple-black.
held at First Methodist church.
obscured vision.
hr *» u. ft. government ia. 1858.
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